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November 15, 2016
The Honorable
Craig Estes, Chair
Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development
P.O. Box 12068
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Chair Estes:
Thank you for your leadership as Chair of the Senate Committee on Natural
Resources and Economic Development and for organizing three informative
hearings and developing a comprehensive Interim Report to the 85th Legislature. It
is our privilege to serve with you, and we appreciate the opportunity to share our
perspective regarding the Committee's interim report. Because the interim report
includes many reasonable recommendations, we are pleased to sign it. We submit
this letter to be included in the report, however, as a record of some of our
concerns.
Regarding the interim charge concerning the implementation of the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) regulations, we agree strongly with the
recommendation that the Texas Emissions Reduction Plan should be extended. We
believe, however, the Committee should have included information that could
support EPA's efforts to protect our environment. While the EPA certainly is not
infallible and our state always should hold it accountable, the report makes it
difficult to evaluate objectively the merits of any particular EPA policy and its
impact on Texas. This could have been alleviated by reporting more extensively
the viewpoint of the many stakeholders who believe strongly in the health and
economic benefits of environmental protection.
On a related note, we question the recommendation to fully fund and support the
Attorney General's Office in its ongoing battles against overreach by the EPA and
other federal agencies. While fully funding the operations of the Attorney General
is supported, it is a subjective determination to imply all activities taken by the
EPA are overreach. We are unaware of the Attorney General's Office ever being
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Letter to Chair Craig Estes
November I 5, 20 I6
Page 2 of2

precluded from challenging federal regulations or failing to receive adequate
support for its efforts. What' s more, according to a November 13 Houston
Chronicle article, the Attorney General recently announced that he is shifting from
suing the federal government to lobbying it. If so, he may have surplus funds.
Regarding the economic development charge, we agree with the recommendation
that the legislature should study its methodologies for creating and maintaining
economic development initiatives both because of the compelling facts presented
in the report and because the legislature always should continue to monitor its
initiatives. Nevertheless, we respectfully disagree with the recommendation to
implement broad-based property tax reform by reduced rollback rates and other
means because it is beyond the scope of the interim charge and the report's
findings.
Finally, concerning the expedited permitting charge, we appreciate the report's
detailed background regarding the permitting process in Texas, but we are
concerned by the recommendation to consider eliminating the contested case
hearing process and to adopt in its place a notice-and-comment process with an
appeal option similar to that of the EPA's Environmental Appeals Board. We
believe it is premature to adopt this recommendation without providing an
opportunity for the public and the Committee to discuss this option fully and to
study its history and impact.
Thank you for your dedication to these important issues. We look forward to our
continued productive relationship during the 85lh Legislative Session.
May God bless you.
Very truly yours,

~~
Judith Zaffirini

Juan "Chuy" Hinojosa

Carlos I. Uresti
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SENATOR
E D D I E L U C I O, J R.
November 15, 2016
Hon. Craig Estes, Chairman
Senate Committee on Natural Resources & Economic Development
325 Sam Houston Building
Dear Chairman Estes:
Congratulations is well deserved for the smooth transition of the Senate Committee on Natural
Resources & Economic Development. I thank you and your staff for the exemplary work
performed in developing a committee report on interim charges provided by Lt. Governor
Patrick. I'm pleased to sign the report, and commend you for developing consensus
recommendations. Especially, I am grateful for the review of many strides enhancing the
aerospace industry in Texas.
I respectfully submit this letter with additional perspective on certain recommendations of
Charge #3 relating to economic development incentives, particularly Chapter 313 of Texas Tax
Code. Like you, I represent rural towns and economically‐distressed communities which benefit
from the ability to attract employers and strengthen their economies by applying Chapter 313.
As the committee reviews measures to amend Chapter 313, I encourage careful consideration
of an approach that does not disable small communities from attracting large‐scale business by
applying certain waivers. Small communities must remain competitive in incentivizing capital‐
investment through the effective economic development tools provided by the state. It is
important to ensure against any unintended consequences that may chill or cripple local
jurisdictions.
Additionally, the report addresses property tax reform and rollbacks; I believe this exceeds the
limitations of the charge as provided. As a member of the Select Committee on Property Tax
Reform and Relief I was honored to travel the state and witness testimony from the public on
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this very important issue. I've reserved comments on this subject for the Select Committee's
report.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts with you in this report. I'm confident of
the success of Texas with you at the helm of this extremely important committee.
Sincerely,

Eddie Lucio, Jr.
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Interim Charges
In the fall of 2015, the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development
was charged with conducting a thorough and detailed study of the following issues and preparing
recommendations to address problems or issues that were identified in the process:
1. Implementation of Federal Regulations: Study the impact and identify challenges
Texas faces implementing proposed federal Environmental Protection Agency
regulations, including, but not limited to the Clean Power Plan, Reduction of Methane &
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) from oil and gas facilities, Ozone standards,
Regional Haze, and Waters of the U.S. Make recommendations for legislative or
constitutional action the committee considers necessary.
2. Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP): Study and make recommendations regarding
the use of Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP) funds, including reducing air
emissions from mobile sources in response to changes in ozone standards.
3. Economic Development: Evaluate the effectiveness and necessity of programs and
resources currently used to support economic development in Texas.
Make
recommendations regarding continuation of effective strategies, modification of existing
administrative or regulatory barriers, and the reduction or elimination of ineffective
programs.
4. Expedited Permitting: Evaluate the permitting process in Texas and neighboring states
and make recommendations for eliminating unnecessary barriers and expediting the
process to ensure that the regulatory process is consistent and predictable.
5. ERCOT/PUC Electricity Issues: Conduct legislative oversight and monitoring of
agencies and programs under the committee's jurisdiction. In this oversight and
monitoring, the committee should: 1) identify and recommend opportunities to streamline
programs or services and enhance grid safety while maintaining the mission of ERCOT
and PUC and their programs; and 2) identify barriers ERCOT or PUC may have in their
governance that may be appropriate to improve or eliminate.
6. Oil Field Theft: Study and make recommendations for solving the oil field theft
problems facing Texas, including identifying the proper mechanisms for increasing
enforcement effectiveness.
7. Monitoring Charge: Monitor the implementation of legislation addressed by the Senate
Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development during the 84th
Legislature, Regular Session and make recommendations for any legislation needed to
improve, enhance, and/or complete implementation. Specifically, monitor the following:
1) Legislation relating to Texas aerospace incentives; 2) Expediting permitting; and 3)
Electric utility rate adjustments.

ix

Interim Hearings Held
November 6, 2015, Capitol Extension Rm. E1.012
The Committee heard invited testimony on Charge Nos. 2 and 6.
April 1, 2016, Capitol Extension Rm. E1.012
The Committee heard invited and public testimony on Charge Nos. 3, 4, and 7.
September 28, 2016, Capitol Extension Rm. E1.012
The Committee heard invited testimony on Charge No. 1.

x

Interim Charge Discussion and
Recommendations

1

Charge No. 1
Implementation of Federal Regulations: Study the impact and identify challenges Texas faces
implementing proposed federal Environmental Protection Agency regulations, including, but not
limited to the Clean Power Plan, Reduction of Methane & Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
from oil and gas facilities, Ozone standards, Regional Haze, and Waters of the U.S. Make
recommendations for legislative or constitutional action the committee considers necessary.
I.

Background

Over the course of President Obama's two terms in office, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has promulgated a series of new regulations designed to protect the environment.
Many of these rules will impact the State of Texas significantly, both in terms of their
compliance costs and their effects on the State's economy. The Senate Committee on Natural
Resources and Economic Development (Committee) examined nine EPA regulations in response
to Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick's interim charge to study this issue: the New Source
Performance Standards for Oilfield Methane and Volatile Organic Compounds, the revised
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Tropospheric Ozone, the Clean Power Plan, the
Mercury and Air Toxics Standards, the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule, Regional Haze, the
application of the Sulfur Dioxide National Ambient Air Quality Standards, the Start-Up,
Shutdown, and Malfunction State Implementation Plan Call, and the revisions to the regulatory
definition of "waters of the United States."
A. Overview of the EPA's Authority
At President Nixon's urging, Congress created the EPA in 1970 to unite federal
regulation and enforcement of air, water, and waste pollution controls under a single roof.1
Major amendments to the Clean Air Act2 in 1970 and the enactment of the Clean Water Act3 in
1972, the Safe Drinking Water Act4 in 1974, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,5 and
the Toxic Substances Control Act of 19766 subsequently granted the EPA far-reaching regulatory
authority over much of the nation's economy. Regulations properly issued by the EPA pursuant
to these enabling acts carry the full force of federal law.7 Accordingly, valid EPA regulations

1

THE GUARDIAN, Origins of the EPA (Spring 1992), available at: https://archive.epa.gov/epa/aboutepa/guardianorigins-epa.html (September 30, 2016).
2
42 U.S.C. §§ 7401‒7671q.
3
33 U.S.C. §§ 1251‒1387.
4
42 U.S.C. §§ 300f‒300j‒25.
5
42 U.S.C. §§ 6901‒6992k.
6
15 U.S.C. §§ 2601‒2692.
7
See Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 295 (1979) (“It has been established in a variety of contexts that
properly promulgated, substantive agency regulations have the ‘force and effect of law.’”).
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override all conflicting state laws and constitutional provisions under the Supremacy Clause of
the United States Constitution.8
As a general matter, the EPA's enabling acts empower it to set national standards for air,
water, and waste pollution after studying the harm done to the public health or welfare by the
pollutants in question.9 The acts then provide for a process by which each state submits a plan10
to the EPA detailing how the state will implement and achieve the minimum federal standard for
each pollutant in question, if it has not already done so, and monitor compliance going forward.11
The EPA next reviews the proposed state plan.12 If the EPA finds the plan sufficient, it allows
the state to administer the plan.13 If a state fails to submit a plan at all or submits a plan that the
EPA finds lacking, the acts require the EPA to design and implement a federal plan to force the
state into compliance.14 The EPA is also required to implement a federal plan if a state submits a
sufficient plan but then fails to follow it.15
In the context of the Clean Air Act, the EPA originally maintained that greenhouse gasses
like carbon dioxide and methane were neither subject to federal regulation nor proven to be
harmful to the public health or welfare.16 A coalition of states and environmental activists
challenged the EPA's refusal to regulate greenhouse gasses under the Clean Air Act in the early
2000s and ultimately obtained a ruling from the United States Supreme Court ordering the EPA
to study and determine whether greenhouse gasses were harmful to the public health or
welfare.17 On December 15, 2009, the EPA published a finding that greenhouse gasses were a
danger to the public health and welfare based on its conclusion that they contributed to extreme
weather events, rising sea levels, and poor crop yields.18 The EPA subsequently began regulating
greenhouse gasses along with more traditional pollutants under the same framework outlined
above.19

8

U.S. Const. Art VI, cl. 2. See City of New York v. FCC, 486 U.S. 57, 63‒64 (1988) ("'[A] federal agency acting
within the scope of its congressionally delegated authority may pre-empt state regulation' and hence render
unenforceable state or local laws that are otherwise not inconsistent with federal law."); Missouri v. City of Glasgow,
152 F.3d 802, 805 (8th Cir. 1998) ("The Supremacy Clause of the federal Constitution dictates that a state law
(whether a statutory or constitutional provision) cannot prevent the administration and execution of a federal
statute.").
9
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1252(a) (2016); 42 U.S.C. §§ 6907(a), 7408(a) (2016).
10
In the context of the Clean Air Act, this plan is known as the "State Implementation Plan" (SIP).
11
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1313; 42 U.S.C. §§ 6947, 7410.
12
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1313; 42 U.S.C. §§ 6947, 7410.
13
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1313; 42 U.S.C. §§ 6947, 7410.
14
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1313; 42 U.S.C. §§ 6926, 7410.
15
E.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1313; 42 U.S.C. §§ 6926, 7410.
16
68 Fed. Reg. 173, 52,922‒33 (Sept. 8, 2003).
17
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 528‒35 (2007).
18
74 Fed. Reg. 239, 66,496‒99 (Dec. 15, 2009).
19
See Environmental Protection Agency, NSR Regulatory Actions, Available at: https://www.epa.gov/nsr/nsrregulatory-actions#ghg (Sept. 30, 2016).
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B. National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Tropospheric Ozone
The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to issue "air quality criteria" for each pollutant in the
ambient air that results from numerous or diverse mobile or stationary sources and that
endangers the public health or welfare.20 The criteria must "accurately reflect the latest
scientific knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on public
health or welfare which may be expected from the presence of such pollutant in the ambient air,
in varying quantities."21 The Act then instructs the EPA to publish regulations prescribing
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and periodically revise them to set both
"ambient air quality standards the attainment and maintenance of which . . . are requisite to
protect the public health" and "a level of air quality the attainment and maintenance of which . . .
is requisite to protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects
associated with the presence of such air pollutant in the ambient air."22 The standards designed
to protect human health are known as "primary" national ambient air quality standards, while
those designed to protect the general welfare are known as "secondary" standards.23
Ozone is the primary component of smog.24 The EPA listed tropospheric, or groundlevel, ozone as a criteria pollutant on April 30, 1971, based on evidence that high concentrations
increased the frequency of asthma attacks in some asthmatic individuals.25 Ground-level ozone
is the product of chemical reactions that occur in the presence of sunlight between nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).26 Nitrogen oxides are byproducts of
combustion, and the two largest sources of nitrogen oxides in the United States are vehicles and
power plants.27 Volatile organic compounds are molecules usually characterized by strong
smells that are emitted as gasses from solid or liquid substances like paints, aerosols, and fuels.28
The EPA's original ground-level ozone standard was 80 parts-per-billion (ppb) averaged
over a one-hour time period, but this was relaxed to 120 ppb in 1979.29 The one-hour 120 ppb
standard remained constant until 1997, when the EPA tightened it to 80 ppb averaged over an

20

42 U.S.C. § 7408(a) (2016).
Id.
22
Id. at § 7409.
23
Id. See also Environmental Protection Agency, NAAQS Table, available at: https://www.epa.gov/criteria-airpollutants/naaqs-table (Oct. 2, 2016).
24
Clean Air Technology Center, Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Why and How They Are Controlled 1 (Nov. 1999).
25
See 36 Fed. Reg. 8186 (Apr. 30, 1971) (referring to ozone as "photochemical oxidants"). The Clean Air Act and
the EPA regulate stratospheric and tropospheric ozone separately. See generally 42 U.S.C. §§ 7671‒7671q (2016).
26
Clean Air Technology Center, Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Why and How They Are Controlled 1 (Nov. 1999).
27
Id. at 4.
28
See Environmental Protection Agency, Volatile Organic Compounds' Impact on Indoor Air Quality, available at:
https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/volatile-organic-compounds-impact-indoor-air-quality (October 1,
2016).
29
Environmental Protection Agency, Table of Historical Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS),
Available at: https://www.epa.gov/ozone-pollution/table-historical-ozone-national-ambient-air-quality-standardsnaaqs (Sept. 18, 2016).
21
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eight-hour time period.30 The EPA subsequently lowered it to 75 ppb in 2008 and 70 ppb in
2015.31 Each of these changes was made as a result of the EPA reevaluating the level of air
quality it found was needed to protect the public welfare from "any known or anticipated adverse
effects associated with the presence of"32 ozone in the ambient air.33
The data on ozone concentrations in a particular region is produced by a network of air
monitors that the Clean Air Act required the states to establish and maintain.34 To determine
whether a region is in compliance with the national ambient air quality standards, the EPA
instructs the states to identify every monitor's fourth-highest, eight-hour average in each of the
previous three years and then average those three, fourth-highest averages.35 The single monitor
with the highest resulting average determines whether the entire region in which it is located is in
compliance with the national standard, and its average is known as the "design value" for that
region.36 If the design value is greater than 70 ppb, the region is not in compliance with the new
national ambient air quality standards and becomes known as a "non-attainment" area.37 If the
design value is less than or equal to 70 ppb, the area is known as an attainment area.38
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is the state agency charged
with fulfilling Texas's obligations under the Clean Air Act.39 Prior to the 2015 revisions, the
TCEQ recognized only two ozone non-attainment areas remaining in Texas: Houston–
Galveston–Brazoria and Dallas–Fort Worth.40 The 2015 revisions have added San Antonio and
El Paso to that list.41 These areas include twenty-one counties the TCEQ has determined should
be designated as non-attainment: Bexar, Brazoria, Chambers, Collin, Dallas, Denton, El Paso
(with the exception of tribal lands), Ellis, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Hood, Johnson,
Kaufman, Liberty, Montgomery, Parker, Rockwall, Tarrant, Waller, and Wise.42

30

Environmental Protection Agency, Table of Historical Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS),
Available at: https://www.epa.gov/ozone-pollution/table-historical-ozone-national-ambient-air-quality-standardsnaaqs (Sept. 18, 2016).
31
Id.
32
42 U.S.C. § 7409 (2016).
33
E.g., 80 Fed. Reg. 65,301 (Oct. 26, 2015) (summarizing health-based rationale for 2015 changes to ozone
standard).
34
42 U.S.C. § 7410 (2016).
35
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Update on the 2015 Ozone Standard 4‒5 (Feb. 17, 2016).
36
Id.
37
See 80 Fed. Reg. 65,296 (Oct. 26, 2015).
38
See id.
39
Tex. Health & Safety Code § 382.0173 (2016).
40
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Nonattainment Areas 1 (May 2012).
41
Written Testimony of Steve Hagle, Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development (Sept.
28, 2016).
42
Letter from Governor Gregg Abbott to Janet McCabe & Ron Curry, Attachment A (Sept. 30, 2016).
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Figure 1: Design Values for Ozone Non-Attainment Areas in Texas43
Non-Attainment Area
2015 Design Value 2016 Design Value*
Dallas–Fort Worth
83
80
Houston–Galveston–Brazoria
80
79
San Antonio
78
71
El Paso
71
71
*2016 Design Values are as of August 29, 2016, and subject to change over the rest of the year.

Under the 2015 revisions to the ozone standard, states had until October 1, 2016, to
designate recommended non-attainment areas based on their design values.44 The TCEQ expects
areas with design values under 80 ppb to be considered "marginal" under the EPA's 2015
revisions, while areas with design values between 80 ppb and around 90 ppb will be considered
"moderate."45 The EPA will make this determination after reviewing complete monitoring data
from 2016.46 The EPA will make those designations final by October 1, 2017, and the State
must calculate emissions inventories for all non-attainment areas by December 2019.47 The
State's deadline for bringing non-attainment areas into attainment is 2020 for marginal areas and
2023 for moderate areas.48
Areas that are designated non-attainment suffer significant economic consequences as a
result. Entities wishing to move to or expand in non-attainment areas must either reduce
emissions internally to avoid non-attainment new source review49 or offset any emissions the
move or expansion will add to the local air at a ratio that depends on whether the area is
considered marginal or moderate.50 Industry adding emissions to marginal areas must offset
them at a rate of 1.1:1, while the ratio is 1.15:1 in moderate areas.51 Offsets must be procured by
purchasing credits on a local market from other companies that have reduced emissions by
shutting down equipment or adding emission controls beyond those required by rule.52 The costs
are significant: in the year preceding this Report, the average cost of offsets in the Houston area
was $87,500 per ton of nitrogen oxides and $198,565 for volatile organic compounds.53 Offsets
43

Written Testimony of Steve Hagle, Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development 1 (Sept.
28, 2016).
44
Id.
45
Id.; Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Update on the 2015 Ozone Standard 11 (Feb. 17, 2016).
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for nitrogen oxides did not trade in the Dallas area in the same time period, but offsets for
volatile organic compounds traded for an average cost of $4,404 per ton.54 In addition to these
requirements, state implementation plans for bringing non-attainment areas into compliance with
national standards can include increased inspection and maintenance requirements for vehicles,55
as well as restrictions on speed limits,56 vehicle use, barbecue pits, lawn care equipment,
watercraft, off-road vehicles, sales and use of paints and aerosols, and vehicle idling.57 The
Clean Air Act also requires non-attainment areas to participate in the federal Transportation
Conformity process, which denies federal highway funding to projects in non-attainment areas if
the projects would undermine the local state implementation plan by contributing to increased
emissions.58 Taken together, all of these measures act as a significant drag on the economies of
the non-attainment areas that become subject to them.59
The adverse economic effects that non-attainment areas normally experience are
exacerbated by the 2015 ozone standard revisions, because the revisions lower the national
standard so close to the "background level" of ozone that would be present without the activities
of Texans that there is very little room left for emissions from Texans.60 The EPA has admitted
that the new standard is so low that some areas of the country will not be able to attain it using
known control technologies.61 As a result, witnesses testified before the Committee that the
revisions to the ozone standard were likely to be the costliest of the new regulations Texas faces,
and that they could become the costliest in the history of the EPA.62 The TCEQ has estimated
the cost of compliance in Texas to be between $4 and $54 billion and has expressed concern that
compliance measures will involve major lifestyle changes for citizens living in non-attainment
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areas.63 The EPA has estimated the nationwide compliance cost to be much lower, only $3.9
billion, and the resulting health benefits to be between $7.5 and $15 billion.64 However, the
EPA's estimated cost assumes the use of technology that does not yet exist in areas where known
control technologies cannot achieve attainment,65 and the TCEQ has studied the purported health
benefits independently and concluded that there will be little, if any.66 The EPA's reliance on
technology that does not yet exist to bring areas into attainment calls into question whether
nationwide attainment of the new standard is even possible.67
Acting on the concerns discussed above, the State of Texas and the TCEQ joined a
coalition of other states in filing a petition for review challenging the 2015 ozone standard
revisions in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (D.C.
Circuit).68 A national coalition of industries filed a separate challenge in the same court.69 The
challengers argue that the EPA impermissibly failed to consider the impact of background ozone
in issuing the revisions, that the EPA's broad interpretation of its authority to ignore background
ozone usurps the authority of Congress, and that the EPA's evidence of adverse health effects
being triggered by concentrations under 75 ppb was scientifically flawed.70 As of the date of this
Report, briefs have been filed, but the court has yet to schedule argument or rule on the case.
The court has not stayed the implementation of the new ozone standards pending the litigation,
so the State of Texas must comply with the revised standards unless and until the courts strike
them down.71
C. National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Sulfur Dioxide
The EPA listed sulfur dioxide (SO2) as a criteria pollutant under the Clean Air Act on
April 30, 1971,72 based on evidence that it can harm the respiratory system.73 Sulfur dioxide
contributes to acid rain and the formation of particulate matter,74 which is another criteria
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pollutant in its own right.75 The largest source of sulfur dioxide is the combustion of fossil fuels
by power plants and industrial facilities.76
The EPA originally set the primary national ambient air quality standard for sulfur
dioxide at an annual maximum of one twenty-four-hour average in excess of 140 ppb or an
annual arithmetic average of 30 ppb.77 That standard remained in place until 2010, when the
EPA replaced it with a 75 ppb standard calculated by averaging the top one percent of daily
maximum one-hour average concentrations over the previous three years.78 The EPA's
secondary standard for sulfur dioxide, a three-hour average of 500 ppb not to be exceeded more
than once per year, has remained unchanged since 1971.79
After promulgating its new standard, the EPA initially designated as non-attainment only
areas of the country that had air monitors located in them with design values in excess of the new
standard, refusing to designate the rest of the country.80 At that time, it did not designate any
non-attainment areas in Texas.81 The Sierra Club and the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) subsequently sued the EPA in federal district court in San Francisco and in the D.C.
Circuit, arguing that the Clean Air Act required the EPA to designate all areas of the country,
regardless of whether they contained air monitors, by modeling the areas without monitors.82
Texas and several other states intervened in both lawsuits, arguing that the EPA should have
designated the areas with air monitors that had not exceeded the standard as being in attainment,
while designating the areas without air monitors as unclassifiable, treating them as attainment
areas without modeling them.83 The suit in the D.C. Circuit was subsequently abated pending
the outcome of the suit in district court.84 On March 2, 2015, the San Francisco district court
entered a consent decree under which the EPA settled with the Sierra Club and the NRDC by
agreeing to designate unmonitored areas after gathering more data on those containing major
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emissions sources.85 The state intervenors did not agree to this course of action and have
appealed the entry of the decree to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
(Ninth Circuit), where the parties are waiting on oral argument to be scheduled.86 Meanwhile, a
suit that Texas and several other states filed to resolve the same legal questions in North Dakota
has been abated pending the outcome of the litigation in the Ninth Circuit.87
Under its consent decree, the EPA identified twelve unmonitored sources of sulfur
dioxide in Texas that were large enough to present non-attainment issues on March 20, 2015.88
The TCEQ submitted modeling and emissions data for eight of these sites that led the EPA to
conclude on June 30, 2016, that seven did not present attainment concerns, but that one, the
Harrington Station Power Plant in Potter County, needed to be modeled, monitored, or limited to
less than 2,000 tons of sulfur dioxide emissions per year.89 It delayed consideration of the other
four until October 30, 2016. Those four sources are the Big Brown Steam Electric Station (Big
Brown) in Freestone County, the Sandow Steam Electric Station in Milam County (Sandow), the
Martin Lake Electrical Station (Martin Lake) in Rusk County, and the Monticello Steam Electric
Station (Monticello) in Titus County.90 Monticello, Martin Lake, and Big Brown are three of the
State's largest coal-fired power plants.91
The EPA also issued a Data Requirements Rule (DRR) pursuant to its consent decree that
requires states to address air quality for sulfur dioxide sources emitting more than 2,000 tons per
year by modeling, monitoring, or establishing enforceable limits of less than 2,000 tons per
year.92 The DRR requires the State to begin operating all monitors it wishes to use to comply
with this rule by January 1, 2017. If the State wishes to rely on models or emissions limits
instead of monitors, these must be developed by January 13, 2017.93 If the EPA designates new
non-attainment areas as a result of the data obtained under this new rule, the State will have
eighteen months to submit revisions to its state implementation plan and five years to bring the
areas into attainment.94
The 84th Legislature appropriated $3.7 million and authorized the TCEQ to hire eight
full-time employees to comply with the monitoring requirements of the sulfur dioxide consent
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decree.95 This appropriation is sufficient to fund up to thirty-one new sulfur dioxide monitors in
areas with significant emissions sources, but the TCEQ anticipates deploying only fourteen.96
The EPA estimated that implementing its revised sulfur dioxide standard would cost $1.5
billion nationwide and produce health benefits of between $15 and $37 billion.97 However, the
EPA's calculation of these benefit amounts depends primarily on the reductions in particulate
matter that will result from the same measures that reduce sulfur dioxide emissions.98 The EPA
estimates that the direct benefit of the sulfur dioxide reductions its lower standard will produce is
only $2.2 million.99
D. Cross-State Air Pollution Rule
The Clean Air Act contains a "good neighbor"100 provision that requires every state to
prohibit emissions that contribute significantly to maintenance problems or non-attainment of
national ambient air quality standards in any other state.101 In order to enforce compliance with
this provision, the EPA promulgated the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) on May 12, 2005.102
CAIR required twenty-nine upwind states, including Texas, to adopt and submit revisions to
their state implementation plans to eliminate sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions that
were significantly contributing to non-attainment of the 1997 standards for particulate matter and
ozone in downwind states.103 The EPA finalized CAIR on April 26, 2006, and issued federal
implementation plans to force the upwind states into a national cap-and-trade system pending
adoption of satisfactory revisions to their state implementation plans.104 However, the D.C.
Circuit found that CAIR was unlawful on July 11, 2008, because it failed to link the reductions it
required each upwind state to make to the magnitude of that state's contribution to air quality
problems in downwind states.105 The court ordered the EPA to draft a new rule to replace CAIR
without the flaws identified in the court's opinion, but left CAIR in effect pending the issuance of
the new rule.106 Texas revised its state implementation plan to adhere to CAIR in February
2010.107
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The EPA promulgated the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) on August 8, 2011, to
replace CAIR.108 CSAPR applies to twenty-seven upwind states, including Texas.109 Like CAIR
before it, CSAPR is a federal implementation plan that the states have the option to replace with
revisions to their state implementation plans.110 CSAPR requires large electrical generating units
(EGUs) in upwind states to participate in trading programs for annual sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides emissions, as well as ozone-season nitrogen oxides emissions.111 Each upwind state
receives emissions budgets that its power plants may meet in any way they see fit, including
through unlimited trading of emissions allowances between plants in the same state.112 While
CSAPR also allows trading of emissions allowances between states, the interstate trading of
allowances may not exceed specified limits.113 The allowances a state receives in its budget are
reduced incrementally over time to force the plants to gradually clean up their emissions.114
CSAPR generally allocates emissions allowances among power plants by calculating the historic
heat input for every plant in a state and then making each plant's share of the state's allowances
equal to the plant's percentage share of the total heat input from plants in that state over the last
three years.115 However, in instances where this formula would allow a plant to exceed the
maximum amount it emitted over the same three-year period, CSAPR sets the plant's allowances
equal to the maximum amount it emitted over that timeframe.116 States may submit limited state
implementation plan revisions that change the EPA's default system of allocating allowances
within their borders.117
The State of Texas challenged CSAPR in the D.C. Circuit in September 2011, arguing
that the EPA had denied Texas meaningful notice and an opportunity to comment on the
proposed rule, which prevented Texas from demonstrating that CSAPR required more reductions
than were necessary to satisfy the good neighbor provision of the Clean Air Act.118 Texas
obtained a stay of the rule in December 2011 that delayed its implementation, leaving CAIR in
place while the parties litigated the challenge to CSAPR.119 In August 2012, the D.C. Circuit
vacated CSAPR and ordered the EPA to replace it with a valid rule.120 However, the United
States Supreme Court reversed the D.C. Circuit in June 2014 and remanded the litigation for
108
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further proceedings, causing the D.C. Circuit to lift the stay in October 2014.121 The D.C. Circuit
held a second round of arguments on the remanded case in 2015 and found that the 2014 sulfur
dioxide and ozone-season nitrogen oxides budgets for Texas were unlawfully strict.122 The court
remanded those budgets to the EPA for correction, but left CSAPR in effect pending publication
of corrected budgets.123
In December 2015, the EPA published a proposed CSAPR Update Rule to help
downwind states meet the 2008 ozone standards by lowering CSAPR's ozone-season budgets,
which originally had been designed around the more lenient 1997 ozone and 2006 particulate
matter standards.124 This update rule also addressed the D.C. Circuit's remand of ozone-season
nitrogen oxides budgets for Texas.125 The CSAPR Update Rule did not address the D.C.
Circuit's remand of annual sulfur dioxide budgets.126
Instead of addressing the remanded sulfur dioxide budgets in an updated rule, the EPA
issued a memorandum in June 2016 offering Texas "a choice of one of two paths."127 Under the
first path, Texas can voluntarily submit a revision to its state implementation plan requiring its
emissions sources to participate in CSAPR's annual trading program for sulfur dioxide without
further objecting to its budget levels.128 Under the second path, if Texas continues to object to its
budget, the EPA will withdraw the federal implementation plan requiring Texas to participate in
the annual nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide CSAPR programs and then address any remaining
interstate transport or regional haze129 obligations for the State on an individual basis.130 If
Texas chooses the second path, it will no longer be able to participate in CSAPR's interstate
trading programs for annual nitrogen oxides or sulfur dioxide allowances.131 Texas has until
January 1, 2017, to make its decision.132 As of the date of this Report, it has not been made.
The TCEQ has determined that the Texas power plants affected by CSAPR are currently
meeting their budgets for all three CSAPR programs: annual sulfur dioxide, annual nitrogen
oxides, and ozone-season nitrogen oxides.133 There is currently a surplus of allowances in Texas
121
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for each budget, a portion of which can be carried forward into future years.134 While the 2017
ozone-season budget is 5.6% less than the actual ozone-season emissions recorded in 2015, the
TCEQ does not anticipate that Texas plants will have trouble complying with it.135 However,
whether Texas continues to participate in CSAPR's sulfur dioxide program could have a
significant effect on the cost of complying with the EPA's regional haze rules.
E. Regional Haze
The Clean Air Act instructs the EPA to improve visibility in national parks and
wilderness areas by requiring the states to include measures in their implementation plans to
reduce pollution that impairs visibility.136 Although Congress enacted the amendments requiring
this action in 1977, and the EPA promulgated limited regulations in 1980, the EPA did not
publish comprehensive regulations to address the issue until 1999, after it had studied the issue
extensively and concluded that the primary pollutants reducing visibility were particulate matter
formed from sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides.137 The EPA's regional haze regulations seek to
reach conditions of natural visibility in national parks and wilderness areas by 2064.138 One of
the key components of the 1999 regional haze regulations forced states to require older sources
of pollution that impaired visibility either to implement Best Available Retrofit Technology
(BART) or participate in a statewide trading program that resulted in cleaner air than BART
would.139 Another key component of the regulations requires states to demonstrate "reasonable
progress" toward reaching the goal of natural visibility.140
What constitutes BART under the EPA's regulations varies from source to source,
depending on several factors, including the existing control technology in place at the source, the
costs of compliance, energy and non-air environmental impacts of compliance, the remaining
useful life of the source, and the degree of visibility improvement that is reasonably anticipated
from the use of the technology.141 The D.C. Circuit vacated the 1999 regulations' BART
provisions in 2002 because it found they impermissibly forced states to impose BART controls
on sources that had not been shown to contribute to visibility problems.142 The EPA published a
final rule three years later amending its Regional Haze regulations to fix the problems with
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BART that the D.C. Circuit had identified.143 This rule also stated that, in lieu of conducting a
BART analysis on electrical generating units, states could rely on compliance with CAIR,
because CAIR was designed to achieve greater reductions in the same particulate matter and
ozone precursors that impair visibility that BART addressed.144 The rule ordered states to submit
implementation plan revisions in accordance with its provisions by December 2007.145
Thirty-seven states, including Texas, subsequently missed the deadline to submit their
revisions due to uncertainty surrounding the CAIR litigation.146 In January 2009, the EPA gave
these states two years to submit conforming revisions before it would impose a federal
implementation plan.147 Texas submitted its revisions two months later, relying on compliance
with CAIR instead of BART to satisfy its electrical generating units' obligations under the
Regional Haze rule.148 The State's plan proposed goals of reaching natural visibility in Big Bend
by 2155 and the Guadalupe Mountains by 2081.149 The EPA waited five and a half years to take
any action, ultimately proposing disapproval of portions of Texas's state implementation plan
revisions in December 2014, finding that they did not sufficiently protect Big Bend, the
Guadalupe Mountains, or the Wichita Mountains in Oklahoma.150 The EPA instead proposed a
federal implementation plan that would substitute Texas's reliance on CAIR with CSAPR,151 a
program that had not existed at the time the EPA demanded Texas submit its revisions and that
was still on remand in the D.C. Circuit. However, the EPA did not finalize its disapproval of
Texas's plan until January 2016.152 By that time, the State's legal challenges to CSAPR had
made its future uncertain. Accordingly, when the EPA disapproved Texas's plan in January
2016, its final federal implementation plan for regional haze did not allow Texas to substitute
reliance on CAIR or CSAPR to satisfy BART.153 Instead, it required additional controls or
limitations on fifteen units at eight sites in Texas to meet the State's reasonable progress
requirement.154 Texas challenged the EPA's federal implementation plan in the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit (Fifth Circuit) in February 2016, and the Fifth Circuit
stayed its implementation in July 2016.155 That stay is still in effect as of the date of this Report,
and no action will be required by any Texas pollution source until it is lifted. The EPA is under
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a separate court-ordered deadline to propose a BART federal implementation plan for Texas by
December 9, 2016, to be finalized by September 9, 2017.156
As discussed above in the context of CSAPR, the EPA issued a memorandum in June
2016 offering Texas a choice between voluntarily adopting CSAPR's sulfur dioxide budgets or
having its electrical generating units analyzed on an individual basis without the benefit of the
trading programs created by CSAPR.157 Accordingly, regardless of what happens in the Fifth
Circuit reasonable progress case, if the State does not voluntarily comply with CSAPR, the
Regional Haze rule will require its power plants to undergo a case-by-case BART analysis.
The revisions Texas proposed to its state implementation plan to comply with the federal
Regional Haze regulations would not have required any additional control measures by pollution
sources in Texas beyond those they are already taking to comply with other air quality
programs.158 As mentioned above, the federal implementation plan the EPA proposed would
impose sulfur dioxide limits that would require action by eight coal-fired power plants: Big
Brown, the Coleto Creek Power Station in Goliad County, the Limestone Generating Station in
Limestone County, Martin Lake, Monticello, Sandow, the Tolk Generating Station in Lamb
County, and the San Miguel Electric Cooperative in Atascosa County.159 The EPA has estimated
that the additional upgrades to these plants required by the federal implementation plan would
cost $2 billion.
Regional Haze pollutant reduction goals are stated in terms of deciviews instead of partsper-billion.160 Generally, 1.0 deciview is the change in visibility that a person can detect with the
naked eye.161 In exchange for the aforementioned $2 billion in extra costs, the EPA estimates
that its plan will result in deciview improvements over the Texas plan of 0.45 in the Wichita
Mountains, 0.12 in Big Bend, and 0.15 in the Guadalupe Mountains.162
F. Mercury and Air Toxics Standards
When Congress amended the Clean Air Act to create national ambient air quality
standards for criteria pollutants in 1970, it also created National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP).163 It defined "hazardous air pollutant" as "an air pollutant
to which no ambient air quality standard is applicable and which in the judgment of the
Administrator [of the EPA] may cause, or contribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in
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serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness."164 The difference between criteria
pollutants and hazardous air pollutants is not only the acuity of their health effects, but also the
Clean Air Act's specification that the presence of criteria pollutants "in the ambient air results
from numerous or diverse mobile or stationary sources."165 The implication is that criteria
pollutants are more widespread and pose a less specific risk to a larger portion of the general
population, while hazardous air pollutants may be local to a small number of sources threatening
severe injury to primarily their surrounding populations.166 While the EPA regulates criteria
pollutants through standards that limit their concentrations in the ambient air, it regulates
hazardous air pollutants with standards that limit their release or emissions.167
Over the eighteen years after the 1970 Clean Air Act amendments, the EPA listed eight
hazardous air pollutants and established emissions standards for only seven of them.168
Concerned about the EPA's slow pace, Congress amended the Clean Air Act again in 1990 to
remove much of the EPA's discretion and require regulation of more than a hundred specific
hazardous air pollutants, including mercury and nickel.169 Under the new statutory scheme,
Congress required the EPA to categorize major sources and area sources of the listed hazardous
air pollutants and then regulate them on a prioritized schedule that reflected the maximum
reduction in emissions which could be achieved by application of the best available control
technology.170 The amendments required new sources to adopt emissions controls that achieved,
at a minimum, the level of emissions produced in practice by the best-controlled similar
source.171 They required existing sources to adopt emissions controls equal to the average
emissions limitations achieved by the best performing twelve percent of existing sources.172 The
EPA collectively refers to the controls that meet these benchmarks for new and existing sources
as "Maximum Achievable Control Technology" (MACT).173 The amendments also instructed
the EPA to perform a study of the hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to occur as a
result of hazardous air pollutant emissions from electrical generating units.174 The EPA was to
regulate those units if it found that doing so was appropriate and necessary after considering the
results of the study.175
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Although Congress had ordered the EPA to complete its study within three years of the
1990 amendments, the EPA did not complete the task until 1998.176 In December 2000, the EPA
issued findings that electrical generating units were the largest domestic sources of mercury
emissions and that they presented significant hazards to the public health and the environment.177
The agency followed this finding with two proposed alternative rules in January 2004. 178 One
alternative proposed regulating the generating units through maximum achievable control
technology or a cap-and-trade system.179 The second alternative proposed removing the
generating units from the list of hazardous air pollutant sources and instead regulating them with
performance standards under a different statutory approach.180 After public comment, the EPA
chose the second alternative, which it promulgated as the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) in
2005.181
A coalition of states and environmental activists petitioned the D.C. Circuit to overturn
CAMR shortly after the EPA promulgated it, arguing that the EPA's removal of generating units
from the list of hazardous air pollutant sources under the Clean Air Act was unlawful.182 The
D.C. Circuit agreed and vacated the rule in 2008.183 A different coalition then sued the EPA
again to force it to issue a replacement rule regulating hazardous air pollutants from generating
units.184 The EPA entered into a consent decree agreeing to do so by the end of 2011.185
The EPA proposed a rule to replace CAMR in May 2011, which it ultimately published
in February 2012 as the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) for power plants.186 Unlike
CAMR, MATS regulates electrical generating units as hazardous air pollution sources and
requires them to meet standards reflecting the application of maximum available control
technology.187 MATS established limits for mercury, antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium,
chromium, cobalt lead, manganese, nickel, selenium, and acid gasses.188 The regulation also
allowed some specified limits to be met by controlling particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and
hydrogen chloride as surrogates for controls on the air toxics themselves.189 The limits varied
depending on the generating unit's fuel type, design, and date of construction.190
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The EPA estimated that the limits MATS imposed on power plants would cost those
plants $9.6 billion per year and result in a direct public health benefit of between $4 and 6
million per year.191 The agency refused to consider this cost-benefit imbalance in deciding
whether it was appropriate and necessary to regulate the plants, and a resulting legal challenge by
Texas and twenty-two other states eventually made is way to the U.S. Supreme Court.192 The
Supreme Court held that, while the Clean Air Act did not prohibit the EPA from issuing a
regulation that cost more than it produced in benefits, the EPA's refusal to consider the cost at all
was unlawful.193 Accordingly, it remanded MATS to the D.C. Circuit, which remanded the
regulation to the EPA to reconsider in light of the Court's ruling.194 The D.C. Circuit's remand
did not vacate MATS,195 meaning it remained in effect pending the EPA's reconsideration.
The EPA published an updated rule in response to the Supreme Court's remand on April
25, 2016. Fifteen states, including Texas, have challenged this updated rule in the D.C. Circuit,
arguing that it still imposes expenses on power plants that unreasonably and vastly outweigh the
benefits of the reductions in pollution they will produce.196 The challenge remains pending in
the D.C. Circuit as of the date of this Report.
Although the Supreme Court declared MATS unlawful in 2015, no court ever stayed or
vacated it. Accordingly, it has been in effect since 2012, and Texas power plants subject to its
provisions were required to comply with it by April 2016.197 According to the TCEQ, all Texas
plants are in compliance as of the date of this Report.198
G. Clean Power Plan
In between the 1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act that regulated criteria pollutants
and hazardous air pollutants, Congress inserted Section 111199 to perform two functions.200 The
first was to empower the EPA to set national standards of performance for new stationary
sources of pollution.201 Congress gave this power to the EPA because new sources that had yet
to be built were more accommodating subjects for uniform federal regulation than the thousands
of existing sources with different ages, different designs, and different economics. Congress
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assigned primary responsibility for cleaning up existing stationary sources to the states,202 due to
the complexity involved. The second function that Section 111 performs is to fill a gap by
empowering the EPA to regulate new stationary sources of pollutants that endanger the public
health or welfare but neither qualify as criteria pollutants nor as hazardous air pollutants.203 In
cases where the EPA fills this gap for new sources, Section 111(d) empowers it to order the
states to fill the same gap for existing sources by revising their state implementation plans to
impose similar standards of performance.204
Section 111 defines "standard of performance", the keystone of its regulation of both new
and existing sources, as follows:
The term “standard of performance” means a standard for emissions of air
pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the
application of the best system of emission reduction which (taking into account
the cost of achieving such reduction and any nonair quality health and
environmental impact and energy requirements) the Administrator determines has
been adequately demonstrated.205
There is no further statutory definition of "best system of emission reduction" (BSER) other than
that shown above, leaving considerable discretion to the Administrator of the EPA.206
Between 1970 and 2015, the EPA primarily used Section 111 to promulgate new source
performance standards (NSPS) for new sources of criteria and hazardous air pollutants, issuing
regulations for more than sixty categories of such sources.207 Over that same time period, the
EPA ordered states to regulate sources with emissions that were neither criteria nor hazardous air
pollutants only five times under Section 111(d).208 All of the performance standards issued by
the EPA under Section 111 before 2015 applied to individual sources and could be implemented
at each source.209
Carbon dioxide is neither a criteria pollutant nor a hazardous air pollutant, but the EPA
opened the door to regulating it by finding that it endangered the public health and welfare in
2009.210 In October 2015, the EPA issued new source performance standards for coal and
natural gas electrical generating units to control their carbon dioxide emissions.211 It determined
202
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that the best system of emission reduction for new coal plants was partial carbon capture and
sequestration technology, which resulted in a performance standard of 1,400 pounds of carbon
dioxide per megawatt-hour (lbs CO2/MWh), while the best system of emission reduction for
reconstructed plants, which Section 111 also treats as new, was improved operational efficiencies
resulting in between 1,800 and 2,000 lbs CO2/MWh, depending on the plant.212 For gas plants, it
concluded that the best system of emission reduction was combined cycle technology resulting in
a new source performance standard of 1,000 lbs CO2/MWh.213
On the same day it laid the groundwork with these new source performance standards,
the EPA launched its main offensive against carbon dioxide emissions by issuing the Clean
Power Plan, which requires states to regulate existing coal and gas plants under Section
111(d).214 The Clean Power Plan defines the best system of emission reduction for carbon
dioxide from coal and gas fired plants as a three-part strategy of: (1) improving operational
efficiencies of coal plants, (2) substituting generation from low-emitting combined cycle gas
plants for generation from both coal and gas plants that use steam turbines, and (3) substituting
zero-emission generation from renewable energy for generation from fossil fuel plants.215 In
other words, the EPA's best system of emission reduction for coal and gas plants is to stop using
them. In order to implement this system, it sets performance standards for existing steam-driven
plants at 1,305 lbs CO2/MWh and existing combined cycle gas plants at 771 lbs CO2/MWh.216
Both of these numbers are lower than the performance standards for new plants of both types,
and the EPA concedes that it is impossible for a plant to achieve either with current
technology.217 Instead, plants will have to achieve these performance standards by subtracting
emission rate credits from their actual emissions.218 Emission rate credits are tradable
compliance instruments representing one megawatt of energy either saved or generated from
certain lower-emitting sources.219
As a Section 111(d) rule, the Clean Power Plan must be implemented primarily by the
states. Under the Plan's terms, each state has two alternatives. The first is to establish carbon
dioxide emission standards for its existing coal and gas plants that require each plant to
individually meet the emissions performance rates described above by producing or buying
emission rate credits.220 The second alternative is for the state to impose a requirement that the
total emissions from its regulated sources collectively meet a statewide goal assigned to the state
by the EPA that is derived from the performance rates for all regulated plants within that state.221
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Under the latter approach, the EPA publishes the statewide goal in both rate-based terms,
meaning the average number of pounds of carbon dioxide per megawatt-hour that all regulated
sources in the state can collectively emit, and mass-based terms, meaning the total tons of carbon
dioxide that the regulated sources in state can emit in the aggregate.222 States electing to impose
mass-based collective standards can only obtain emission rate credits from zero-emission
renewable sources.223 They receive no benefit from nuclear, biomass, waste-to-energy, or
combined-heat-and-power generation or demand-side energy efficiency measures, unlike states
that set rate-based statewide goals.224 Regardless of whether a state imposes individual
performance standards, collective rate-based standards, or collective mass-based standards, only
renewable generation built after January 1, 2013, can be used to generate emission rate credits. 225
This provision excludes at least 12,214 megawatts of zero-emission renewable generation in
Texas from producing emission rate credits.226
The Clean Power Plan was designed to reduce carbon emissions from the power industry
by thirty-two percent from 2005 to 2030.227 Under the rate-based collective approach, Texas
would have to lower its 2012 rate of 1566 lbs CO2/MWh to 1,042 lbs CO2/MWh by 2030.228
Under the mass-based collective approach, it would have to reduce annual emissions from 240.7
million short tons per year in 2012 to 189.6 million in 2030.229 The EPA assumed that most
states would choose one of the two collective approaches in estimating the nationwide costs of
the Clean Power Plan.230 It estimated that the nationwide cost under the rate-based approach
would be $2.5 billion in 2020, $1 billion in 2025, and $8.4 billion in 2030.231 It estimated that
compliance with the mass-based approach would cost $1.4 billion in 2020, $3 billion in 2025,
and $5.1 billion in 2030.232
Advocates of the Clean Power Plan assert that Texas will avoid most of these costs if
current trends in its electricity market continue.233 They argue that, even if the EPA had never
promulgated the Plan, the rapid deployment of new solar and wind generation in Texas,
combined with increasing energy efficiency, will cause Texas to exceed its collective rate-based
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goals by 2030 without an increase in cost to ratepayers.234 However, Texas regulators are not as
optimistic. According to an analysis performed by the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) in October 2015, the Clean Power Plan could result in the retirement of at least 4,000
megawatts of coal generation capacity in ERCOT, which could result in periods of reduced
system-wide resource adequacy and local transmission reliability problems.235 ERCOT
concluded that costs for customers could rise by as much as sixteen percent by 2030 without
accounting for the costs of transmission upgrades, higher natural gas prices, procurement of
additional ancillary services, and costs associated with retiring coal-fired capacity.236 The Public
Utilities Commission has expressed concern that large coal plant retirements could substantially
increase transmission costs, because much of the State's electrical grid was designed and built
around them.237
Texas joined a coalition of more than half the states challenging the legality of the Clean
Power Plan's unprecedented use of Section 111(d) to create performance standards for existing
sources that are not only more stringent than those for new sources, but also impossible to
achieve with current technology and based on a system of emission reduction that replaces
existing sources instead of upgrading them.238 In an unprecedented move, the Supreme Court
stayed the Clean Power Plan on February 9, 2016, after the D.C. Circuit had declined to do so.239
The parties subsequently argued the merits of the suit before the D.C. Circuit sitting en banc on
September 27, 2016,240 but the court has not published its decision as of the date of this Report.
All Texas agencies ceased working on compliance issues when the Supreme Court issued its
stay, and none will resume until the legal challenge is resolved.241
H. New Source Performance Standards for Oilfield Methane and VOCs
The EPA issued an endangerment finding for methane at the same time it found carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gasses endangered the public health and welfare.242 On June 3,
2016, it published a finding that the oil and gas industry was the second-largest emitter of
greenhouse gasses from stationary sources, the largest being the electrical generating industry. 243
Accordingly, it issued final rules creating new source performance standards under Section 111
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of the Clean Air Act designed to reduce emissions of methane and volatile organic compounds
from midstream and upstream sources built, modified, or reconstructed after September 18,
2015.244 The EPA states that methane is between twenty-eight and thirty-six times more potent
than carbon dioxide at retaining atmospheric heat.245
The EPA's new source performance standards require sources to use specified control
devices and practices to reduce emissions from certain oilfield equipment like pneumatic pumps
and compressors by ninety-five percent.246 They also impose fugitive emission leak detection
and repair (LDAR) requirements that apply to well sites and compressor stations.247 The new
leak detection and repair requirements mandate quarterly inspections at compressor stations and
semi-annual inspections at well sites, both of which must be performed with either optical gas
imaging (OGI) equipment or the EPA's Method 21, a labor-intensive, time-consuming
monitoring process performed with a portable instrument that detects much smaller leaks than
most OGI cameras.248 Operators generally must repair leaks within thirty days of discovery,
unless the repair would require shutting down the station, in which case they may perform the
repair at the next scheduled shutdown or within two years.249 The operator must then perform a
follow-up inspection within thirty days to confirm that the repair worked.250 New source
performance standards issued in 2012 already required "green completions" of gas wells, a
process intended to minimize the amount of gas vented during completions by capturing or
combusting the gas at the wellhead.251 The EPA's latest new source performance standards
require that new oil wells use the green completion technique as well.252 Hydraulic fracturing or
re-fracturing an existing well site after September 18, 2015, constitutes a modification under
these new rules and will make it subject to all of the new source performance standards discussed
above.253 The EPA did not include a proposed exemption for marginal wells in its final rules,
because it found that they tend to emit the same amounts as more profitable wells.254
The EPA's proposed version of the new source performance standards for oilfield
methane included a mandatory aggregation provision that would have treated all facilities within
a quarter-mile of each other or which shared common facilities outside of the quarter-mile as a
single source, potentially triggering heightened emission standards. 255 However, the EPA's final
rule ultimately aggregates only sources that are both connected and within a quarter mile
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radius.256 This aggregation rule only applies to permitting programs administered directly by the
EPA, not to states like Texas, where state agencies administer permitting programs approved by
the EPA.257
The EPA estimated that its new source performance standards for methane would affect
13,000 oil wells and 94,000 well pads,258 causing the operators of affected facilities to incur a
total cost of $640 million by 2025 to produce climate benefits of $690 million.259 The EPA
predicted that the cost would be further offset by sales of $110 million worth of gas that
otherwise would have leaked into the atmosphere.260 However, the EPA's prediction valued this
gas at $4.00 per thousand cubic feet (Mcf),261 a price that would cause many in the industry to
leap for joy as of the date of this Report. Additionally, the TCEQ believes that the EPA
substantially underestimated both the number of potentially affected sources and the overall
fiscal impact and regulatory burden of the rule on operators.262
The oil and gas industry is particularly concerned about the effect the cost of leak
detection and monitoring will have on the marginal wells that account for approximately twenty
percent of Texas's production.263 While existing wells are not initially covered under the new
source performance standards, they can become covered if they are re-fractured, and all new
wells will eventually become marginal.264 At the Committee’s hearing on this issue, one
industry representative testified that optical gas imaging cameras cost $80,000 apiece and that
the training for them costs an additional $40,000.265 The same witness testified that third party
contractors charge $700 per well and $1,000 per production facility for inspections.266 An
advocate of the new standards contested these third-party inspection costs, quoting a lower price
of $250 per inspection.267 The same witness noted that industry has accommodated similar, if
not more comprehensive, rulemakings by state authorities in Colorado, Ohio, and Wyoming.268
However, expenses at any price point factor into well economics. Operators produce wells only
so long as they are capable of producing in paying quantities, meaning the well produces more
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revenue from the sales of its hydrocarbons than it costs to keep it running. The EPA's new
source performance standards accelerate the date at which new and modified wells will no longer
be capable of producing in paying quantities by adding fixed expenses to their day-to-day
operations. In the long term, this will cause operators to shut wells in earlier, leading to less
revenue for operators, less royalty income for mineral owners, and less tax revenue for the State.
The industry also contests that the EPA's measures will lead to noticeably lower
emissions, noting that methane emissions have decreased 14.8% since 1990 despite a huge
increase in production over the same timeframe.269 One representative warned that making
natural gas more expensive to produce could hamper the EPA's attempts to fight greenhouse gas
emissions in other industries.270 Advocates for the measure disagree, arguing that the oil and gas
sector accounts for 33% of methane emissions in the U.S., most of them from a handful of
poorly-run sites.271
The State of Texas filed a petition challenging the new source performance standards for
methane and volatile organic compounds in the D.C. Circuit after they were promulgated,
arguing that the EPA failed to make findings that were necessary predicates and used a
fundamentally flawed cost-benefit analysis.272 The case has not yet been briefed and remains
pending as of the date of this Report.
At the same time the EPA issued its final rule for new sources, it issued a proposed
Information Collection Request (ICR) to support the development of new rules to regulate
methane emissions from existing sources.273 When finalized, the information collection request
will be a mandatory survey sent to operators of existing sources to gather data the EPA believes
it needs in order to craft performance standards for existing sources.274 After it develops the
performance standards, it will order the states to implement them under Section 111(d), just as it
did with the Clean Power Plan.275
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I. Start-Up, Shutdown, and Malfunction State Implementation Plan Call
The EPA and the states derive many of the emissions standards prescribed by the Clean
Air Act and state implementation plans from the capabilities of available control technologies.276
But control technologies do not always work at steady rates. Emission control equipment can
require certain temperatures to operate or certain flow levels to minimize safety risks.277 These
optimal conditions can be impossible to attain when a plant is starting up or shutting down.278
Malfunctions, which the EPA defines as sudden and unavoidable failures of process or control
equipment,279 compound these problems and introduce new variables depending on the nature of
each malfunction.280 Accordingly, the courts have interpreted the various levels of control
technology prescribed by the Clean Air Act to accommodate these unavoidable periods of
increased emissions.281 Similarly, state implementation plans dealt with the issue for decades by
excluding or exempting start-up, shut-down, and malfunction (SSM) events from generallyapplicable standards or by providing affirmative defenses to charges that emission limits were
exceeded during an SSM event.282 While these exemptions and affirmative defenses could allow
an individual source to avoid charges of violating a pollution allowance, they could not be used
by a state to argue for lower readings on the monitors that determine attainment with national
ambient air quality standards.283 In other words, they did not affect the actual emissions
inventories reported by the states to the EPA.284
In 1982 and again in 1999, the EPA issued non-binding guidance documents expressing
concern that some states' SSM policies were too lenient.285 The 1999 document stated that the
EPA would not approve future state implementation plan revisions that contained any automatic
exemptions from emission limitations for SSM or any provisions which authorized state
regulatory officials to grant exemptions for SSM.286 However, it advised that the EPA would
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approve state implementation plans that contained affirmative defenses to civil penalties in cases
where an SSM event had prevented the proper operation of control technologies.287
Texas subsequently submitted state implementation plan revisions that created
affirmative defenses to administrative penalties for both planned and unplanned SSM events.288
The EPA approved the revisions creating an affirmative defense for unplanned events but
disapproved the revisions creating one for planned events.289 A coalition of environmental
activists sued the EPA over its approval, arguing that affirmative defenses for unplanned events
deprived the federal courts of their authority under the Clean Air Act.290 At the same time, an
industrial coalition sued the EPA over its disapproval, arguing that the EPA lacked authority
under the Clean Air Act to disapprove affirmative defenses for planned events.291 The Fifth
Circuit rejected both challenges in 2013.292
On June 12, 2015, the EPA changed course in response to a petition from the Sierra
Club.
Reversing over forty years of continuous practice, it found that the Clean Air Act
disallowed the use of any affirmative defenses to excess emissions from SSM events because
such defenses unlawfully deprived the federal courts of authority granted by the Act.294
Accordingly, it issued a call to all states with state implementation plans that included
affirmative defenses for SSM events, including Texas, to submit revisions removing those
defenses by November 22, 2016.295 In place of the defenses it is disallowing, the EPA
recommends that states use enforcement discretion to decline to prosecute cases of blameless
excess emissions.296 The EPA suggests that environmental activist groups should also be
accommodating and refrain from bringing citizen suits when excess emissions are beyond an
emission source’s control.297
293

Texas has challenged the EPA's change of course in the D.C. Circuit along with eighteen
other states and a coalition of industrial interests.298 Briefing is ongoing as of the date of this
Report, and oral argument has not been scheduled yet.299 In the meantime, the TCEQ has
submitted revisions to its state implementation plan that leave the affirmative defenses in place
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but clarify that they do not limit the authority of the federal courts.300 If the EPA rejects these
revisions as insufficient, it can issue a federal implementation plan.301 The revisions would not
be effective unless Texas loses its suit in the D.C. Circuit.302
While the EPA's call for revisions to the State's implementation plan has no direct costs,
it will likely result in an increase in the penalties assessed against industries for SSM events that
are beyond their control. That the State may use its discretion to decline to seek penalties in
these cases is of slight relevance. Under the demanded revisions, the citizen suit provisions of
the Clean Air Act would empower environmental activists to seek penalties regardless of
blameworthiness or the State's desire to prosecute. This could ultimately create an unbalanced
regulatory climate that wastes resources by achieving the same level of compliance at a much
higher cost to industry, resulting in higher costs to consumers and lower competitiveness on the
global market.
J. Waters of the United States
The purpose of the Clean Water Act is "to restore and maintain the chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of the Nation's waters."303 With that objective in mind, the statute
generally prohibits "the discharge of any pollutant by any person" except as authorized by the
Act.304 The Act defines "discharge of a pollutant" to mean "any addition of any pollutant to
navigable waters from any point source."305 It defines "pollutant" as "dredged soil, solid waste,
incinerator residue, sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, chemical wastes, biological
materials, radioactive materials, heat, wrecked or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt and
industrial, municipal, and agricultural waste discharged into water."306 The Act authorizes the
Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers of the Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps), to issue permits for "discharge of dredged or fill material into the navigable waters at
specified disposal sites."307 Discharges of other pollutants not administered by the Corps into
navigable waters require a permit from the EPA, which has delegated some of its permitting
authority to the states.308 Failure to obtain a permit required by the Act can result in civil and
criminal liability.309
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By its own terms, the Act concerns only discharges into "navigable waters."310 However,
it defines "navigable waters" more broadly than the traditional meaning of the term,311 stating
that "[t]he term 'navigable waters' means the waters of the United States, including the territorial
seas."312 The Corps and the EPA took a progressively broader view of what the "waters of the
United States," were, defining them in 1986 as "traditional navigable waters, interstate waters, all
other waters that could affect interstate or foreign commerce, impoundments of waters of the
United States, tributaries, the territorial seas, and adjacent wetlands."313 Justice Scalia
summarized the sweeping impact of this definition as follows:
In the last three decades, the Corps and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) have interpreted their jurisdiction over "the waters of the United States" to
cover 270-to-300 million acres of swampy lands in the United States—including
half of Alaska and an area the size of California in the lower 48 States. And that
was just the beginning. The Corps has also asserted jurisdiction over virtually any
parcel of land containing a channel or conduit—whether man-made or natural,
broad or narrow, permanent or ephemeral—through which rainwater or drainage
may occasionally or intermittently flow. On this view, the federally regulated
"waters of the United States" include storm drains, roadside ditches, ripples of
sand in the desert that may contain water once a year, and lands that are covered
by floodwaters once every 100 years. Because they include the land containing
storm sewers and desert washes, the statutory "waters of the United States" engulf
entire cities and immense arid wastelands. In fact, the entire land area of the
United States lies in some drainage basin, and an endless network of visible
channels furrows the entire surface, containing water ephemerally wherever the
rain falls. Any plot of land containing such a channel may potentially be
regulated as a "water of the United States."314
Resistance to this broad interpretation eventually brought the meaning of "waters of the United
States" before the Supreme Court in the 2006 case of Rapanos v. United States.315
In Rapanos, the Supreme Court split 4-1-4 over the definition of "waters of the United
States." Scalia authored the plurality opinion joined by Chief Justice Roberts and Justices Alito
and Thomas, arguing that it meant "only those relatively permanent, standing or continuously
flowing bodies of water forming geographic features that are described in ordinary parlance as
streams, oceans, rivers, and lakes. The phrase does not include channels through which water
310
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flows intermittently or ephemerally, or channels that periodically provide drainage for
rainfall."316
Justice Kennedy filed an opinion concurring with the result that the plurality reached, but
not its reasoning, arguing that, "to constitute '"navigable waters"' under the Act, a water or
wetland must possess a 'significant nexus' to waters that are or were navigable in fact or that
could reasonably be so made."317 He argued that the mere presence of a constantly-flowing
surface water connection was not enough to establish a significant nexus, because "the
connection may be too insubstantial for the hydrologic linkage to establish the required nexus
with navigable waters as traditionally understood."318 Instead, he wrote that the nexus issue
should be analyzed in light of the statute's goal of restoring and maintaining "the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters," meaning that waters possessed the
"requisite nexus" where they "significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of other covered waters more readily understood as 'navigable.'"319 Along these same lines, he
noted that one of the reasons he disagreed with Scalia's plurality definition was that, "by saying
the Act covers wetlands (however remote) possessing a surface-water connection with a
continuously flowing stream (however small), the plurality's reading would permit applications
of the statute as far from traditional federal authority as are the waters it deems beyond the
statute's reach."320
Justice Stevens authored an opinion for the four dissenters, who believed the agencies'
interpretation had not exceeded the authority granted to them by the Congress and would have
upheld it.321 In closing, Stevens noted that, despite the failure of the Court to agree on a single
definition, future agency action defining "waters of the United States" based on either Scalia's or
Kennedy's definition had the support of at least five members of the Court, because the
dissenters' broader view of the term's meaning included all of the water encompassed by Scalia's
and Kennedy's competing, narrower definitions.322
In June 2015, the EPA and the Corps jointly published a new definition of "waters of the
United States" in the Federal Register, updating their respective regulations to match it.323 Their
stated goal was to provide more clarity and predictability to Clean Water Act permitting by
creating a definition that reduced the number of case-by-case determinations that had to be made
during the permitting process while also satisfying the Supreme Court's opinion in Rapanos by
narrowing the 1986 definition the Court had disapproved.324 Although the agencies purported to
316
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derive their new definition from Kennedy's opinion in Rapanos,325 they ultimately concluded that
nearly all water is interconnected in significant physical, chemical, or biological ways, meaning
almost every water feature has a significant nexus to a navigable body of water.326 Accordingly,
their resulting definition includes the sorts of remote wetlands and small, but continuouslyflowing streams that had caused Kennedy to find Scalia's definition problematic, as well as
obscure features that likely fail to satisfy either justice's opinion.327
The final rule states that some waters are automatically considered "waters of the United
States" without any further analysis required by the agencies, while others require a case-by-case
determination of whether a significant nexus is present.328 The following waters are
automatically "waters of the United States" under the new definition:
(1) all waters susceptible of use in interstate or foreign commerce,
(2) all interstate waters and wetlands,
(3) the territorial seas,
(4) impoundments of any waters of the United States,
(5) all tributaries of waters described in (1)‒(3), and
(6) all waters adjacent to (1)‒(5).329
"Adjacent" is defined as including all waters that connect segments of water described in (1)‒(5)
and all waters neighboring (1)‒(5), with "neighboring" defined as being either within 100 feet of
a high water mark, or within 1,500 feet of the high water mark and also inside the 100-year
floodplain, or within 1,500 feet of the high tide line of waters described in (1)‒(5) or the high
water mark of the Great Lakes.330 "Tributaries" is defined as "water that contributes flow, either
directly or through another water . . . to a water identified in paragraphs [(1)] through [3] . . . that
is characterized by the presence of the physical indicators of a bed and banks and an ordinary
high water mark."331 The rule also cautions that "[a] tributary can be a natural, man-altered, or
man-made and includes waters such as rivers, streams, canals, and ditches . . . ."332
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The following waters require a case-by-case determination by the agencies, and are only
considered "waters of the United States" if they have a significant nexus to waters described in
(1)‒(3):
(7) all of the following waters that share the same drainage basin:
(i) prairie potholes,
(ii) Carolina bays and Delmarva bays,
(iii) Pocosins,
(iv) Western vernal pools, and
(v) Texas coastal prairie wetlands; and
(8) all waters located within the 100-year floodplain of a water described in (1)‒
(3), as well as all waters located within 4,000 feet of the high tide line or the
high water mark of a water described in (1)‒(5).333
"Significant nexus" is defined as meaning "that a water, either alone or in combination with
other similarly situated waters in the region, significantly affects the chemical, physical, or
biological integrity of a water identified in paragraphs [(1)] through [(3)] . . . ."334 Of the
features described in (7), the last is the only type found in Texas, and is identified as "freshwater
wetlands that occur as a mosaic of depressions, ridges, intermound flats, and mima mound
wetlands located along the Texas Gulf Coast."335
After listing the waters that meet its definition of "waters of the United States," the
agencies' definition proceeds to exclude the following waters:
(1) waste treatment systems;
(2) prior converted cropland;
(3) ditches with: (i) ephemeral flow that are not relocated or excavated
tributaries, (ii) intermittent flows that are not relocated tributaries, excavated
tributaries, or draining wetlands, and (iii) ditches that do not flow into waters
susceptible of use in interstate or foreign commerce, interstate waters or
wetlands, or territorial seas;
(4) (i) artificially irrigated areas, (ii) artificial lakes and ponds built on dry land,
(iii) artificial reflecting and swimming pools, (iv) small ornamental waters
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built on dry land, (v) mining pits, (vi) erosion features like gullies, and (vii)
puddles;
(5) groundwater;
(6) stormwater control features built on dry land; and
(7) wastewater recycling structures built on dry land.
While these exemptions were designed to set landowners at ease, particularly those involved in
agriculture,336 that goal is undermined by the requirement that the improvements listed in (4)(ii),
(4)(iv), (6), and (7) be built on "dry land." It is difficult for anyone to find comfort in a safe
harbor provision for "dry land" in a rule that considers so little land to be dry that its drafters
believed puddles needed to be excluded by name.337
Although the Corps and the EPA stated that one of their goals was to constrain the
unlawful breadth of their 1986 definition,338 they admit they expect their new definition to
increase the number water features they determine to be "waters of the United States" by
between 2.84 and 4.65 percent annually.339 This increase will result in significant delays and
expenses to landowners who apply for permits. In his Rapanos opinion, Scalia reported that
"[t]he average applicant for an individual permit spends 788 days and $271,596 in completing
the process, and the average applicant for a nationwide permit spends 313 days and $28,915—
not counting costs of mitigation or design changes."340 Witnesses representing agriculture,
ranching, and building interests testified that they greatly fear the uncertainty and expense the
new definition will bring to their industries.341
The State of Texas challenged the agencies' definition in federal court shortly after its
promulgation, and the challenge was eventually consolidated with those of seventeen other states
and various private interests in the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit (Sixth
Circuit).342 The Sixth Circuit implemented a nationwide stay on October 9, 2015, after finding
that the challengers had demonstrated a substantial likelihood that they would succeed in
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convincing the court to strike the new definition down.343 The rule remains stayed as of the date
of this Report, but the court has not reached a final decision on the merits.
II.

Discussion

The Committee heard testimony and discussed the Lieutenant Governor's charge on
September 28, 2016.
In general, the regulations examined by the Committee follow a disturbing pattern of
imposing great costs for comparatively small or artificially-inflated benefits. Cleaner air and
cleaner water are laudable goals that are in both the State's and the federal government's
interests. But the State and the nation also have an interest in access to affordable electricity,
gasoline, plastics, and the thousand other products that make life in the 21st Century cleaner,
healthier, and more comfortable than it was in the 18th, even when these come at an undeniable
cost to the environment. The regulations examined by the Committee tend to severely discount
productive interests in favor of minor environmental ones, and the result will be a significantly
higher cost of living, which can have well-documented health detriments344 of its own that
undercut the benefits proffered by the regulations' proponents.
The Committee is particularly concerned about the continued availability of inexpensive,
reliable electricity. A significant portion of Texas's power is generated by its coal plants,
especially in East Texas and especially during the summer. The Clean Power Plan, Regional
Haze, CSAPR, MATS, and the sulfur dioxide standards threaten to work in concert like a
slipknot around the industry's neck, jeopardizing not only electric reliability, but also the prices
that make Texas an attractive place to locate manufacturing and air-conditioned homes. While it
is true that the coal generation industry faces significant market challenges due to its fuel costs,
the Committee does not doubt that regulatory policies mandating expensive technological
upgrades play a significant supporting role in its increasing marginalization. Hundred-milliondollar pieces of pollution control equipment have to be paid off eventually, and that results in
higher prices that must be charged on top of fuel cost recovery and normal overhead, leading to
reduced sales in markets like ERCOT that buy the lowest-cost generation first.
The Committee is also especially concerned about the potential cost of the lowered ozone
standards, given the general agreement that they could be the single most expensive
environmental regulation the State has ever faced. A silver lining on this storm cloud is that the
State already has a program in place to help address this issue proactively, without resorting to as
many of the coercive controls and mandatory lifestyle changes that states sometimes have to
implement in ozone non-attainment areas. All of the witnesses that testified before the
Committee on the revised ozone standards agreed that the Texas Emissions Reduction Program
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(TERP), which is designed to reduce nitrogen oxides emissions from mobile sources, is the most
cost-effective tool available to the State to try to achieve compliance. TERP is fully addressed
below as part of this Report's discussion of Interim Charge No. 2.
The Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution limits the ability of the State to fight
federal regulations it finds to be unjustified, either through statutory or constitutional measures.
This makes litigation in the federal courts the State's only viable avenue of resistance. The
State's attorneys have successfully thwarted, delayed, and defeated many of the damaging
regulations the Committee reviewed in the courts and continue to fight them effectively as of the
date of this Report. Their efforts have been aided by the EPA's tendency to grossly exceed its
delegated authority and ignore proper administrative procedure, but they have also litigated with
talent and persistence that warrants commendation.
III. Recommendations
The Committee finds that federal litigation is the only effective means of resisting federal
regulations that harm the interests of the State and that the Office of the Attorney General of
Texas has successfully delayed or defeated many harmful actions by the EPA over the last eight
years. The Committee further finds that, when challenged federal regulations cannot be defeated
in the courts, the State should attempt to comply with them using the means that will be the least
disruptive and most cost-effective to its citizens. With this in mind, the Committee recommends
that the 85th Legislature:
1. Fully fund and support the Attorney General's Office in its ongoing battles against
overreach by the EPA and other federal agencies;
2. Extend TERP as the least disruptive means of complying with the recently-lowered
national ambient air quality standards for tropospheric ozone, as discussed in more
detail below in response to Charge 2; and
3. Implement the least disruptive means of complying with challenged federal
regulations the State is unable to defeat in court.
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Charge No. 2
Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP): Study and make recommendations regarding the use
of Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP) funds, including reducing air emissions from mobile
sources in response to changes in ozone standards.
I.

Background

The Texas Emissions Reduction Plan is a critical component of Texas's state
implementation plan for attaining the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) national
ambient air quality standards for ground-level ozone.
A. History of the Clean Air Act and Ground-Level Ozone Standards
In 1970, Congress enacted federal Clean Air Act amendments that required the
Environmental Protection Agency to create and periodically revise a list of air pollutants that
"cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare . . . the presence of which in the ambient air results from numerous or diverse
mobile or stationary sources . . . ."345 The Act requires the EPA to issue "air quality criteria" for
each listed pollutant that "accurately reflect the latest scientific knowledge useful in indicating
the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on public health or welfare which may be expected
from the presence of such pollutant in the ambient air, in varying quantities."346 The Act further
instructs the EPA to publish regulations prescribing national ambient air quality standards and
periodically revise them to protect the public health and welfare.347
Once the EPA sets national ambient air quality standards, the Clean Air Act requires each
state to submit an implementation plan to the EPA describing how the state plans to attain the
standards.348 If a state fails to submit an adequate plan, the Act requires EPA to promulgate a
federal implementation plan.349 If a state submits an adequate plan but fails to enforce it, the Act
empowers the EPA to enforce it.350 State implementation plans usually approach attainment at
the county level, and the counties that fall short of national ambient air quality standards are
commonly called “non-attainment” counties.
The EPA listed ground-level ozone as a criteria pollutant on April 30, 1971.351 At that
time, it set the primary national ambient air quality standard for ozone at an average of 80 parts-
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per-billion (ppb) over a one-hour time period, but this was relaxed to 120 ppb in 1979.352 The
one-hour 120 ppb standard remained constant until 1997, when the EPA tightened it to 80 ppb
averaged over an eight-hour time period.353
Ground-level ozone, the primary component of smog, is the product of chemical
reactions that occur in the presence of sunlight between nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile
organic compounds.354 Nitrogen oxides are byproducts of combustion, and the two largest
sources of nitrogen oxides in the United States are vehicles and power plants.355
B. Origins of TERP
Texas had difficulty complying with the eight-hour, 80 ppb standard the EPA
promulgated in 1997 over the prior one-hour 120 ppb standard. In order to achieve the
reductions necessary to meet the new standard, the state implementation plan that Texas
submitted prohibited the use of construction or industrial diesel equipment from 6:00 to 10:00
a.m. in the Dallas–Fort Worth area and from 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. in the Houston–Galveston
area.356 The plan further required the owners or operators of all diesel-powered construction,
industrial, commercial, and lawn and garden equipment rated at 50 horsepower or higher to
upgrade to lower-emission equipment by the end of 2007.357
The Legislature enacted S.B. 5 in 2001 to replace the mandatory, coercive emissions
reduction measures in the state implementation plan with TERP, a voluntary, incentive-based
program administered by the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, the predecessor
agency to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ).358 As originally enacted,
TERP included a diesel emissions reduction incentive program, a motor vehicle purchase or
lease incentive program, a new technology research and development program, and an energy
efficiency grant program.359 TERP's incentive programs provided grants to individuals and
entities who applied to replace high-emissions vehicles and equipment with low-emissions
alternatives in non-attainment and near-non-attainment counties.360 Its research and
development program provided grants to applicants to investigate and verify emissions-reducing
technologies.361 TERP was originally scheduled to expire on August 31, 2008,362 by which point
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the Legislature presumed Texas would have attained the eight-hour, 80 ppb standard, making the
program unnecessary.363
Between 2001 and the present, the EPA lowered the eight-hour ground-level ozone
standard twice more, to 75 ppb in 2008 and then to 70 ppb in 2015.364 As a result, TERP
continued to be needed, and the Legislature did not allow it to expire in 2008. Instead, the
Legislature added many additional programs to TERP designed to use its funding to further
reduce nitrogen oxides emissions. Today, TERP is comprised of eight incentive grant programs,
as well as three energy efficiency programs and three research programs: 365
Incentive Grant Programs
1. Diesel Emissions Reduction Incentive (DERI) Program
2. Texas Clean Fleet Program (TCFP)
3. Texas Natural Gas Vehicle Grant Program (TNGVGP)
4. Drayage Truck Incentive Program (DTIP)
5. Clean Transportation Triangle (CTT) Grant Program
6. Alternative Fueling Facilities Program (AFFP)
7. Texas Clean School Bus (TCSB) Program
8. New Technology Implementation Grants (NTIG) Program
Energy Efficiency Programs
1. Goal for Energy Efficiency
2. Energy Efficiency Programs in Institutions of Higher Education and Certain
Government Entities
3. Texas Building Energy Performance Standards
Research Programs
1. Regional Air Monitoring Program
2. Health Effects Study
3. Air Quality Research Support Program
A detailed description of these programs is beyond the scope of this Report but can be found in
the TCEQ's biennial report on TERP.366
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C. History of TERP Funding
When the Legislature enacted the TERP program in 2001, it created several different fees
and surcharges to fund the program that paid into a general revenue–dedicated account known as
the TERP Fund.367 The Legislature expected the bulk of the TERP Fund’s revenues to be
generated by a $225 inspection fee that S.B. 5 imposed on registering out-of-state vehicles.368
However, the courts struck down this fee in 2002 because it violated both the Commerce Clause
and the Equal Protection guarantee of the U.S. Constitution, as well as Article I, Section 3 of the
Texas Constitution.369 The TERP Fund subsequently missed its revenue estimates by 85 percent,
causing TERP to fall short of its emissions reduction targets.370 This prompted the EPA to issue
proposed findings in August 2002 that Texas had failed to follow its state implementation plan
and that Texas’s revised implementation plan was inadequate.371 The EPA delayed finalizing
both findings until September 2003 to give the 78th Legislature a chance to convene and remedy
TERP’s lack of funding.
In response to the EPA’s threats, the 78th Legislature enacted H.B. 1365. Prior to 2003,
the certificate of title fee paid by the owner of a motor vehicle to obtain a title was $13, of which
$5 was paid to the treasurer of the county in which the vehicle was registered, and $8 was paid to
the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT).372 After H.B. 1365’s enactment, the
certificate of title fee became $33 in counties that had been designated non-attainment and $28 in
all other counties.373 The county treasurer continued to receive $5 of this money, and TxDOT
continued to receive $8, but the remaining $15‒20 were sent to the Comptroller of Public
Accounts.374 The bill instructed the Comptroller to deposit this money in the TERP Fund until
September 1, 2008,375 when TERP was scheduled to expire. After that, the certificate of title fee
in non-attainment counties would decrease to $28, and the Comptroller was to begin depositing
$15 from each fee in the Texas Mobility Fund instead of the TERP fund.376
By 2005, the Legislature no longer believed that TERP would outlive its usefulness by
2008. Accordingly, H.B. 2481 provided for the extension of TERP and its funding mechanisms
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to 2010.377 However, the Texas Constitution prohibited the Legislature from making
corresponding amendments to the statute instructing the Comptroller to begin transferring
certificate of title fee revenue to the Texas Mobility Fund after 2008.378 Under the Texas
Constitution, the Legislature could only take revenue away from the Texas Mobility Fund if it
replaced it with a greater or equal amount.379 Therefore, instead of designating an alternative
source of revenue, the Legislature instructed the Comptroller to keep a record of the amount
transferred to the Texas Mobility Fund each month and to then transfer an equal amount of
money out of the State Highway Fund and into the TERP Fund.380 This maneuver extended
TERP’s funding from the same sources until its planned expiration in 2010 while satisfying the
letter of the Constitution’s protection of the Texas Mobility Fund’s revenue stream. The bill also
provided that $5 of the fees collected in non-attainment counties between 2008 and 2010 would
be sent directly to TERP by the Comptroller.381 This transfer did not create a constitutional issue
because it involved new money that had not previously been committed to the Texas Mobility
Fund: prior to H.B. 2481’s enactment, non-attainment counties were to cease paying $5 more
than other counties on September 1, 2008.382
In 2007, the 80th Legislature extended TERP to 2013 and its funding mechanisms until
2015.
In 2009, the 81st Legislature extended TERP and its funding mechanisms until 2019,
but did not alter the statutory instruction that the extra $5 paid by applicants in non-attainment
counties be transferred to the TERP fund only through September 2015.384 Subsequent
Legislatures did not alter this provision, either,385 and the Comptroller began transferring the
extra $5 paid by applicants for certificates of title in non-attainment counties to the Texas
Mobility Fund on September 1, 2015.386
383

As of the date of this Report, TERP has five different revenue streams, all of which are
derived from sources of the nitrogen oxides emissions that TERP is designed to reduce.387 These
funding sources, along with the amount of revenue expected to be produced by each during the
present biennium, are shown below:
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Figure 1: TERP Funding Sources388
Statute
Tax Code §
151.0515(b)
Tax Code §
152.0215(a)

Trans. Code §
502.358
Trans. Code §
501.138

Trans. Code §
548.5055

Description
2% surcharge on the sale price or lease or
rental amount of off-road diesel equipment
sold, rented, or leased
2.5% surcharge on the total consideration on
the sale or lease of pre–1997 on-road diesel
vehicles over 14,000 pounds, and a 1%
surcharge for vehicles made after 1997
10% surcharge on the total fees due for the
registration of truck-tractors and commercial
motor vehicles
Amount transferred out of the State Highway
Fund equal to $20 out of the certificate of
title fees for applicants in the non-attainment
and near-non-attainment counties $15 out of
the fees for applicants in all other counties
$10 fee on commercial motor vehicles
required to have an annual safety inspection

Revenue in 2016‒17 Biennium
$102,300,000

$31,100,000

$28,500,000

$240,800,000

$13,900,000

Combined, these sources are expected to produce $416.6 million over the course of the present
biennium.389
D. TERP Fund Balance
Of the $416.6 million in expected revenue over the course of the present biennium, the
84th Legislature appropriated only $237.2 million.390 This was not a new phenomenon.
Between December 2006 and August 2016, the TERP Fund balance grew from $67 million391 to
$1.27 billion.392 The growth in the TERP Fund balance is encouraged by two related, but
distinct budgeting issues: the constitutional spending limit and the use of General Revenue–
Dedicated accounts like the TERP Fund to certify the budget.
i. Constitutional Spending Limit
Article VIII, Section 22 of the Texas Constitution limits the growth in appropriations
from one biennium to the next by providing that "[i]n no biennium shall the rate of growth of
appropriations from state tax revenues not dedicated by this constitution exceed the estimated
rate of growth of the state's economy." This is commonly known as the "constitutional spending
limit." It impacts TERP because the surcharges on the sales, leases, and rental prices of on- and
388
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off-road diesel vehicles are considered taxes under Texas law. The portion of the TERP Fund
attributable to this tax revenue is therefore subject to the constitutional spending limit, while the
remainder is not.393
The Legislative Budget Board (LBB) allocates the money appropriated to TERP between
tax revenues, which are subject to the limit, and fees, which are not, according to the proportion
of the total TERP Fund revenues attributable to each source during that biennium.394 For
example, if the TERP Fund were projected to receive $150 million in revenue over the course of
a hypothetical biennium, $50 million of which were from taxes and $100 million of which were
from fees, and the Legislature appropriated $120 million to TERP programs, the LBB would
count one-third of the $120 million, or $40 million, as appropriations from state tax revenues for
the purpose of determining whether the constitutional spending limit had been exceeded. The
remaining $80 million would not factor into the determination. The LBB applies the same
methodology to balances left unspent in the TERP Fund.395 For example, to continue the
foregoing hypothetical, if the $30 million balance remaining in the TERP Fund were
subsequently appropriated in a later biennium, $10 million would be characterized as taxes and
counted against the spending limit, while $20 million would be characterized as fees. Under the
LBB’s system of allocation, the TERP Fund balance currently contains $402.5 million
attributable to state tax revenues, and approximately $800 million attributable to fees that do not
count towards the limit.396
The constitutional spending limit primarily impacts TERP appropriations in years where
a strong economy produces surpluses that the Legislature wishes to spend. In these years,
additional TERP spending would push the overall budget closer to violating the constitutional
spending limit. Under these circumstances, previous legislatures have favored other spending
over reducing the TERP account balance.
ii. Certification of the Budget
Article III, Section 49a of the Texas Constitution requires that all appropriations be
within available revenue in the fund from which the appropriations are made. In 1991, the 72nd
Legislature passed S.B. 3,397 which was intended to abolish dedicated funds by 1995 as part of a
two-step process. The first step, which took effect in 1993, was to consolidate all dedicated
funds into General Revenue as General Revenue–Dedicated accounts.398 The second step was to
have been abolishing General Revenue–Dedicated accounts in 1995, but subsequent legislatures
393
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exempted most of the General Revenue–Dedicated accounts from abolition, and full
consolidation never occurred.399 In order to ease the consolidation process, S.B. 3 had provided
that unappropriated revenues in General Revenue–Dedicated accounts were available for general
governmental purposes and could be used by the Comptroller to certify that the budget satisfied
the requirements of Article III, Section 49a.400 This provision was not removed from the law
after subsequent legislatures decided against abolishing General Revenue–Dedicated accounts.401
It subsequently took on a life of its own:
Since the initial elimination of accounts in 1995, General Revenue–Dedicated
balances typically have not been transferred into the General Revenue Fund and
have not been approved for general purposes. The balances, however, have been
counted as available for certification of General Revenue Fund appropriations.
The practice of counting unappropriated General Revenue–Dedicated balances as
available for certification allows the Legislature to appropriate smaller amounts
from these dedicated accounts for their statutory purpose, leaving fund balances to
facilitate compliance with the "Pay-As-You-Go-Limit" and to help fund budget
priorities. This practice has led to accumulations of large balances in multiple
accounts.402
The State's reliance on these large balances to certify its budget has increased significantly in
recent years.403
The use of the TERP Fund to certify the budget primarily impacts TERP appropriations
in sessions when a weak economy depresses state revenues, requiring the Legislature to cut
services and funding in order to balance its budget. In such sessions, leaving a large
unappropriated balance in the TERP Fund gives the Legislature the ability to balance the budget
on paper, while simultaneously spending more on programs unrelated to TERP than the state's
expected revenues can actually support.
II.

Discussion

The Committee heard testimony and discussed the Lieutenant Governor's charge on
November 6, 2015. Although the witnesses who testified before the Committee represented a
wide variety of viewpoints that often conflict on other issues, all unanimously agreed that TERP
was an effective program that ought to be extended beyond 2019 to help the State comply with
the EPA’s recently-lowered ozone standards.
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A. Effectiveness
TERP is effective because it targets the sources that provide the majority of the nitrogen
oxides emissions in Texas’s non-attainment areas. As of 2015, mobile source emissions
accounted for 67% of all nitrogen oxides emissions in the Houston–Galveston‒Brazoria area,
78% in the Dallas‒Fort Worth area, 60% in the San Antonio area, and 72% in the El Paso
Area.404 While point sources formerly produced a much larger share of the State's nitrogen
oxides emissions, aggressive attempts to comply with ozone standards over the last twenty-five
years have reduced nitrogen oxides emissions from point sources by 86% in Houston–
Galveston‒Brazoria and 64% in Dallas‒Fort Worth. As pollution from point sources has been
reduced, achieving additional reductions from point sources has grown progressively more
expensive.405 In the year preceding this Report, reductions in the Houston–Galveston‒Brazoria
market traded406 for an average of $87,500 per ton of nitrogen oxides reduced from a point
source and $198,565 per ton of volatile organic compounds reduced.407 Point sources in the
Dallas‒Fort Worth area have not yet reached the diminishing returns of the Houston area: each
ton of volatile organic compounds traded for an average of $4,404 there, and no external trades
were made in the market for nitrogen oxides.408 TERP also experiences diminishing returns
from each new dollar spent reducing emissions from mobile sources, but the differences in cost
compared to point-source reductions in the Houston area are significant. The cost of reducing a
ton of nitrogen oxides across all TERP programs in the present biennium averages approximately
$12,580 as of the date of this Report.409
However, the programs within TERP are not equally efficient. Historically, from the
enactment of the program to present, TERP’s programs have performed as follows:
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Figure 2: TERP Programs from Enactment to Present410
Program Name
Diesel Emissions Reduction
Incentive Program
Texas Clean Fleet Program
Texas Natural Gas Vehicle Grant
Program
Drayage Truck Incentive Program
Alternative Fueling Facilities
Program
Clean Transportation Triangle
Clean School Bus Program
New Technology Implementation
Grants

$1,013,259,223

Tons of
NOx
Reduced
171,945

Cost/Ton
of NOx
Reduced
$5,893

Sept. 1, 2009
Sept. 1, 2011

$38,813,889
$44,049,488

498
1,573

$77,998
$28,006

Sept. 1, 2013
Sept. 1, 2011

$3,944,499
$12,832,770

233
N/A411

$16,930
N/A

Sept. 1, 2011
Sept. 1, 2005
Sept. 1, 2009

$11,608,239
$33,013,079412
$9,755,620

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Effective
Date

Total Grants
2001‒Present

Sept. 1, 2001

As discussed above, diminishing returns have impacted TERP over time. This can be observed
in the increased cost of reducing a ton of nitrogen oxides during the present biennium:
Figure 3: TERP Programs in Present Biennium413
Program Name
Diesel Emissions Reduction Incentive Program
Texas Clean Fleet Program
Texas Natural Gas Vehicle Grant Program
Drayage Truck Incentive Program
Alternative Fueling Facilities Program
Clean Transportation Triangle
Clean School Bus Program
New Technology Implementation Grants

Total Grants Sept.
2015‒Sept. 2016
$59,764,978
$7,402,663
$1,872,000
$0414
$3,889,499
$1,948,623
$3,890,944416
$3,543,745

Tons of
NOx
Reduced
6,145
87
55
0
N/A415
N/A
N/A
N/A

Cost/Ton
of NOx
Reduced
$9,726
$85,088
$34,036
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

As reflected above, not all TERP programs require their grant applicants or the TCEQ to
track or attribute nitrogen oxides reductions to the money spent on them. This does not mean
they do not contribute indirectly to reductions. For example, in the cases of the Alternative
Fueling Facilities Program and the Clean Transportation Triangle, it is likely that the greater
access to alternative fuels that these programs provide allow some consumers and businesses to
switch from diesel or gasoline to cleaner-burning fuels. When this occurs, reductions in
410
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emissions result, but not in a way that is measured, or perhaps even measurable, by the TCEQ.
Similarly, while the TERP research and development programs and new technology
implementation grants may have facilitated advances in technology that reduced emissions, these
advances are too attenuated to measure.
TERP programs that incentivize alternative fuels like natural gas can also help the State
outside of the context of emissions reductions by encouraging greater use of some of the State's
most abundant natural resources. Increased use of alternative fuels like natural gas benefits the
Texas economy disproportionately due to the State's large energy sector. If greater adoption of
these fuels spreads outside of Texas, the benefit will be compounded. Accordingly, TERP
programs that encourage greater use of these fuels may perform a double duty not fully reflected
by evaluating them exclusively on the basis of their cost of reducing a ton of nitrogen oxides.
All of TERP's alternative fuel programs will expire in the next biennium without further
Legislative action. Accordingly, the 85th Legislature must act to extend them if it wishes to
preserve them.
B. Funding Issues
TERP's confusing funding mechanism should be simplified to provide greater
transparency to Texans regarding the disposition of the taxes and fees they pay to the State. The
Legislature could accomplish this by providing that vehicle certificate of title fees be paid into
the TERP Fund. In order to avoid violating the Texas Constitution's protection of the Texas
Mobility Fund's revenue streams, the Legislature could then provide that the money presently
being transferred out the State Highway Fund and into the TERP Fund instead be transferred into
the Texas Mobility Fund. This would satisfy the constitutional requirement that the certificate of
title fee revenue that had been taken away from the Texas Mobility Fund be replaced by an equal
or greater amount, while keeping the net funding to all programs involved the same.
The growth of the TERP Fund balance warrants the attention of the 85th Legislature. As
a general matter, the State should not take more money from its citizens than it plans to use. The
fees and taxes paid into the TERP Fund each biennium should be spent on the purpose for which
they were collected from the Texans who paid them: to reduce nitrogen oxides emissions and
thereby attain the national ambient air quality standards for ground-level ozone.
The 85th Legislature should also consider initiating the process of spending down the
balance that has accumulated from previous sessions to help Texas achieve the new 70 ppb
ozone standard. In sessions in which TERP appropriations over a certain amount threaten to
violate the constitutional spending limit, the Legislature should explicitly state that TERP
appropriations beyond that amount are made from the portion of the TERP Fund balance that is
attributable to fees. In sessions in which the spending limit is not an issue, the Legislature
should explicitly appropriate as much TERP money as possible from the portion of the TERP
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Fund balance and that biennium’s revenue attributable to taxes, so that the spending limit will be
less of a constraint in subsequent sessions.
Unlike the spending limit issue, there is no appropriation strategy the Legislature can use
to combat its own tendency to use the unappropriated TERP Fund balance to certify the budget.
Honest, transparent budgeting is the only solution to this problem. The Legislature should not
continue to appropriate more to some programs than their revenue sources can support and then
point to unappropriated balances in unrelated, dedicated accounts like the TERP Fund to claim
that the budget is balanced.
III. Recommendations
The Committee finds that, viewed as a whole, TERP is an effective program that serves a
critical role in the State's effort to comply with the EPA’s ozone standards. Nevertheless, its
byzantine funding mechanism, the wide range in efficiencies between its different programs, and
the Legislature's history of failing to appropriate all of its revenues limit its effectiveness and
warrant attention. With this in mind, the Committee recommends:
1. The 85th Legislature consider legislation extending TERP beyond 2019.
2. The 85th Legislature consider detangling the TERP Fund from the Texas Mobility
Fund and the State Highway Fund in a manner that neither reduces TERP Fund
revenues nor violates the Texas Constitution's protection of the Texas Mobility Fund's
revenue stream.
3. The 85th Legislature consider appropriating a greater portion of TERP Fund revenue
in the next biennium and beginning the process of spending down the TERP Fund
balance over the next several sessions.
A. In sessions in which TERP appropriations threaten to violate the spending
limit, the Legislature should not decrease the overall amount appropriated, but
instead should make the appropriations that would otherwise violate the limit
from the portion of the TERP Fund revenues and the TERP Fund balance that
is attributable to fee revenue.
B. In sessions in which violating the spending limit is not a concern, the
Legislature should make as much of its TERP appropriations as possible from
the portion of TERP Fund revenues and the TERP Fund balance that is
attributable to tax revenue, to lessen the impact of the spending limit in
subsequent sessions.
C. The Legislature should appropriate the overwhelming majority of the
increased funding to the diesel emission reduction incentive program.
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D. The Legislature should explore creating additional TERP programs that costeffectively reduce nitrogen oxides emissions, especially if those programs also
provide additional benefits to the State's economy through increased use of
natural gas or other alternative fuels.
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Charge No. 3
Economic Development Incentives: Evaluate the effectiveness and necessity of programs and
resources currently used to support economic development in Texas. Make recommendations
regarding continuation of effective strategies, modification of existing administrative or
regulatory barriers, and the reduction or elimination of ineffective programs.
I.

Background

Providing incentives to businesses has been a mainstay of economic development policy
in Texas and elsewhere for decades. But lately, Texas business incentives have been the target of
especially intense criticism.417 Public perception of such programs has diminished with the
constant barrage of news coverage418 reporting the millions, or even billions of dollars in tax
incentives being provided to large enterprises while, at the same time, funding always seems to
be scarce for schools, roads, foster children, or property tax relief for homeowners and small
businesses.419 The Cato Institute recently stated that the "'tax incentives game to lure corporate
investment has gone from being a fairly small one played by a few southern states into a massive
competition in which almost every state fears that it will lose investment — either to neighboring
states or to other countries — unless it offers similar bribes."420 Other recent reports indicate that
the tide on the economic development incentives race is turning.421 According to the
Washington Examiner: "[Several] states have recognized the same thing: Private businesses and
entrepreneurs should be profitable on their own based on the value they create for their
customers. Not by pursuing government privileges from politicians."422 According to Crain's
Chicago Business, "[s]tates and cities have dramatically scaled back taxpayer subsidies to
corporations in the past two years, doling out fewer and smaller breaks to lure development
projects."423
417
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Proponents of economic development incentive programs claim that incentive programs
have a proven track record of growing the economy and creating high-paying jobs. Proponents
claim that “[t]o unilaterally disarm yourself of incentives [to offer] will immediately put you at a
disadvantage in the marketplace.”424 Opponents claim that incentive programs serve as political
gimmicks rather than reliable stimuli for economic growth and job creation. Opponents further
claim that Texas would not be disadvantaged without such programs because it is not the
incentives drawing new industries to Texas, but the lower taxes on individuals, a consistent
regulatory climate, legal reform, and many other factors that have attracted both a steady influx
of new residents and new businesses to Texas. The Washington, D.C.-based non-profit,
Corporation for Enterprise Development, framed this to-incentivize-or-not dilemma as follows:
On the one hand, it appears that incentives can make a difference in the site
selection process, particularly when the choice comes to two or three similar
locations. Moreover, even if the economics are bad, political pressure makes it
hard for governors and mayors to ignore the incentives sweepstakes. Indeed, how
can any state or locality unilaterally disarm and miss the chance of landing a
significant business prospect? Likewise, how can an elected official, such as a
mayor or governor, avoid responding with public dollars and policy changes when
a company, which has long operated in the state, threatens to leave and accept
generous incentives from another jurisdiction? On the other hand, most
economists and policy analysts agree that incentives are not good development
policy. In using them to attract businesses, cities and states: (1) waste scarce
public dollars without creating net new jobs in the vast majority of cases; (2)
subsidize the shareholders of these companies for the economic actions they
would have taken anyway; (3) foster unfair competition by helping some firms
and industries and not others; and (4) divert the attention of policymakers from
other issues that could lead to additional job creation and a better business
climate.425
So far, Texas has opted to continue with its incentive programs as a means of economic
development, although some reforms have been made to some programs over time.
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II.

Chapter 313 — Texas Economic Development Act

Below is a discussion of Texas's largest economic development incentive program—the
Texas Economic Development Act. The following sections will describe the specifics of the
program and why it was created. The Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic
Development believes this program should receive priority attention from the Legislature during
its 85th Regular Session.
A. Program Details
Texas's largest economic development program was created by House Bill 1200 in 2001.
The bill added Chapter 313 to the Texas Tax Code and named it the Texas Economic
Development Act. Most people refer to the program simply as "Chapter 313."
Chapter 313 allows school districts to offer an entity that plans to build certain kinds of
projects a ten-year appraisal limitation on the maintenance and operations portion of its school
district property tax. An appraisal limitation means that the entity will only pay property taxes
on the value of its property up to the appraisal limitation, as opposed to paying tax on the full
market value of the property. For example, if the entity’s property were worth $1 billion, and the
appraisal limitation were $100 million, then the entity would only pay property taxes on $100
million worth of the property's fair market value for ten years. After the ten-year period expired,
the project would be assessed maintenance and operations taxes by the school district at full
market value.426
According to the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (“Comptroller”), businesses that
have already been granted Chapter 313 agreements will derive approximately $7.1 billion in tax
savings through the lives of their existing agreements, even if the program were to end today and
no new agreements were added.427
Eligible Industries:
To be eligible for a Chapter 313 appraisal limitation, the project must be devoted to either
manufacturing, research and development, clean coal, an advanced energy project, renewable
energy electric generation, electric power generation using integrated gasification combined
cycle technology, nuclear power generation, or a computer center used primarily in connection
with one of the other approved uses. Alternatively, the project is eligible if it is a Texas priority
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This cumulative dollar amount was provided by Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts ("Comptroller") staff on
Oct. 26, 2016.
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project, meaning it will invest more than $1 billion in any industry.428 An entity is not eligible if
it has been granted a registration number under Sections 151.359429 or 151.3595430 of the Texas
Tax Code.
Location of Project:
The project must be located on qualified property, which means that the land must be
located in an area designated as a reinvestment zone under Chapter 311431 or 312432 of the Texas
Tax Code, or as an enterprise zone under Chapter 2303, Government Code.433

428

TEX. TAX CODE § 313.024.
Section 151.359 of the Texas Tax Code (concerning sales and use taxes) exempts large data centers from having
to pay sales and use tax on electricity and certain tangible personal property purchases for 10 to 15 years depending
on the size of the capital investment. The purchases exempted from sales and use tax under Tex. Tax Code
§ 151.359 include electricity, electrical and cooling systems, generators, hardware or a distributed mainframe
computer or server, data storage devices, network connectivity equipment, racks, cabinets, raised floor systems,
peripheral components or systems, software, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems, and any component parts
of any of the foregoing, and any services performed on the foregoing tangible personal property. In order to qualify
for the exemption, a data center must be at least 100,000 square feet of space in a single building or portion of a
single building―meaning that this exemption is functionally reserved for very big businesses. To qualify for the
exemption, the data center must create 20 qualifying jobs in the county in which the data center is located and make
a capital investment of at least $200 million for the 10-year exemption, or $250 million for the 15-year exemption.
The data center must be specifically built or refurbished primarily to house servers and related equipment for
processing, storing, and distributing data. This exemption is the result of House Bill 1223 passed in 2013 and should
not to be confused with the other big data center sales and use tax exemption passed as a result of House Bill 2712 in
2015. House Bill 2712 was for even bigger businesses and lasts for 20 years. (See next footnote.) House Bill 1223
in 2013 had a five-year fiscal note of nearly $17 million.
430
Section 151.3595 of the Texas Tax Code (concerning sales and use taxes) exempts extra-large data centers from
having to pay sales and use tax on electricity and certain tangible personal property purchases for 20 years. The
purchases exempted from sales and use tax under Section 151.3595 of the Texas Tax Code are the same as under
Section 151.359. (See previous footnote.) In order to qualify for the exemption, a data center must be at least
250,000 square feet of space in a single building or portion of a single building. To qualify for the exemption, the
data center must create 40 qualifying jobs in the county in which the data center is located and make a capital
investment of at least $500 million. The bill that created this exemption, H.B. 2712, had a fiscal note which stated:
"No significant fiscal implication to the State is anticipated for several biennia. The bill could result in loss of sales
tax revenue beginning 15 years after the date a data center is certified as a large data center project." This noimpact-for-15-years fiscal note was accomplished by virtue of the existence of the previously-discussed exemption
under Section 151.359 of the Texas Tax Code. This is because the data centers qualifying for the 20-year exemption
under Section 151.3595, would also qualify for the 15-year exemption set forth in Section 151.359 (discussed in
previous footnote). To read dueling op-eds on the wisdom of such data center incentives, see Charlie Geren's
opinion available here: https://www.tribtalk.org/2015/07/16/data-centers-are-a-wise-investment-for-texas/ versus
Konni Burton's opinion available here: https://www.tribtalk.org/2015/07/10/stop-throwing-our-tax-dollars-to-bigbusiness/.
431
Chapter 311 of the Texas Tax Code contains the “Tax Increment Financing Act.” Tax increment financing is a
tool that local governments can use to publicly finance improvements to infrastructure and buildings within a
designated area known as a reinvestment zone. The cost of improvements to the reinvestment zone is repaid by the
future tax revenues of each taxing unit that levies taxes against the property. Each taxing unit can choose to dedicate
all, a portion of, or none of the tax revenue gained as a result of improvements within the reinvestment zone.
432
Chapter 312 of the Texas Tax Code contains the “Property Tax Abatement Act.” A tax abatement is a local
agreement between a taxpayer and a taxing unit that exempts all or part of the increase in the value of the real
property and/or tangible personal property from taxation for a period not to exceed 10 years. Tax abatements are an
economic development tool available to cities, counties and special districts to attract new industries and to
429
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Minimum Investment; Minimum Taxable Value:
To be eligible, the entity seeking the Chapter 313 limitation must meet certain investment
thresholds, depending on how wealthy the school district already is, as follows:434
Category ISD's taxable property
value

I
II
III
IV
V

This is the total taxable
property value in the school
district before the new
entity comes; this threshold
determines the minimum
numbers to the right.
≥ $10 billion435
≥ $1 billion
≥ $500 million
≥ $100 million
< $100 million

Minimum investment
required by new entity

Minimum limitation

This how much the entity
must invest in the school
district territory to be
eligible for a Ch. 313
agreement.

This is the minimum
taxable value that an
entity will pay school
district M&O taxes
on if it is granted a
Ch. 313 agreement.
$100 million
$80 million
$60 million
$40 million
$20 million

$100 million
$80 million
$60 million
$40 million
$20 million

Example: Company A wants to construct (or expand) a facility in School District X. School
District X already has $5.3 billion worth of taxable property value in the district, as
calculated from the preceding tax year. This would make School District X a
Category II district, since it has more than $1 billion worth of taxable property, but
less than $10 billion. If Company A wants a Chapter 313 agreement to construct in
School District X, then Company A must invest at least $80 million into its new
project because this is the minimum investment required for a Category II district.
This investment can be comprised of buildings, improvements to buildings,
equipment, and other tangible personal property. Now assume that Company A plans
to invest $600 million in its project. School District X, if it grants the Chapter 313
agreement, must assess maintenance and operations tax on at least $80 million worth
of that $600 million property value for 10 years (i.e., the minimum limitation).
School District X may choose to tax more of the value per the agreement— for
example, $100 million— but it probably will not because it does not have any
incentive to (more about this later in "School Finance Affected" section).
encourage the retention and development of existing businesses through property tax exemptions or reductions.
School districts may not enter into abatement agreements, which is why they enter into appraisal limitation
agreements under Chapter 313 instead.
433
Chapter 2303 of the Texas Government Code contains the "Enterprise Zone" program. This programs allows
local governments to nominate a new or expanding business as an "enterprise project." Approved projects are
eligible to apply for state sales and use tax refunds on qualified expenditures. The level and amount of refund
depends on the capital investment and jobs created at the qualified business site.
434
TEX. TAX CODE §§ 313.022–23.
435
Texas has 45 independent school districts (ISDs) that have greater than or equal to $10 billion in taxable value on
their rolls.
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Property that counts toward the minimum investment:
The following categories of property count toward the minimum investment required: 436




Tangible personal property that is any of the following:
(a) "Section 1245 property";437
(b) Used in connection with the manufacturing, processing, or fabrication in a
cleanroom environment of a semiconductor product;
(c) Used in connection with the operation of a nuclear electric power
generation facility;
(d) Used in connection with operating an integrated gasification combined
cycle electric generation facility; or
(e) Used in connection with operating an advanced clean energy project;
Buildings (or non-removable components thereof) that house the tangible
personal property described above.

The land itself does not count toward the minimum investment thresholds, but the land
itself is part of the overall value of the property that will be subject to the appraisal limitation if
the Chapter 313 agreement is granted.438
Minimum Jobs:
The project in question must create at least 25 new qualifying jobs.439 "Qualifying job"
means a permanent full-time job440 that was not transferred from one area in this State to another
area in this State; was not created to replace a previous employee; is covered by a group health
benefit plan; and pays at least 110% of the county's average weekly wage for manufacturing
jobs.441
436

TEX. TAX CODE § 313.021(1).
This refers to Section 1245 of the Federal Internal Revenue Code. "Section 1245 property" is property that is
depreciable or amortizable in nature. For purposes of Chapter 313 qualified investment purposes, "Section 1245
property" includes: Tangible personal or real property (except for buildings and their structural components) used
as:
 An integral part of manufacturing, production, or extraction or of furnishing transportation, communications,
electrical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal services;
 A research facility used in any of the above activities, or
 A facility used in any of the above activities for the bulk storage of fungible commodities.
438
See TEX. TAX CODE § 313.021(2), except that property leased under a capitalized lease may be considered a
qualified investment, but not property leased under an operating lease. See TEXAS TAX CODE §§ 313.021(1),
313.024(c)(1) ‒ (3).
439
See TEX. TAX CODE § 313.021(2); or 10 full time jobs for certain rural projects. See TEX. TAX CODE §
313.051(b).
440
Full time requires at least 1,600 hours of work per year. TEX. TAX CODE § 313.021(3).
441
Average weekly wage is the wage in a county for manufacturing jobs during the most recent four quarterly
periods for which data is available as computed by the Texas Workforce Commission; or the average weekly wage
for manufacturing jobs in the region designated for the regional planning commission, council of governments, or
similar regional planning agency created under Chapter 391 of the Local Government Code. Non-qualifying jobs
must have an average weekly wage that exceeds the average weekly wage for all jobs in the county. TEX. TAX
CODE § 313.021(5).
437
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Related jobs created in connection with the project, including persons employed by third
parties under contract, may satisfy the minimum qualifying jobs requirement for the project if the
Texas Workforce Commission determines that the cumulative economic benefits to the State of
these jobs is the same or greater than that associated with the minimum number of qualified jobs
required to be created under Chapter 313. Additionally, the new qualifying jobs that the entity
created under a different agreement with another school district may count toward the jobs
requirement for the new project under consideration if the Texas Economic Development and
Tourism Office determines that the projects covered by the two agreements constitute a single
unified project. Chapter 313 also provides that the governing body of a school district may waive
the new jobs creation requirement and approve an application if it finds that the jobs creation
requirement exceeds the industry standard for the number of employees reasonably necessary for
the operation of the facility of the property owner that is described in the application.442 Since
2007, more than 60% of projects have waived the minimum job requirement. In 55 out of the
119 agreements for which jobs reports were due by the time of this Report's publication, the
agreement holders produced less than 10 jobs. In three of those instances, the agreement holders
produced zero jobs.443
Comptroller Approval for Projects:
A school district is not required to consider a Chapter 313 application, but if it receives
an application and is considering approval, the school district must forward the application and
proposed agreement to the Comptroller.444 The Comptroller must review the application and
conduct an economic impact evaluation of the investment proposed by the application. The
Comptroller must then recommend approval or disapproval to the school district and provide its
reasons.445 The Comptroller's recommendation must be based on the economic impact criteria
set out in Chapter 313 and "on any other information available to the Comptroller."446 Upon
approval, the Comptroller issues a certificate for a limitation of appraised value for the property.
A school district may not approve an application unless the Comptroller approves the project and
issues the certificate.447
Auditing Requirements:
Each year, the State Auditor is required to review at least three major agreements to
determine whether each agreement accomplishes the legislative purposes of Chapter 313,448
442

TEX. TAX CODE § 313.025(f-1).
See TEX. COMPTROLLER OF PUB. ACCOUNTS, REP. OF THE TEX. ECON. DEV. ACT, 2015 ("Comptroller's Report").
As of the time of the publication of the Comptroller's Report in 2015, there were 259 reported active agreements, but
only 119 of those agreements had jobs reports due.
444
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.025(b), (d).
445
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.025(d).
446
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.026(b).
447
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.025(d-1).
448
The legislative purposes of Chapter 313 are as follows:
(1) encourage large-scale capital investments in Texas;
443
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complies with the legislative intent of Chapter 313449 and complies with the terms of Chapter
313. As part of the review, the State Auditor is required to make recommendations relating to
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration of Chapter 313.450
Reporting Requirements:
A project owner who receives a Chapter 313 agreement is required to report annually on
its compliance with the minimum investment, jobs creation, and wages portions of its Chapter
313 agreement.451 The Comptroller then uses this data (and more) to compile a biennial report
assessing the progress of all agreements.452 Two state audit reports have noted the weakness of
relying entirely on companies’ self-reported information. In November 2014, the State Auditor's
Office reported:

(2) create new, high-paying jobs in this state;
(3) attract to Texas large-scale businesses that are potentially planning to locate in other states/countries;
(4) enable state/local governments to compete with other states by authorizing economic development
incentives that are comparable to incentives being offered;
(5) strengthen and improve the overall performance of the economy of this state;
(6) expand and enlarge the ad valorem tax base of this state; and
(7) enhance this state's economic development efforts by providing state and local officials with an
effective economic development tool.
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.003.
449
The legislative intent of Chapter 313 is as follows:
It is the intent of the legislature in enacting this chapter that:
(1) economic development decisions involving school district taxes should occur at the local level with
oversight by the state and should be consistent with identifiable statewide economic development goals;
(2) this chapter should not be construed or interpreted to allow:
(A) property owners to pool investments to create sufficiently large investments to qualify for an
ad valorem tax benefit provided by this chapter;
(B) an applicant for an ad valorem tax benefit provided by this chapter to assert that jobs will be
eliminated if certain investments are not made if the assertion is not true; or
(C) an entity not subject to the tax imposed by Chapter 171 [i.e., franchise tax] to receive an ad
valorem tax benefit provided by this chapter;
(3) in implementing this chapter, school districts should:
(A) strictly interpret the criteria and selection guidelines provided by this chapter; and
(B) approve only those applications for an ad valorem tax benefit provided by this chapter that:
(i) enhance the local community;
(ii) improve the local public education system;
(iii) create high-paying jobs; and
(iv) advance the economic development goals of this state; and
(4) in implementing this chapter, the comptroller should:
(A) strictly interpret the criteria and selection guidelines provided by this chapter; and
(B) issue certificates for limitations on appraised value only for those applications for an ad
valorem tax benefit provided by this chapter that:
(i) create high-paying jobs;
(ii) provide a net benefit to the state over the long term; and
(iii) advance the economic development goals of this state.
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.004.
450
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.010.
451
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.033.
452
TEX. TAX CODE § 313.032.
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Oversight [of Chapter 313 agreements] relies primarily on self-reported
information that businesses certify . . . To determine whether businesses with
agreements complied with . . . Chapter 313, the four school districts audited relied
primarily on the certification of the annual eligibility forms and biennial progress
reports that businesses submitted to confirm the businesses’ capital investment
and the number of jobs they committed to create or had created. . . . Chapter 313
does not require school districts to verify that information, and the school districts
audited did not perform verifications.453
The November 2014 report also noted, in a particularly egregious example of the
weakness of the reporting requirements, that Beaumont ISD still had not given the State a copy
of an agreement, even after the Comptroller’s staff filed an open records request for the
document.454 In August 2015, the State Auditor's Office reiterated its concerns from its 2014
audit report and further stated:
There are no statutory requirements to verify information that businesses report
and certify. . . . Chapter 313 does not require that the compliance and property
information that businesses with agreements report to school districts be verified
for accuracy and completeness. The school districts audited did not perform
verifications.455
In any event, the Comptroller compiles the data reported by businesses and then prepares
a biennial Report of the Economic Development Act. The Comptroller's 2015 Report of the
Texas Economic Development Act contains the following in its Executive Summary:456
 Active Projects:
259457
 Dollars Invested:
$123 billion
 Jobs:
5,487
 Estimated gross tax benefit:
$5.5 billion

45% manufacturing; 53% renewable energy.
76% manufacturing; 21% renewable energy; 3%
R&D and electric power generation.
89% manufacturing; 10% renewable energy; 1%
R&D.
72% manufacturing; 26% renewable energy; 2%
R&D and electric power generation

453

ST. AUDITOR'S OFF., REP. NO. 15-009, SELECTED MAJOR AGREEMENTS UNDER THE TEX. ECON. DEV. ACT (Nov.
2014), p. i.
454
Id. at p. 5. The Beaumont ISD agreement was entered into before Chapter 313 required Comptroller approval of
agreements. Comptroller approval was not required until 2014, after the passage of House Bill 3390 in 2013. See
H.B. 3390, 83rd Leg., Reg. Sess., (Tx. 2013), eff. Jan. 1, 2014.
455
ST. AUDITOR'S OFF., REP. NO. 15-042, SELECTED MAJOR AGREEMENTS UNDER THE TEX. ECON. DEV. ACT (Aug.
2015), p. 1.
456
See TEX. COMPTROLLER OF PUB. ACCOUNTS, REP. OF THE TEX. ECON. DEV. ACT, 2015. The Comptroller’s 2017
biennial Report of the Texas Economic Development Act is expected to be published in January 2017 in advance of
the 85th Legislative Session.
457
According to the Comptroller’s staff, a preliminary estimate of the number of agreements that will be in place by
the time of the 2017 biennial Report of the Texas Economic Development Act's publication, there will be 311 active
Chapter 313 projects.
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The Comptroller's 2015 report of the Texas Economic Development Act also contains the
following useful charts concerning current agreements and jobs:458
TABLE 1: Current Agreements

Number of
active projects
Manufacturing

Estimated total
investment
for length of
agreement

2013 taxable
value for M&O if
limitation were
not in effect

Reported
Investment
through 2013

2013 taxable
value for M&O
with limitation

116

$93,464,080,342

$42,877,116,975

$13,415,333,330

$3,155,868,721

Research and Development

4

$835,586,619

$835,586,619

$429,368,073

$215,000,000

Clean Coal

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Advanced Clean Energy

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Renewable Energy Electric
Generation (Wind)

127

$24,486,016,379

$15,249,763,024

$8,854,453,045

$1,950,848,995

Renewable Energy Electric
Generation (Non-Wind)

9

$1,342,214,481

$548,988,441

$427,099,755

$40,426,154

1

$2,848,413,663

$0

$0

$0

2

$0

$0

$0

$0

259

$122,976,311,484

$59,511,455,060

$23,126,254,203

$5,362,143,870

Electric Power Generation
(Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle)
Nuclear Electric Power
Generation
Total

Total 2013 taxable value for
M&O not on the tax rolls
Manufacturing
Research and Development

Estimated tax benefit
through 2013

Estimated total gross tax benefit to
company through limitation and tax
credit for length of agreement

$10,259,464,609

$468,127,540

$3,996,768,463

$214,368,073

$9,372,978

$20,640,992

Clean Coal

$0

$0

$0

Advanced Clean Energy

$0

$0

$0

Renewable Energy Electric
Generation (Wind)

$6,903,604,050

$329,562,244

$1,375,047,870

Renewable Energy Electric
Generation (Non-Wind)

$386,673,601

$8,061,176

$77,247,533

$0
$0

$0
$0

$70,122,260
$0

$17,764,110,333

$815,123,939

$5,539,827,118

Electric Power Generation
(Integrated Gasification Combined
Cycle)
Nuclear Electric Power Generation
Total

458

TEX. COMPTROLLER OF PUB. ACCOUNTS, REP. OF THE TEX. ECON. DEV. ACT, 2015, p. 3-4.
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TABLE 2: Job Creation Summary

Reported number
of qualifying jobs
created through
2013
Manufacturing

8,013

Research and Development

Number of
qualifying
jobs recipient
committed
to create on
application

Reported number
of total jobs
created through
2013

Total reported
wages for jobs in
2013

4,903

8,308

$493,930,431

101

60

105

$8,694,113

Clean Coal

0

0

0

$0

Advanced Clean Energy

0

0

0

$0

Renewable Energy Electric Generation (Wind)

795

479

820

$46,099,631

Renewable Energy Electric Generation
(Non-Wind)

34

45

34

$2,224,256

Electric Power Generation (Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle)

0

0

0

$0

Nuclear Electric Power Generation

0

0

0

$0

8,943

5,487

9,267

$550,948,431

Total

School Finance Affected:
School finance is affected by Chapter 313 agreements by the fact that there is presently
roughly $17.7 billion worth of property not being taxed by school districts that otherwise would
be taxed if it were not for the existence of the Chapter 313 agreements.459 This number will
increase as new agreements are made by school districts and decrease as older Chapter 313
agreements expire each year. Assuming that new agreements are added at the same pace the old
agreements expire, then this translates to over $815 million annually in forgone taxes by the
school districts who have granted such agreements.460 School districts do not feel the financial
consequences of this loss because the State treats the school districts as though this property
value does not exist at all, and funds the school districts accordingly. Thus, school districts do
not have any incentive to deny Chapter 313 agreements.461
B. Analysis of Proponents' and Opponents' Claims about Chapter 313
Proponents of the Chapter 313 program argue that the value not being taxed by school
districts would not be in Texas at all but for the incentives provided by Chapter 313 agreements.
They conclude that nothing is really lost to anyone as a result of the agreement. Skeptics
respond that most, if not all, of this investment would have occurred without Chapter 313,
459

See above, TABLE 1, Current Agreements, 2nd Chart, "Total 2013 taxable value of M&O not on the tax rolls."
See above, TABLE 1, Current Agreements, 2nd Chart, "Estimated tax benefit through 2013." This is a very
generous assumption as the preliminary data to be included in the 2017 biennial Report of the Texas Economic
Development Act show that ISDs added 75 new agreements just in the last biennium. The program is growing at an
exponential rate so the real numbers are likely to be much higher.
461
Additionally, the Legislative Budget Board concluded in 2011 that, because school districts never lose tax
revenue due to an agreement, “there is a disincentive … for districts to monitor actual job and wage performance.”
LEGIS. BUDGET BD., TEX. ST. GOV'T EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY, SELECTED ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS,
Jan. 2011, p. 1 (emphasis added).
460
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especially in light of the types of entities qualified for Chapter 313. Therefore, they conclude
that the money really is lost to the district or the rest of the taxpayers. In order to analyze both of
these claims, facts and details regarding Chapter 313 agreements currently in place must be
examined.
Out of the 259 projects in place as of May 2014, 127 were wind projects, and 116 were
manufacturing.462 Since these two categories make up the bulk of Chapter 313 agreements, this
Report focuses on these two categories.
Wind:
Virtually all of the 127 wind
projects that have received Chapter
313 agreements are concentrated in
counties which have average wind
speeds at an 80-meter hub height of
between 7.5 and 9.5 meters per
second.463 See images at right and
below.464 Based upon wind speeds,
the north and northwest portions of
the State, and the southern coastal
areas of the State contain the best
locations for wind farms. These are
the locations of nearly 100% of
Texas's wind farms.

462

See above, TABLE 1, Current Agreements, 1st Chart.
The 80 meter hub height means the height of the center of the spinning part of a wind turbine from the ground.
Typically, the higher the altitude, the faster the speed of the wind. Virginia Lacy, The Answer is Growing in the
Wind, SOLUTIONS J., ROCKY MOUNTAIN INST., Spring 2010, vol. 3, no. 2.
464
U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., TODAY IN ENERGY, Feb. 19, 2015.
463
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As one can also see from the images above, there are many states with comparable wind
resources. Texas, however, is especially well positioned to attract wind farms to the State
because of two special advantages having nothing to do with Chapter 313: state-financed
transmission lines and an isolated grid.
According to Greentech media, the key difference between the regions is Texas's
creation of Competitive Renewable Energy Zones (CREZ) in 2008. 465 The CREZ program
designated specific areas as priority areas for renewable energy development. The State then
spent $7 billion to build large
transmission lines to bring more
than 18 gigawatts of power from
wind-rich regions in the
northwestern part of Texas to major
load centers, kicking off a
renewable energy development
bonanza that continues today.466 As
demonstrated from the chart to the
right, Texas dramatically separated
itself from the herd post-CREZ, not
post-Chapter 313.
Unlike the other U.S. electricity markets that cover multiple states, the main Texas
electricity grid is operated by the Electricity Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). The ERCOT
grid serves about three-fourths of the State and is largely isolated from the interconnected power
systems serving the eastern and western United States.467 Therefore, while the other U.S.
electricity markets that span multiple states are subject to federal oversight by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and oversight by multiple state public utility commissions, the
ERCOT market is not subject to federal jurisdiction by FERC and is primarily subject to the
oversight of one state agency—the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT). Sole PUCT
oversight of the ERCOT market allowed for the fast and efficient build-out of transmission lines
to move power throughout the State.468 In just a few years, through the CREZ program, Texas
built 3,600 miles of transmission lines. Among the contiguous 48 states, Texas is the only one
with a stand-alone electricity grid.469

465

Eric Gimon et al., A Tale of Two Regions: Why Wind Is Booming in Texas and Stalling in the West, GREENTECH
MEDIA, Sep. 23, 2015.
466
Jim Malewitz, $7 Billion CREZ Project Nears Finish, Aiding Wind Power, THE TEX. TRIB., Oct. 14, 2013.
467
See U.S. ENERGY INFO. ASS'N, TEX. STATE ENERGY PROFILE, last updated Jan. 21, 2016. See also TEX. ELECTRIC
GRIDS: DEMAND AND SUPPLY, TEXAS ALMANAC, TEX. ST. HIST. ASS'N.
468
Kate Galbraith, Proudly Independent Texas Power Grid Reaches Out a Bit, THE TEX. TRIB., Mar. 29, 2012.
469
Although the data above suggests that wind projects would come to Texas with or without Chapter 313, there is
another important point to note about wind projects that have received Chapter 313 agreements: it was brought to
the Committee's attention that, not only do wind projects create very few jobs, but some create very little property
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Manufacturing:
Out of the 116 manufacturing projects, 83 are school districts that border major ports
accessible by of five of Texas’s eight federally-maintained ship channels— specifically the
Houston-Galveston Ship Channel, Sabine Pass-Neches Ship Channel, Aransas Pass-Corpus
Christi Ship Channel, Freeport Ship Channel, and Matagorda Ship Channel. Every project
except two within these 83 projects are oil and gas or petrochemical projects.470 See chart below.
County
Brazoria (17)

ISD
Angleton
Brazosport

Sweeny

Calhoun (2)

Calhoun County

Chambers
(15)

Barbers Hill

Project
Ascend Performance Materials Operations,
LLC
The Dow Chemical Company
The Dow Chemical Company
The Dow Chemical Company
The Dow Chemical Company
The Dow Chemical Company
BASF Corporation
BASF Corporation
Air Liquide Large Industries U.S., LP
Dow Agrosciences, LLC
Freeport LNG Development L.P. & Affiliates
Freeport LNG Development L.P. & Affiliates
Freeport LNG Development L.P. & Affiliates
ConocoPhillips Company
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, LP
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, LP
Phillips 66 Company
Formosa Plastics Corporation, Texas
Formosa Plastics Corporation, Texas
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC
Enterprise Products Operation, LLC

Date
08-05-2013
12-03-2002
01-04-2011
04-03-2012
05-01-2012
05-01-2012
05-10-2005
11-05-2012
12-18-2007
05-01-2012
02-19-2013
02-19-2013
02-19-2013
12-14-2004
12-31-2013
12-31-2013
14-08-2014
12-10-2007
05-30-2012
12-14-2009
12-27-2010
12-15-2011
09-23-2013
09-23-2013
09-23-2013

value at the end of their appraisal limitations as well. Fifteen wind projects received their Chapter 313 appraisal
limitations sufficiently long ago that their agreements have expired and their properties are now being taxed by
school districts at "full market value." Of those 15 projects, 11 had depreciated their wind turbines down to less
than 50% of their values when their projects were first built. The lack of jobs created by wind projects coupled with
their lack of value at the end of the Chapter 313 agreement counsels against allowing wind projects to continue to be
eligible for Chapter 313. At the very least, the Legislature may consider reforms that require a minimum percent of
the project’s value to be taxable at the end of the ten-year appraisal limitation period.
470
The exceptions are the two projects by Voestalpine Texas LLC in Nueces and San Patricio Counties. According
Voestalpine's website, the Voestalpine project is a natural-gas-based direct reduction plant with an annual capacity
of 2 million metric tons of Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI). HBI is a high-grade feedstock for the production of highquality steel grades. See here: http://www.voestalpine.com/texas/en/Project/The-Project.
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County

ISD

Harris (15)

Goose Creek
Deer Park
Goose Creek

La Porte

Sheldon
Jackson (3)

Edna

Jefferson (19)

Ganado
Beaumont

Nederland
Port Arthur

Port NechesGroves

Project
Oneok Hydrocarbon, LP
Oneok Hydrocarbon, LP
Cedar Bayou Fractionators, LP
Cedar Bayou Fractionators, LP
Lone Star NGL Asset Holdings II, LLC
Lone Star NGL Asset Holdings II, LLC
Lone Star NGL Asset Holdings II, LLC
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Borusan Mannesmann Pipe U.S., Inc.
INEOS USA, LLC
Equistar Chemicals, LP
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, LP
Air Liquide Large Industries, LP
Arkema Inc.
Oxiteno USA LLC
Equistar Chemicals, LP
Noltex, LLC
Celanese Ltd
Linde Gas North America LLC and Affiliates
Lub-Line Corp.
Equistar Chemicals, LP
FMC Technologies, Inc.
DCP Midstream, LP
Flag City Processing Partners, LLC
ETC Texas Pipeline, LTD.
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Atofina Chemical, Inc.
Lucite International, Inc.
Pandora Methanol, LLC
Natgasoline, LLC
BASF Corporation
Sunoco Partners NGL Facilities, LLC
Motiva Enterprises LLC
TE Products Pipeline Company, LLC
The Premcor Refining Group Inc.
The Premcor Refining Group Inc.
The Premcor Refining Group Inc.
Praxair, Inc.
Praxair, Inc.
Sabina Petrochemicals LLC, ATOFINA
Petrochemicals Inc., and BASF Corporation
Total Petrochemicals USA, Inc., and Total

Date
12-12-2011
09-23-2013
12-12-2011
12-16-2013
07-27-2011
09-23-2013
12-16-2013
10-28-2013
05-13-2013
08-29-2012
04-21-2014
12-10-2012
09-23-2013
10-14-2013
08-17-2010
08-16-2011
12-21-2012
09-10-2013
09-10-2013
10-08-2013
11-12-2013
05-13-2014
08-20-2013
04-15-2014
02-20-2012
08-08-2012
05-23-2012
09-18-2003
09-18-2003
12-20-2012
12-20-2012
12-19-2013
05-15-2014
09-16-2013
01-25-2007
12-13-2007
12-20-2002
12-01-2004
12-18-2008
11-18-2003
08-23-2012
12-10-2002
12-09-2008
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County

ISD

Matagorda (1)

Sabine Pass
Van Vleck

Nueces (5)

Calallen
Corpus Christi

San Patricio
(6)

Tuloso-Midway
GregoryPortland

Ingleside

Project
PAR LLC
Huntsman Petrochemical, LLC
Air Liquide Large Industries US LP
Golden Pass LNG, LLC
Maverick Tube Corporation DBA Tenaris
USA
Equistar Chemicals, LP
TexStar Midstream Services LP
Voestalpine Texas LLC
Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC
M&G Resins USA, LLC
TPCO America Corporation
Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC
Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC
Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC
Voestalpine Texas, LLC
Ingleside Ethylene, LLC & Occidental
Chemical Corporation
TOTAL = 83

Date
09-16-2013
05-12-2014
07-21-2006
11-18-2013
12-20-2013
12-20-2013
04-28-2014
04-28-2014
11-18-2013
11-15-2011
02-18-2014
02-18-2014
02-19-2014
12-17-2013
12-30-2013

The Houston-Galveston Ship Channel leads to the Port of Houston, which is the second
largest port in the United States. The channel and surrounding areas support the second-largest
petrochemical complex in the world. Additionally, the Houston-Galveston Ship Channel has two
of the four largest refineries in the United States— Baytown and Texas City.
The Baytown refinery is owned by ExxonMobil. It is the second largest petroleum and
petrochemical complex in the United States and the eighth largest in the world. It has a
processing capacity of 584,000 barrels a day. The refinery was established in 1919 and
commenced operations in 1920. It is spread across 3,400 acres along the Houston Ship Channel.
The chemical plant at the refinery began operating in 1940. The refinery produces jet fuel,
diesel, refinery gas, propane, chemical feedstocks, oils, gasoline, and petroleum coke.471 The
main complex occupies five square miles and integrates two chemical plants, a regional
engineering office, and a global technology center.472

471

Petroleum coke ("petcoke") is one of many valuable byproducts of the oil refining process. Crude oil is processed
into gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, lubricating oils and waxes, leaving some residual crude that usually undergoes
additional processing. The crude residue may be further refined by a process known as coking to produce
transportation fuels as well as "petcoke," which has a variety of uses as an alternative, cost-effective fuel. See
Petroleum Coke Overview, American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers, available at:
http://education.afpm.org/refining/petroleum-coke/
472
Top 10 large oil refineries, HYDROCARBONS-TECHNOLOGY.COM, KABLE, Sep. 30, 2013.
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The Texas City refinery is owned by Marathon Petroleum.473 It is the fifth largest
refinery in the United States and the 13th largest in the world. The refinery was built in 1931 and
purchased in 2013 by Marathon. It has a refining capacity of 86,000 barrels per day, and its
products include gasoline, chemical-grade propylene, propane, aromatics, slurry, and dry gas.
Refining and petrochemicals are typically dependent on natural gas and other
hydrocarbon derivative products as both feedstocks and fuels. Thus, supporting the industry
around the Houston Ship Channel is a complex of several thousand miles of pipeline connecting
200 chemical plants, refineries, salt domes and fractionation plants along the Texas Gulf Coast,
which allows transfer of feedstocks, fuel, and chemical products among plants, storage terminals,
and transportation facilities.
The Sabine Pass-Neches Ship Channel leads to the Port of Port Arthur, which is also
among the largest ports in the United States. The channel and surrounding areas support
facilities and refineries along the ship channel which store the majority of the nation's strategic
oil reserves, produce the majority of the nation's commercial jet fuel, and produce the majority of
US military jet fuel. The area is positioning itself to also become the largest LNG exporter in the
United States and is able to handle the bigger ships traveling to and from the widened Panama
Canal. The ship channel is deep enough to accommodate the largest cargo ships and petrochemical tankers. Additionally, the Sabine Pass-Neches Ship Channel has the largest refinery in
the United States— Port Arthur.
The Port Arthur Refinery is owned by Motiva Enterprises, which is a 50/50 joint venture
between Royal Dutch Shell and Saudi Aramco. It is the largest refinery in the United States and
the sixth largest refinery in the world. It has a total processing capacity of over 600,000 barrels
per day. The refinery started operations in 1903 and played an important role in the production of
high-octane aviation fuel during World War II. The refinery produces gasoline, distillates, jet
fuel, lubricant base oils, and chemicals and solvents. The refinery includes a catalytic reformer at
the new three-unit naphtha processing complex, which converts 85,000 barrels per day into high
octane gasoline for blending.474
The Aransas Pass-Corpus Christi Ship Channel leads to the Port of Corpus Christi, which
is a major petroleum and natural gas production center. The port is the fifth largest in the United
States by tonnage; it is 70 miles south of the Eagle Ford shale play; and it is the deepest channel
on the Gulf of Mexico. Heavy industry abounds in the area, with oil refineries, smelting plants,
chemical works, and food processing establishments scattered throughout the city and its
473

Marathon announced in early 2016 it is committed to a $2 billion plan to expand and integrate its two Galveston
area refineries. Through 2020, Marathon Corp. said it will upgrade its Galveston Bay and Texas City refineries and
combine them, creating the nation’s second largest refining complex. It will be interesting to see whether Marathon
applies for a Chapter 313 agreement for the consolidation of two refineries already located in Texas, and on the
Houston-Galveston Ship Channel. See Jordan Blum, Marathon Petroleum Invests In $2 Billion Refining Expansion,
HOUSTON CHRON., Feb. 3, 2016.
474
Top 10 large oil refineries, HYDROCARBONS-TECHNOLOGY.COM, KABLE, Sep. 30, 2013.
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outlying regions. Eagle Ford Crude arrives by truck, pipeline, and rail to be loaded onto USflagged coastal barges and tankers. The area has six oil refineries, including those owned by
Valero Energy Corp., Citgo Refining & Chemical Inc., and Flint Hills Resources LP. 475 There
are also 1,500 wells located near the bay, as well as a large supply of natural gas.
Similar descriptions can be made of the Freeport and Matagorda Ship Channels, although
these are slightly smaller.
In sum, it appears that both the wind projects and the manufacturing projects, which
collectively account for 94% of all Chapter 313 agreements, have ample reasons for locating in
Texas aside from Chapter 313. This conclusion is consistent with recent examples from the Rio
Grande Valley. Two large LNG projects (Annova and NextDecade), whose Chapter 313
applications were rejected by the Point Isabel ISD school board, continue to develop their LNG
projects after being denied a Chapter 313 agreement. Additionally, one of the nation's top six
new manufacturing projects of 2015— a new Daikin Industries factory in Houston that will
manufacture ducted and ductless HVAC products— did not seek a Chapter 313 agreement.476
The Daikin Industries plant is relocating to Texas from Tennessee, and investing a half billion
dollars in the new four-million-square-foot facility. The factory will eventually employ over
5,000 people, and it will be the largest tilt-wall building in the world. A company spokesperson
stated: “Our selection of Houston for our new campus was a result of careful analysis and
business considerations. . . It offers an outstanding combination that includes the ability to
provide an educated workforce, economic growth and a favorable year-round climate necessary
for manufacturing and operational excellence.”
C. Why was Chapter 313 created?
i.

Site Selection Magazine

In 2001, the House Research Organization bill analysis for House Bill 1200 (which
created the Chapter 313 program) contained the following explanation in the "SUPPORTERS
SAY" section:
Texas is falling behind other states in attracting major new industrial projects.
According to the authoritative Site Selection magazine, Texas has dropped from
first in 1990 to 37th in 2000 in terms of new manufacturing facilities. Since 1997,
Texas has lost at least 12 major projects to other states that would have invested
more than $4.5 billion and created approximately 5,200 new jobs.477
475

Rachael Seeley, Port Corpus Christi emerges as a growing transportation and storage hub for crude oil from
Eagle Ford shale, OIL & GAS J., Apr. 16, 2014.
476
2016 US Investment Monitor: Tracking mobile capital investments during 2015, ERNST & YOUNG, p. 15; Dale
King, Daikin Adds 1,000 Employees to Hiring Plan at New 4 Million SF Factory in Houston, REALTY NEWS REP.,
Mar. 8, 2016.
477
H. RES. ORG., Bill Analysis, H.B. 1200, 77th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tx. 2001), p. 7.
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The Texas Taxpayers and Research Association (TTARA) reiterated these statements in
one of its publications in support of Chapter 313:478
[House Bill 1200] was offered in response to Texas losing a number of major new
industrial projects to other states— events largely attributable to the state’s high
property tax burden, and in particular, local school property taxes.
School districts had at one time been able to offer tax abatements similar to those
of cities and counties, but this authority was repealed in the mid 1990s.[479] With
the loss of school tax abatement authority, Texas fell from the nation’s top
industrial location in 1996, as ranked by Site Selection Magazine, to 37th in 2000.
Over those years, Texas lost 12 major facilities to other states—4 to Oklahoma
alone.
The Texas Conservative Coalition Research Institute made similar statements in one of
its publications concerning Chapter 313:480
After the ability of school districts to offer tax abatements was repealed in the
mid-1990's, Texas fell from the nation’s top industrial location in 1996, as ranked
by Site Selection Magazine, to 37th in 2000.
The original source of the claim that Texas fell to 37th place appears to be a witness who
testified in favor of H.B. 1200 at the Texas House Committee on Ways and Means hearing on
March 14, 2001. The statistic has since been repeated dozens of times since 2001 by journalists
and special interest groups.481 The statistic seemed suspicious because, in the four years leading
478

Questions and Answers About the Texas Economic Development Act: Tax Code Chapter 313, TEX. TAXPAYERS
& RES. ASS'N, Dec. 8, 2010, p. 1. See also Texas Taxes and Manufacturing: Impacts on Capital Investment and
R&D, TEX. TAXPAYERS & RES. ASS'N, Nov. 12, 2012, p. 10 (making the same statements).
479
The Committee assumes that TTARA is referring to Senate Bill 7, passed on May 31, 1993. Senate Bill 7 was an
emergency bill that went into effect immediately in order to meet a court-imposed deadline for establishing a
constitutional finance system for Texas schools, or what became known as the "Robin Hood" plan. Senate Bill 7 did
not disallow school district tax abatements at that time, it simply removed school districts' incentive to grant them.
Senate Bill 7 did this by making it so that the value of the property abated would be counted as part of the districts'
taxable value when determining the districts' taxable wealth for school funding purposes. Prior to 1993, if a school
district entered into an abatement agreement, the value of the abatement was excluded from the district's total
property value as certified by the State Comptroller's office (similar in effect to what occurs now). Accordingly,
granting the abatement would result in a wash for the school district because the district would just receive from the
State essentially the same money it abated to the taxpayers through an incentive. With S.B. 7, the Texas Legislature
changed the law and directed the Comptroller's office not to exclude the value of any abatement granted after May
1993. After that, generally, school boards did not grant abatements because if they did, they would be funded as
though they were collecting property taxes on the full value in their districts even if they were not. In other words,
they would have to pay for their own abatements.
480
A Rev. of Select Tex. Econ. Incentives, Pol'y Whitepaper, TEX. CONSERVATIVE COALITION RES. INST., Feb. 2013,
p. 9.
481
The number of sources that have cited this "37th place" statistic are too numerous to list here, but this statistic
was repeated most recently at a Texas Public Policy Foundation forum held on October 12, 2016, by the
representative of a major business association lobby group, where he cited this statistic not once, but three times in
an effort to persuade attendees that the Chapter 313 program is essential to recruiting new industry to Texas.
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up to 2001, Site Selection magazine had ranked Texas 1st, 4th, 6th, and 5th in new
manufacturing (for years 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000 respectively).482 Thus, falling to 37th place
virtually overnight would be improbable. Fact-checking research in preparation for this Report
revealed that this information was in fact inaccurate. Site Selection's March 2001 issue contained
the following paragraph in the cover page story:
New Manufacturing Plants: While Michigan secured the top spot in the total
number of new manufacturing plants in 2000, with 282, California was not far
behind, tallying 238. Also generating a high number of new manufacturing plants
last year were third-place Ohio (206), followed by Pennsylvania (126), New York
(117), Illinois (113), North Carolina (97), Texas (71), Louisiana (68), Minnesota
and Alabama (both with 55). In terms of consistency over time, however,
California is the clear leader in producing new manufacturing facilities. For the
most recent three-year period (1998-2000), the Golden State topped the charts
with 980 new manufacturing projects, more than 100 ahead of second-place Ohio,
which had 863. Rounding out the top 10 states in this category were Michigan
(805), North Carolina (346), Illinois (343), Texas (319), New York (280),
Pennsylvania (264), Minnesota (184) and Virginia (169).483
This paragraph clearly establishes that Texas was ranked 8th in new manufacturing
plants in 2001 based on year 2000 data by Site Selection magazine. However Site Selection's
March 2001 issue also included the following conflicting chart:

482

New Corp. Facilities & Expansions, 1994-96, SITE SELECTION MAG., Feb./Mar. 1997; data available at:
http://siteselection.com/sshighlites/0297/0297CHARTS/pg05.htm, and
http://siteselection.com/sshighlites/0297/0297CHARTS/index.htm; Jack Lyne, Mich., Midwest Set Fast-Track Pace
in 1997's Rec .U.S. Race for Corp. Facilities, SITE SELECTION MAG., Feb./Mar. 1998; Jack Lyne, Mich. Nips Cal.
for 1998 Governor's Cup as Records Shatter, SITE SELECTION MAG., Mar. 1999; Jack Lyne, Mich. Tops the Bus.
Expansion Mountain, 'Threepeats' for SS Governor's Cup, SITE SELECTION MAG., Mar. 2000.
483
Ron Starner & Tracy Heath, It's MICH-AGAIN!, SITE SELECTION MAG., Mar. 2001 (emphasis added). Note that
this paragraph identifies both the top ranking states for manufacturing for the year 2000, and the top ranking states
for manufacturing for the 3-year period of 1998 to 2000 (in an attempt to rank based upon consistency, rather than
performance in individual years). Thus, as reported in 2001, the top ten for the year 2000 and the top ten for the
period 1998-2000 for new manufacturing plants were as follows:
New Manufacturing
2000
1 Michigan
2 California
3 Ohio
4 Pennsylvania
5 New York
6 Illinois
7 North Carolina
8 Texas
9 Louisiana
10 Minnesota and
Alabama (tie)

New Manufacturing
1998-2000
1 California
2 Ohio,
3 Michigan
4 North Carolina
5 Illinois
6 Texas
7 New York
8 Pennsylvania
9 Minnesota
10 Virginia
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The first column on this chart indicates that Texas only gained three new manufacturing
facilities in the year 2000. This number contradicts the information stated in the paragraph cited
above from the same Site Selection issue on the cover page story, which was that Texas gained
71 new manufacturing facilities in the year 2000.
70

If the number 3 had been correct, then Texas really would have been ranked 37th in the
year 2001 in new manufacturing. But this number was clearly erroneous. The numbers do not
add up when the totals across the four categories for the year 2000
are summed.484 The numbers 3 + 137 + 439 + 7 only add up to
586. Texas had 649 total facilities for 2000, which also gave
Texas 5th place for the Governor's Cup in 2001.485 (See the chart
at right also taken from the March 2001 issue.) The fact that the
cover page story stated that Texas had 71 total new manufacturing
facilities, and the fact that the math on the chart does not add up
proves it unequivocally. Site Selection magazine has since
acknowledged the error.486 The unavoidable conclusion is that the
case for passing the largest economic development incentive
program in the State's history may have been based on the fear
incited by a magazine's typographical error.
There has always been a close correlation between the rankings for "new manufacturing
plants" and the rankings for total "new/expanded facilities," which determines the winner of the
Governor's Cup. The industry experts who testified in favor of H.B. 1200 should have realized
that Texas could not have received 5th place in the Governor's Cup at the same time it was 37th
in new manufacturing.
Although the error may have been in good faith, it was especially egregious in light of the
fact that, not even six months earlier, in the September 2000 issue, Site Selection magazine
published a ten-article spread about Texas, proclaiming Texas to be a "global powerhouse" that
was "drawing new investment from virtually all industry sectors." Highlights from the
September 2000 issue of Site Selection magazine included the following:487


No state has benefited more from the 1994 approval of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) than Texas;

484

The four categories that make up the 2000 total were: 2000 new manufacturing, 2000 manufacturing expansions,
2000 other facilities, and 2000 non-U.S. facilities. See chart on previous page, “New Corporate Facilities and
Expansions 1998-2000.”
485
Since the 1980s, Site Selection magazine has ranked the top ten states in "new/expanded facilities" in order to
award the top state the "Governor's Cup." The Governor’s Cup award has always been given in its March issue, and
it has always been based upon data for the previous year. So, a March 2001 win, for example, would be based upon
year 2000 data. By at least 1994, Site Selection magazine had added a new category to rank, and that was the top ten
states for "new manufacturing." This new category winner was also identified in the March issue each year, but it
was more of a bonus piece of information. It did not determine the winner of the Governor's Cup. In 1998, Site
Selection magazine added a few more categories, two of which were: "state business climate" and "corporate
survey." The winners of these two new categories were identified in the November issue of Site Selection each year,
but again, they did not determine the Governor's Cup winner. The "new/expanded facilities," was and always has
been the category for the big win.
486
Telephone interview with Karen Medernach, Editorial Database Manager, Conway/Site Selection (Oct. 10,
2016).
487
Richard Westlund, Texas: Where High-Tech Meets High-Touch, SITE SELECTION MAG., Special Feature, Sep.
2000.
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International access, a high-touch labor pool and wide-open spaces are just a few of
the Lone Star State's advantages for growing businesses;
Texas has seen its manufacturing jobs growing at a rapid clip, especially in the
technology sectors, and listing as evidence among others:
o Atmel (semiconductor manufacturing firm based in San Jose, CA) is investing
$1 billion in renovating a 650,000 sq. ft. facility in Irving; to do so, Atmel
acquired the former Hitachi plant in December 1999, and is ramping up to
create 1,000 immediate jobs with 2,500 jobs forecast by 2003
o TurboCare, a turbine machinery remanufacturing and repair company,
recently announced a 175 job expansion of its Houston area operations. "We
are centrally located to serve both our domestic and international customers,"
says Jim Williams, general manager of Houston Services. "The cost of living,
the ability to recruit high caliber employees and the work force in general is
very good here."
o Rudolph Miles & Sons opened a 126,000 sq. ft. distribution facility in
February at the Sharyland Business Park in McAllen, near the Mexican
border. "The new center was built to help fill the need of one of our existing
customers," says John Dillon, real estate manager for the firm. "This is part of
our future and will help us capitalize on increased trade with Mexico."
Texas offers a long list of reasons for companies to relocate or expand in the Lone Star
State, beginning with a high quality of life. From country music to symphonies, from
the Dallas Cowboys to stock car racing, Texas has a "ten-gallon" appeal to people with
a wide range of individual tastes. Professional sports, museums and cultural activities
abound in Dallas Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio, while the state capital of
Austin has long been known for its dynamic music industry. Padre Island National
Seashore on the Gulf Coast, the "piney woods" of northeastern Texas and Big Bend
National Park on the Rio Grande are just three of the state's countless outdoor
attractions.
For the past decade, the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has led the nation in corporate
relocations and expansions. One recent arrival is Chase Manhattan Bank's Global
Investor Services Division, which is relocating from Manhattan to the Farmer's Branch
community north of Dallas, bringing more than 1,400 new jobs. In June, SBC
Communications, Southwestern Bell's parent company, announced that it will be
developing a new 150,000 sq. ft. office facility in Dallas for 1,000 workers, with
potential for a second building of similar size.
Last year (in 1999), Ameritrade Holding Corp. opened a 140,000 sq. ft. service
brokerage service north of Fort Worth. Since opening, the new facility houses more
than 1,200 jobs. Ameritrade said the relocation decision was based on the quality of
work force, business suitability and overall quality of life in the Fort Worth area.
In February (2000), Galderma Laboratories, a pharmaceutical subsidiary of L'Oreal
and Nestle, held a ground breaking for its U.S. headquarters north of Fort Worth as
well.
Mother Parker's Tea & Coffee, a Toronto company, recently picked Fort Worth for its
only U.S. manufacturing facility, and Valio, a French multinational, has also
established a manufacturing facility in the area.
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 The Houston area is expected to add more than 60,000 new jobs this year (2000) up
from 47,000 in 1999 in industries like energy, aerospace, telecommunications, life
sciences and information technology.
 One new manufacturer is Japanese owned SPF Corp. of America, which makes
corrosion resistant metal equipment. The company is establishing operations in
northwest Houston and will employ more than 25 people initially. "Houston was the
logical site for us to reach our customers," says SPF President and CEO Yosuhiro
Senda. "With the Port of Houston nearby, easily accessible rail service, and an
extensive highway system, our global market is more easily accessible."
 Mikron Technology is building its first U.S. plant in San Antonio with 400 high tech
positions. "Our business is growing so fast that we have high expectations for this
plant," says Steinar Faanes, president and chief operating officer of Mikron Infocom
Technology. "There is good access to a skilled work force, and it's also a good place to
live."
 In addition to telecom and computer manufacturing, San Antonio is seeing strong
growth among its bioscience companies, as well as IT and e-commerce firms. Telecom
Real Estate Services is building a165,000 sq. ft. switch hotel, and NextLink and
COLO.com, are leasing a 100,000 sq. ft. facility designed specifically for telecom and
Internet firms. Another IT asset is the Informational Warfare Center (IWC), which
conducts computer security operations for the U.S. Air Force (and listing multiple
other expansions and relocations in San Antonio).
 Boeing has expanded its defense related manufacturing plant in El Paso from 200 to
1,200 employees in the past two years.
 Aerobotics Industries, a supplier of aerospace engineering, tooling, prototyping and
machined components, is building a 400,000 sq. ft. facility in Abilene that will allow it
to diversify into heavy fabrication products for other transportation industries.
 Zoltek Cos., a manufacturer of carbon fiber for the military and aerospace industries,
is expanding its 100,000 sq. ft. Abilene plant from 50 to 250 employees in the next
five years.
 Bell Helicopter is building V22 Osprey tilt-rotor helicopters in its new Amarillo plant.
Plans call for major expansions of the facility's 150,000 sq. ft. plant and 72,000 sq. ft.
hangar by 2002, with corresponding growth in the 178 person work force.
 El Paso is also attracting major call centers. Brylane opened an 850 employee center
serving U.S. catalog companies last fall, as did EchoStar Satellite Corp. (2,000
employees) and State Farm (500 employees).
 Progressive Molded Products Ltd. picked McAllen in July for a new104,000 sq. ft.
plastic injection molding facility to produce automotive interior trim components. The
Ontario, Canada, manufacturer plans to hire 200 employees by 2002.
 Gibbs Texas Die Casting Corp. is investing $23 million in a new aluminum and
magnesium die casting facility in Harlingen and creating 204 new jobs.
 Neoplan USA, North America's largest bus manufacturer, signed an agreement to
begin making buses at the Brownsville airport. The Colorado based company plans to
hire 600 people within two years, including former employees of the Eagle Coach
Corp., which went out of business in 1998.
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 Convergys Corp., a global leader in providing outsourced customer support services to
large companies, in 1999 announced plans to open a customer service center in
Brownsville. The facility will create 800 jobs within two years.
 BASF Corp. is building a new facility for the manufacture of ethylene and propylene
in Port Arthur. The $600 million capital investment will create 163 jobs. A major
expansion project is planned at the Port of Port Arthur, a deep water facility with
convenient rail and truck access. About 25 million tons (22.7 million m. tons) of
cargo, primarily oil and petrochemical products, are shipped from the port annually.
This Report repeats so many of the examples printed in Site Selection's September 2000
issue to make a point: All of this investment was on the heels of seven full years without the
school property tax abatements. Site Selection magazine's other rankings for Texas during the
years leading up to 2001were as follows:488
YEAR

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

NEW/EXPANDED
NEW
FACILITIES
MANUFACTURING
(Governor's Cup)
Not in top 10489
9
5
2
3
1 (tie w/ NC)
2
3
2
3
3
3
6
4
5

Data specific to new
manufacturing is
unavailable prior to
1996

1
4
6
5
8

EXECUTIVE
POLL

Data
unavailable for
this time
period

1
2
2
1

BUSINESS
CLIMATE

Data
unavailable
for this time
period

3
4
2
2
1

Note that Texas was also ranked either first or second place in the executive poll category
for three years prior to the passage of H.B. 1200 in 2001.490

488

Archived issues of Site Selection magazine are available online going back to 1997. The Committee staff
contacted Site Selection magazine to request the rankings prior to 1997. Site Selection magazine's staff provided the
Committee with a spreadsheet of its Governor's Cup rankings for years 1988 to 1996, but no rankings for the other
categories were provided. The spreadsheet is available in the Committee office.
489
Data for 1986 is available online at: http://siteselection.com/sshighlites/0297/0297CHARTS/pg02.htm
490
Note also the close correlation between the Governor's Cup ranking and the "new manufacturing" ranking.
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ii.

The Intel Anecdote

In addition to the erroneous Site Selection magazine number, one particular anecdote was
discussed repeatedly in 2001 in support of H.B. 1200 about Intel.491 During the 2001 legislative
session, there was testimony that Intel changed its mind about Texas, and instead built its new
billion-dollar factory somewhere else because Texas's property taxes were too high.
On November 11, 1996, the Wall Street Journal reported that Intel had decided to build
its new $1.5 billion semiconductor factory at Fort Worth's Alliance Airport.492 The article
reported that the factory would employ as many as 1,500 people,493 and that construction would
begin the following year (in 1997). Production was set to start in 1999.494 On June 11, 1997,
Intel closed on the purchase of a 524-acre tract of land north of Fort Worth.495 On July 14, 1997,
Intel held a ceremonial groundbreaking for the new facility which was attended by more than
400 elected officials, business and community representatives, and education leaders.496
On September 4, 1997, the City of Fort Worth and Intel finalized a tax abatement
agreement whereby Intel agreed to construct a new "semiconductor wafer manufacturing
facility" with a minimum investment of $1 billion for the first phase, and the City of Fort Worth
agreed to abate 100% of Intel's real and personal property taxes for 10 years for the first phase
and any succeeding phases if construction on those phases commenced within 10 years.497 Intel
agreed to commence construction for the first phase in 1997, and substantially complete
construction of the first phase within 24 months. The City's abatement was reportedly worth
$117 million over 10 years.498 Intel also received an abatement from the Northwest Independent
School District worth $9 million over 10 years.499
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In fact, Chapter 313 became known for a time as the “Intel Bill.” See Mark Lavergne, Reagan adviser unveils
Texas vs. California economic study, THE LONE STAR REP., Sep. 12, 2008, p. 5; No Cost, at Least at First, TEX.
WKLY., vol. 17, issue 36, Mar. 19, 2001. See also Hearing on H.B. 1200 before the H. Comm. On Ways and Means,
77th Leg. (March 14, 2001) (testimony of Kenneth Barr, Mayor of Fort Worth, expressing his support of H.B. 1200
and stating that the bill was needed because Intel left Forth Worth in part because of high property taxes).
492
Intel Plans to Build a Plant For Semiconductors in Texas, WALL ST. J., Nov. 11, 1996. The Wall Street Journal
also reported in the same article that Intel “just finished a $1.8 billion expansion of its Rio Rancho, N.M., factory; a
$1.3 billion expansion of its Chandler, Ariz., plant; a $500 million expansion in Santa Clara; and a $600 million
expansion in Hillsboro, Ore. In addition, Intel is expected to build a $300 million chip-assembly factory, which
takes finished chips and puts them into packages, in Costa Rica. Production is set to start there in 1998."
493
See id. Some sources say Intel was planning to hire as many as 5,000 people. See e.g., D'Ann M. Petersen &
Michelle Burchfiel, Silicon Prairie: How High-Tech is Redefining Texas’ Economy, SW. ECON., FED. RES. BANK OF
DALLAS, May/June 1997, p. 3.
494
Intel Plans to Build a Plant For Semiconductors in Texas, WALL ST. J., Nov.11, 1996.
495
See copy of deed conveying land to Intel, available in the Committee office.
496
Max B. Baker, Councilman to boycott Intel groundbreaking, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, July 13, 1997.
497
See Tax Abatement Agreement Between the City of Fort Worth and Intel Corporation, available in the
Committee office. Intel executed its part in July 1997, but the City did not fully execute its part until early
September. Note that both of their signatures occurred after the 1997 legislative session was over.
498
See Bryon Okada, Denton to consider Intel tax breaks; Incentives would be worth $25 million over 18 years,
county commissioners say, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, Apr. 1, 1997 (discussing the value of the City of Fort
Worth's tax incentives offered). This number appears to have been calculated by tripling the City of Fort Worth's
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Just over one month later, on October 24, 1997, CNET magazine reported that Intel was
delaying opening its semiconductor plant in Fort Worth by one year.500 CNET reported that this
decision was made because Intel probably would not need the Fort Worth plant. Intel was also
working on a new plant in Kiryat Gat, Israel, that was due to open in 1999. The Kiryat Gat plant
was originally designed to produce only flash memory chips, but Intel began struggling in the
flash memory market. Intel subsequently decided to make both flash memory chips and
microprocessors at the Kiryat Gat plant. The Fort Worth plant was also supposed to make
microprocessors. CNET reported that the decision to delay the Fort Worth opening potentially
hinted at trouble in its microprocessor operations, and that this announcement could signal larger
problems for Intel.501 CNET noted that Intel's earnings had been disappointing and that Intel
blamed its weaker-than-expected September quarter results on disappointing flash sales. CNET
stated that some analysts had suggested that disappointing microprocessor demand might have
played more of a role than the company was letting on. Perhaps most importantly, CNET also
reported:
Reacting to the [Intel/Fort Worth] news, as well as to more-general turmoil in
Asian markets, the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, a semiconductor index,
declined 17.44 points, or 5.2 percent. The Nasdaq index, heavily weighted
with tech issues, fell 20.33 points, or 1.2 percent.
Financial markets do not take dramatic dips because companies like Intel decide to build
a factory in one state versus another. Intel's contemporaneous explanations, as memorialized in
news articles502 and Fort Worth City Council Meeting minutes503 are consistent with industry
conditions being the reason for the change of plans, not Texas's tax structure.

own estimated value of the tax abatement for first phase, which was $39 million, since Intel stated it would build the
factory in three phases. See Mayor and Council Communication, City of Fort Worth, Texas, Document No. C15968, Mar. 25, 1997, p. 2, available in the Committee office.
499
Richard Bruner, Intel Breaks Ground On $1.3B Texas Fab, ELECTRONIC NEWS, July 21, 1997; see also Jay Root
& Carlos Sanchez, Tax cuts for Intel survive in House, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, Apr. 24, 1997.
500
Intel plant delay may signal trouble, CNET, Oct. 24, 1997.
501
Id.
502
For example, on March 27, 1998, the Fort Worth Star-Telegram reported that Intel officials had stated that the
delay in the plant construction would allow the company, reeling from lower-than-expected sales and sagging
profits, to reconfigure the plant to produce the new-generation 300-millimeter silicon wafers as opposed to the 200millimeter silicon wafers that were then the standard. The Fort Worth Star-Telegram reported that Intel officials
also said, "Intel is committed to Fort Worth" and "the same reasons we selected Fort Worth a year and a half ago
still hold today." Jack Z. Smith, Tax deal for Intel under fire; Fort Worth council divided over delay of chip plant,
FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, Mar. 27, 1998. See also Jack Z. Smith, Council likely to extend Intel deadline,
FORT-WORTH STAR TELEGRAM, May 6, 1998.
503
On April 22, 1998, the Economic Development Committee of the Fort Worth City Council discussed a formal
request made by Intel's Forth Worth plant manager, Bruce Sohn, to amend the tax abatement agreement to change
the construction timeline for the project from 24 to 60 months. Mr. Sohn explained that Intel plans to restart
construction of the facility in the year 2000, and that plans call for the operation to manufacture a completely
different technology not yet developed. He further stated that the company had been moving toward meeting all
commitments made in the tax abatement agreement, with 10% of the construction already complete. He concluded
with the fact that Intel was committed to Fort Worth and that Fort Worth would get the project. See Highlights of
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Intel officially stopped construction in Fort Worth in 2000, after already having invested
$65 million in the new facility.504
In 2001, Intel's manager of government affairs stated: "The [Texas] property tax rules put
a severe strain on businesses that have a high amount of property investment . . . We are in a
globally competitive market, and the rate we pay in Texas is just too steep in relation to the other
states where we are growing and expanding."505 But in 2008, Intel contradicted this statement
when a spokesman for Intel, stated: "We determined that we didn't need that [Fort Worth]
factory so we decided not to proceed with it."506
In 2014, Intel did precisely the same thing to Chandler, Arizona that it had done to Fort
Worth in 1997-2000.507 It promised to build a multi-billion dollar plant; it received millions of
dollars in tax breaks to do so; it broke ground and invested millions on the project; and then an
industry slump caused it to "delay" its plans and leave behind a half-built facility.
Chapter 313 has been in place for over 15 years now, and Intel has not built any
semiconductor plants in Texas.
iii.

High Franchise Tax (under old tax)

Texas's high franchise taxes on capital-intensive industries was another reason offered for
passing H.B. 1200 back in 2001. With respect to the franchise tax as it existed in 2001, the
Federal Reserve Board of Dallas stated:
[T]he franchise tax doesn’t reflect the modern Texas economy. The tax’s wealthbased nature imposes a relatively high burden on capital-intensive industries like
manufacturing and mining but a relatively low burden on labor-intensive
industries, such as construction and services. Perhaps a justification could be
made for this tax scheme in the early 20th century, when manufacturing and oil
and gas constituted a substantial portion of Texas’ economy. But in 2007,
service-sector businesses made up two-thirds of the state economy, creating a
situation in which similarly sized businesses had very different tax liabilities,
the Wednesday, April 22, 1998 Economic Development Committee Meeting. On May 19, 1998, the City Council
unanimously approved Intel's requested amendment, extending the timeline for completion of the project. See City
Council Minutes, Fort Worth, Texas, May 19, 1998, p. 19. These two documents are available in the Committee
office.
504
See Sandra Baker, Trammell Crow completes deal to buy Intel property in far north Fort Worth, FORT WORTH
STAR-TELEGRAM, Jan. 8, 2014, and Robert Cadwallader, New Arlington chamber CEO played role in Fort Worth
Intel deal, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, Jan. 13, 2016. According to the Austin Chronicle, around that time Intel
had also stopped 20 other office projects around the globe, and suspended work on manufacturing plants under way
in Colorado, Massachusetts, and Ireland. Amy Smith, Deconstructing Downtown, THE AUSTIN CHRON., Apr. 20,
2001.
505
Ginny Deal, Texas Tempts Business with New Tax Legislation, SITE SELECTION MAG., Nov. 2001.
506
Bill Hethcock, Hillwood takes Intel to court, DALLAS BUS. J., Apr. 13, 2008.
507
Dara Kerr, Intel puts new Arizona chip factory on back burner, CNET, Jan. 14, 2014.
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depending on what they produced and how they produced it . . . Do franchise
taxes fall disproportionately on certain sectors of the Texas economy? The data
say yes.[508] Mining faces the highest franchise tax burden at $2,083 per
employee, followed by utilities, transportation and information at $1,073 and
manufacturing at $574. Construction, trade and “other services” (including
professional and business services) pay between $97 and $308 per employee.509
The revised franchise tax was passed in 2006 and went into effect in 2008. The revised
franchise tax reduced the tax burden on manufacturing industries to some degree. It did this by
spreading the burden out among service industries, which were becoming a larger and larger
percentage of Texas's gross state product.510 After the revised franchise tax went into effect, the
burden of the business tax was spread more evenly among Texas's diverse industries.511
The fact that the burden of the current franchise tax is now spread more equally among
the various industries undermines the argument that it justifies special benefits for manufacturing
industries.
iv.

High Property Taxes

Texas's high property taxes on capital-intensive industries was another reason offered for
passing H.B. 1200 in 2001. This reality unfortunately has not changed since 2001. In Texas,
homeowners pay ad valorem taxes to local taxing jurisdictions based upon the value of the land
and the improvements to the land. Businesses, on the other hand, pay ad valorem taxes to local
taxing jurisdictions based upon the value of the land, improvements to the land, and tangible
personal property on the land (e.g., vehicles, desks, chairs, machinery, tools, equipment),
including inventory being stored on the land for ultimate sale to customers.
According to the State Business Tax Climate Index, published by the Tax Foundation,
Texas is now ranked 14th for the year 2017.512 The Tax Foundation evaluates which states’ tax
systems are the most hospitable to business and economic growth. The taxes considered to
create the State Business Tax Climate Index are weighted in the following order: personal
income tax, sales tax, corporate income tax, property tax, and unemployment taxes. Texas's 14th

508

See Chart 3, next page.
Jason L. Saving, Will New Business Tax Dull Texas' Competitive Edge?, SW. ECON., FED. RES. BANK OF DALLAS,
Mar./Apr. 2008, p. 4.
510
The revised franchise tax did this by capturing partnerships, professional associations, and business trusts, which
were some of the organizational forms taken by many legal, accounting, and medical practices. See TEX. TAX CODE
§ 171.0002(a) (defining “taxable entity” as a partnership, corporation, banking corporation, savings and loan
association, limited liability company, business trust, professional association, business association, joint venture,
joint stock company, holding company, or other legal entity).
511
See generally, TEX. COMPTROLLER OF PUB. ACCOUNTS, THE BUS. TAX ADVISORY COMM. REP. TO THE 81ST TEX.
LEG., Jan. 2009.
512
See Jared Walczak et al., 2017 State Business Tax Climate Index, TAX FOUND., Sep. 28, 2016.
509
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place ranking is a continuation of Texas's downward trend. In 2015 and 2016, Texas was ranked
13th. In 2014, Texas was ranked 12th. In 2011, 2012 and 2013, Texas was ranked 9th.
The Tax Foundation had this to say about Texas's ranking:513
The rate of the Texas gross receipts tax, called the Margin Tax, fell from
0.95 to 0.75 percent in 2016. This improvement affected the State’s raw
score on the corporate tax component, but did not result in an
improvement in component rank. Texas fell slightly overall due to a
relative decline on property tax rank.
Texas's rankings in all of the business taxation categories for 2017 are as follows:

Texas

Overall
Rank

Corporate
Tax Rank

Individual
Income
Tax Rank

Sales
Tax
Rank

Unemployment
Insurance
Tax Rank

Property
Tax
Rank

14

49

6

37

12

37

Although Texas’s overall ranking is not impressive, Texas's property tax and corporate
tax rankings are abysmal. Texas's sales tax ranking is also abysmal, but it is worth noting that
manufacturers, including wind farms— i.e., those that are also eligible for Chapter 313
agreements— are largely shielded from the sales tax burden due to the manufacturing exemption
contained in Texas Tax Code § 151.318, sometimes called the "manufacturing exemption." The
manufacturing exemption is expansive and exempts manufacturers from paying sales tax on
virtually all tangible personal property that is purchased, leased, used, or consumed by a
manufacturer in connection with the manufacturing of its products. This includes all equipment
used to manufacture the products, and the raw materials that will be used to manufacture the
products. For wind energy manufactures, this includes their turbines, towers, and blades, as well
as their computers used to control their equipment.
Currently, Texas businesses pay approximately 62.6% of all state and local taxes.514
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Id.
See Total state and local business taxes: State-by-state estimates for fiscal year 2014, ERNST & YOUNG, Oct.
2015, p. 13 (indicating that out of $112.9 billion collected in total state and local taxes, businesses paid $70.7
billion). The 2015 Ernst & Young report also found that, although 62.6% of all Texas taxes are paid by business,
compared to 45% nationwide (making Texas 39.2% higher than average), the taxes collected from businesses as a
percent of gross state product (GSP) in Texas is only 4.9% compared to 4.6% nationwide (making Texas only 5.5%
higher than average). This suggests that while Texas collects a larger-than average share of its taxes from business,
its overall level of business taxes is near average.
514
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III. House Bill 26
During the 84th Legislative Session, the Legislature took positive steps toward more
extensive and meaningful analyses of economic development programs with the passage of
House Bill 26.515 H.B. 26 did two major things:516
1. Abolished the Emerging Technology Fund517 and replaced it with the Governor’s
University Research Initiative; and
2. Created the Economic Incentive Oversight Board.
Governor’s University Research Initiative (GURI)
The Governor’s University Research Initiative (GURI) was created to help recruit Nobel
Laureates and National Academy members to Texas public universities. The Legislature
believes that having more Nobel Laureates and National Academy members at Texas universities
will have a tangible impact on the Texas economy by bringing new commercialization activity to
the State. The Legislature earmarked up to $400 million to the GURI fund. The bill requires the
Governor's office to award matching grants out of the fund to assist Texas universities in
recruiting Nobel Prize laureates and other “best in their field” researchers. Governor Greg
Abbott believes that the initiative will “fuel future growth for generations to come.”
Applications to the grant program are accepted on a rolling basis, and eligible institutions
can apply for matching grants of up to $5 million per distinguished researcher. Grant funds will
be used for recruitment costs, including the purchase of research equipment and construction or
renovation of facilities necessary to support the distinguished researchers.
The inaugural round of GURI recipients received a combined total $34,292,550. Texas
A&M topped the list with roughly $20 million in grants to bring five innovators to the campus in
September. The University of Houston brought in three top energy researchers funded by
515

TEX. ED. CODE § 62.161. Three bills passed during the 84th Legislative Session which created a Governor's
University Research Initiative: H.B. 26, H.B. 7, and S.B. 632. House Bill 26 and S.B. 632 are identical in all
relevant parts, and were signed into law first and last respectively. House Bill 7 is different than the other two bills
in a number of ways and was signed into law second. The Code Construction Act provides that when amendments
to the same statute are enacted in the same session without reference to each other, the statutes must be harmonized
if possible. See TEX GOV. CODE § 311.025(b). If the statutes are irreconcilable, the latest in date of enactment
prevails. Id. For purposes of this Report, we will treat H.B. 26/S.B. 632 as the prevailing law since S.B. 632 was
signed into law last and the two bills were identical, but the Legislature may consider correcting this issue during the
85th legislative session to avoid confusion and possible litigation.
516
House Bill 26 also renamed the "Major Events Trust Fund" as the "Major Events Reimbursement Program," but
this section of the bill made no substantive changes. It merely effected the renaming. TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art.
5190.14 (2016).
517
The Texas Emerging Technology Fund (ETF) was a technology investment fund created by legislation in 2005 at
the urging of Governor Rick Perry to promote high tech start-ups. The enabling legislation launched the ETF with
$200 million. Legislative revisions during the 2007 and 2009 sessions expanded the total funds under management
to approximately $500 million. More than $440 million of the money was allocated during the life of the fund to
companies and universities. A 2011 report by the State Auditor found that the program lacked transparency and that
the State had not properly tracked its performance.
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approximately $8.5 million, and the University of Texas at Austin recruited two scholars in the
fields of chemical engineering and molecular biosciences with roughly $5 million.
The ten researchers are members of various prestigious organizations including the Royal
Society of the United Kingdom, the National Institutes of Health, the National Academy of
Engineering, and the National Academy of Sciences.
Economic Incentive Oversight Board
The newly formed Economic Incentive Oversight Board ("Board") will be comprised by
nine members: three Governor appointments, two Lieutenant Governor appointments, two
Speaker appointments, and two Comptroller appointments.518 The Board's job will be to:
1. Examine the effectiveness and efficiency of programs and funds administered by the
Office of the Governor, the Comptroller, or the Department of Agriculture that award
to business entities and other persons state monetary or tax incentives for which the
Governor, Comptroller, or Department has discretion in determining whether or not
to award the incentives; and
2. Develop a performance matrix that clearly establishes the economic performance
indicators, measures, and metrics that will guide the Board’s evaluations of those
programs and funds.
The bill requires the Board to develop a schedule for the periodic review of certain
economic development incentive programs for the purposes of making recommendations on
whether to continue each program or whether to improve the program's effectiveness and
efficiency. The bill also requires the Board to review and make recommendations to the
Legislature regarding each program or fund according to the review schedule. The bill authorizes
the Board, after conducting a review of the state incentive program or fund, to recommend to the
Legislative Audit Committee that an audit of the program or fund be included in the State
Auditor's audit plan. The bill requires the Board, not later than January 1 of each year, beginning
with the report due on January 1, 2017, to submit to the Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, and each standing committee of the Senate and House of
Representatives with primary jurisdiction over economic development a report containing
findings and recommendations resulting from each review of state incentive programs and funds
conducted by the Board during the preceding calendar year.
Note that H.B. 26 "requires an examination of programs and funds that award "state
monetary or tax incentives. . . ."519 "Monetary incentive" is defined in the bill as "a grant, loan,
or other form of monetary incentive paid from state revenues. . . ."520 "Tax incentive" is defined

518

TEX. GOV. CODE § 490G. As of the publication of this Report, the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and the
Comptroller had made their appointments to the Economic Development Incentive Board.
519
TEX. GOV. CODE § 490G.005(a) (emphasis added).
520
TEX. GOV. CODE § 490G.001(2) (emphasis added).
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in the bill as "any exemption, deduction, credit, exclusion, waiver, rebate, discount, deferral, or
other abatement or reduction of state tax liability. . . ."521

Based upon the language contained in these provisions, it is fairly clear that the Board is
not obligated to examine Chapter 313 appraisal limitations.522 Chapter 313 appraisal limitations
would likely qualify as "tax incentives," but the tax incentives are awarded by local taxing
units— i.e., school districts. The incentives therefore reduce local tax liabilities, not a state tax
liability. It is unclear whether the language included in H.B. 26 was meant to exclude Chapter
313 agreements or whether this was the result of an oversight. In light of the size of Chapter 313
tax incentives, however, the Legislature may consider expanding the Board's duties to include an
examination of local monetary and tax incentives, or at the very least, Chapter 313 appraisal
limitations offered by school districts.
IV. Conclusion
The economic incentives debate is never-ending. The issues studied during this interim
pursuant to this interim charge are eerily reminiscent of the issues studied during the 74th
legislative interim by the Senate Committee on Economic Development exactly 20 years ago. 523
The interim charge back then was almost the same, and all of the arguments made both for and
against economic development incentives are still being made now—almost verbatim. The only
thing that has changed is that the dollar amounts at issue have gotten higher and the breadth of
the programs has gotten wider both in Texas and in other states. This makes the work of the new
Economic Incentive Oversight Board that much more important.
V.

Recommendations
1. The Legislature may wish to reconsider its methodologies for creating and
maintaining economic development incentives.
Additionally, or in the alternative, the Legislature may wish to consider:
2. Amending Chapter 313 so that school districts cannot waive the minimum jobs
requirement. Otherwise the legislative purposes and intent of creating high-paying
jobs is not met pursuant to Texas Tax Code § 313.004 and § 313.003.
3. Eliminating projects from eligibility for Chapter 313 unless the depreciation of such
projects is limited by statute, thereby preserving the taxable value of the project upon

521

TEX. GOV. CODE § 490G.001(3) (emphasis added).
For that matter, the Board is also not obligated to examine any other local government tax incentives, including
abatements, grants, exemptions, etc.
523
S. COMM. ON ECON. DEV., INTERIM REP. ON ECON. DEV. INCENTIVES [to the] 75 THE LEG. (July 1996); available
at: http://www.lrl.state.tx.us/scanned/interim/74/ec74.pdf.
522
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the expiration of the appraisal limitation term. Otherwise, the legislative intent of
providing a net benefit to the State over the long term pursuant to Texas Tax Code §
313.004 and the legislative purpose of expanding and enlarging the ad valorem tax
base of this State are not met pursuant to Texas Tax Code § 313.03.
4. Amending Chapter 313 in the following ways: Implementing broad-based property
tax reform, in the form of reduced rollback rates and reduced or eliminated taxability
of business personal property and business inventory while simultaneously (a)
reducing the number of years an appraisal limitation can be in effect under Chapter
313; and (b) increasing the minimum limitations amounts set forth in Texas Tax Code
§ 313.027.
5. Strengthening the accountability requirements of Chapter 313 agreements by
eliminating self-reporting by recipients and instead requiring independent audits.
6. Amending Tex. Gov. Code § 490G to require that programs and funds administered
by local taxing units that award to business entities and other persons local monetary
or tax incentives are evaluated by the Economic Incentive Oversight Board for their
effectiveness, efficiency, and overall effect on state finances, just like state funds and
incentives.
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Charge No. 4
Expedited Permitting: Evaluate the permitting process in Texas and neighboring states and
make recommendations for eliminating unnecessary barriers and expediting the process to
ensure that the regulatory process is consistent and predictable.
I.

Overview of Federal Laws Affecting Texas Permitting Requirements

There are at least six major federal pollution control acts that affect Texas's
environmental permitting programs, all of which are administered by the federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).524 Each federal act sets minimum national standards for permitting,
but allows the EPA to delegate authority to the states to create, administer, and enforce their own
permitting programs based upon their own unique circumstances and needs. It would be
impossible to discuss in detail every federal act which controls Texas's permitting programs, and
it would also be impossible to discuss in detail every type of permit that Texas issues pursuant to
these permitting programs. This section of the Report will highlight the most important federal
acts for Texas permitting purposes and also some of the most common permits that Texas issues
pursuant to those federal acts.
A. Federal Clean Air Act (CAA)
The Clean Air Act (CAA) is a federal law designed to control air pollution.525 It is one of
the United States' first modern environmental laws, and one of the most comprehensive air
quality laws in the world.
Under the authority granted by the CAA, the EPA regulates air pollution in essentially
two ways: (1) setting limits on the quantity of air pollutants that can be present in the air at a
given time anywhere in the United States and (2) setting limits on the air pollutants being emitted
from individual stationary sources, such as chemical process plants, petroleum refineries,
primary copper smelters, and kraft pulp mills.526 These areas of regulation are interrelated
because one of the ways that the EPA limits the quantity of pollutants present in the air is by
limiting the quantity of pollutants being emitted from stationary sources.527
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They are: Clean Air Act (CAA); Clean Water Act (CWA); Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA); Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability
Act (CERCLA); and Atomic Energy Act of 1954.
525
The federal Clean Air Act (CAA) was passed in 1963, but the regulatory controls for air pollution were passed
with the major amendments to the CAA in 1970, 1977, and 1990. The CAA is codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.
526
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also sets limits on the air pollutants being emitted from mobile
sources, such as cars, trucks, buses, trains, and barges, however, mobile source emissions will not be discussed here
because they do not involve permitting at the state level.
527
See 42 U.S.C. § 7411; see generally, 42 U.S.C. Part A. See also 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.166 & 52.21; and ENVTL.
PROTECTION AGENCY, THE PLAIN ENGLISH GUIDE TO THE CLEAN AIR ACT, PUB. NO. EPA-456/K-07-001, Apr.
2007, p. 3, available at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/peg.pdf.
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1. Limits on the quantity of air pollutants that can be found in the air
at a given time anywhere in the United States:
The EPA sets limits on six specific air pollutants that can be found in the air at a given
time anywhere in the United States, and those are: particulate matter (PM), ozone, lead, carbon
monoxide (CO), sulfur oxides (including sulfur dioxide (SO2)), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) (also
called "NOx"528). These six pollutants are called "criteria pollutants" and are subject to the
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) issued by the EPA.529 If any
geographical area within a state is found to have air that exceeds the allowable limits for one or
more of these six criteria pollutants (i.e., the air does not meet federal NAAQS), then that area is
designated "non-attainment" with respect to the pollutants that exceeded the NAAQS.530 The
EPA enforces NAAQS in non-attainment areas in several ways, one of which is by requiring the
state to develop a plan for reducing the criteria pollutants in the affected areas in its State
Implementation Plan (SIP).
A SIP is essentially a compilation of the laws, regulations, programs, and policies that the
state will use, not only to clean up non-attainment areas and bring them back down to allowable
limits, but also to comply with the CAA generally.531 SIPs for reducing air pollution require
EPA approval. If a plan does not meet the necessary requirements, then the EPA can issue
sanctions against the state and, if necessary, take over enforcement of the CAA within that
state.532
2. Limits on emissions from specific stationary sources:
There are no specific limits contained in the CAA for the number of air pollutants that
can be emitted from any stationary sources. Air emissions from stationary sources are
528

See ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY TECHNICAL BULL., NITROGEN OXIDES, WHY AND HOW THEY ARE
CONTROLLED, PUB. NO. EPA 456/F-99-006R, Nov. 1999, p. 10 (stating that NOx represents a family of seven
compounds and that EPA regulates only nitrogen dioxide (NO2) as a surrogate for this family of compounds because
it is the most prevalent form of NOx in the atmosphere that is generated by human activities).
529
40 C.F.R. Part 50. All other pollutants that are regulated by the Clean Air Act are called "non-criteria
pollutants."
530
Air pollutants are measured by a complex system of monitoring and modelling. See generally TEX. COMM'N ON
ENVTL. QUALITY, AIR QUALITY MODELING GUIDELINES, PUB. NO. APDG 6232V2, Apr. 2015, pp. 11-13. Presently,
Texas has several counties in non-attainment and those are as follows:
Ozone:* Bexar, Brazoria, Chambers, Collin, Dallas, Denton, El Paso, Ellis, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris,
Hood, Johnson, Kaufman, Liberty, Montgomery, Parker, Rockwall, Tarrant, Waller, and Wise
Counties
Lead:
Collin (Frisco area only)
PM10:
El Paso
CO:
El Paso
*2015 eight-hour standard of .070 parts per million (also referred to as 70 parts per billion)
531
42 U.S.C. § 7410. A state must involve the public and industries in the development of its SIP through hearings
and opportunities to comment on the plan. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1).
532
ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, THE PLAIN ENGLISH GUIDE TO THE CLEAN AIR ACT, PUB. NO. EPA-456/K-07001, Apr. 2007, p. 3.
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nevertheless limited in a number of ways. One way is by permit condition;533 another way is by
Texas Administrative Code standards, which are created and codified by rule based upon
emissions controls previously achieved by similarly situated sources.
The EPA requires two general categories of permits for stationary sources: a preconstruction permit and an operating permit. Collectively, these permits dictate numerous
aspects of the construction and operation of stationary sources, including what exactly may be
constructed and operated, how the source may be operated, emission limits, monitoring, testing,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, and compliance schedules.
a. Pre-construction permit
Before any construction work can begin on a new facility534 that will emit any
contaminants into the air whatsoever (including the six criteria pollutants), the party undertaking
the construction must go through the "New Source Review" (NSR) process, and obtain what is
sometimes called an NSR permit.535 As part of this process, based upon its complexity and the
amount of contaminants (i.e., emissions) the new source has the potential to emit into the air, the
new source will be categorized and permitted as either:
 De minimis:

 Permit by Rule:
(PBR)

Examples include laundromats (excluding dry
cleaning), fireplaces, barbecues, gardening/
composting/mulching activities for personal use; and
barbers, taxidermists, and auto detailing shops.536
Examples include combustion units that are designed
and used exclusively for comfort heating, equipment
used for the dyeing or stripping of textiles, livestock
auction facilities, domestic animal shelters, zoos,
soil stabilization facilities, sand and gravel
production facilities, silos used to store hot mix
asphalt or asphalt emulsion concrete mixtures,
facilities where animals are slaughtered and prepared
for human consumption, and ethyl alcohol (ethanol)
production facilities.537

533

For example, a permit may require the use of specific control technologies, or there may be actual emissions
limits on specific pollutants itemized in the permit. Additionally, there may be emission offsets required in nonattainment areas.
534
"New" includes modifications to existing facilities, where the modifications will cause (i) a change in method of
control of emissions; (ii) a change in character of emissions; or (iii) an increase in actual or allowable emissions. 30
TEX. ADMIN. CODE §116.116(b). Although the term "facility" was used here, the more precise word is "source."
The EPA defines “source” as “any building, structure, facility, or installation which emits or may emit a regulated
NSR pollutant.” 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.166 & 52.21. Thus, the thing causing emissions can be a piece of machinery or
equipment, or it can be from an area, sometimes called a source point, within a facility, such as dirt pits. For
purposes of simplicity in this discussion, from this point forward only the words "new" and "source" will be used
unless a distinction is needed for clarity.
535
42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7431; 40 C.F.R. § 51.307; 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE Subchapter B.
536
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 116.119.
537
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 106.4.
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 Standard Permit:

 Minor New Source:
case-by-case

 Major New Source
case-by-case
(attainment):

 Major New Source
case-by-case
(non-attainment):

Examples include anhydrous ammonia storage and
distribution operations; animal carcass incinerators,
boilers with a heat input of greater than 40 MMBtu,
concrete batch plants with enhanced controls, cotton
gin facilities and cotton burr tub grinders, dry bulk
fertilizer handling operations, and grain elevator/
grain handling operations and portable grain
augers.538
As far as the State of Texas is concerned, a minor
new source is any source that has the potential to
emit regulated pollutants below the thresholds of a
"major" source (see below), but that also does not
qualify for de minimis, PBR, or standard permit
thresholds. As far as the EPA is concerned, a minor
new source is any source that has the potential to
emit regulated pollutants below the thresholds of a
"major" source.539
In attainment areas, major new sources are "named"
sources—i.e., those explicitly listed in 40 C.F.R. §
51.166(b)(1)—with the potential to emit 100 tons
per year (tpy) or more of a regulated pollutant
(which can be criteria or non-criteria pollutants).
Major new sources are also "un-named" sources—
i.e., any sources other than those listed in 40 C.F.R.
§ 51.166(b)(1)—that have the potential to emit 250
tons per year (tpy) of a regulated pollutant (which
can be criteria or non-criteria pollutants). Examples
include: Power plants (electric generating units),
chemical process plants, petroleum refineries,
primary copper smelters, and kraft pulp mills.540
In non-attainment areas, major new sources are the
same “named” and “un-named” sources as in
attainment areas, except that the tons per year (tpy)
thresholds are between 10 tpy and 100 tpy

538

See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE Subchapter F.
See 40 C.F.R. § 49.153.
540
The NSR permit program for major sources has two categories: one for attainment areas and one for nonattainment areas. Confusingly, permits for sources located in attainment areas are sometimes called Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) permits, whereas permits for sources located in non-attainment areas are called
simply non-attainment NSR permits. A major difference in the two categories is that the control technology
requirements are more stringent in non-attainment areas and called the Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER).
See generally 42 U.S.C. Subpart 2. LAER does not take the cost of the control technologies into consideration. On
the other hand, in attainment, or PSD areas, a source must apply Best Available Control Technology (BACT).
Regulations allows the consideration of cost in weighing BACT options. See generally 42 U.S.C. Subpart i. Also,
in keeping with the goal of progress toward attaining the national ambient air quality standards, sources in nonattainment areas must always provide or purchase “offsets” —decreases in emissions which compensate for the
increases from the new source or modification. In attainment areas, PSD sources typically do not need to obtain
offsets, but there are exceptions.
539
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depending on the level of the area’s non-attainment
status—e.g., marginal, moderate, serious, severe,
and extreme.
De minimis sources and most PBR sources are permitted by operation of law—i.e., the
owners/operators do not need to apply for or receive actual permits if the new source qualifies as
one of these based upon its meeting of all of the criteria of the authorization. This is because the
potential to emit contaminants in significant volumes from these sources is relatively low. Some
PBR sources, all standard permits, and all case-by-case minor and major new sources are
required to apply for and receive actual permits. Minor and major new sources will be subject to
a more detailed and intensive "case-by-case" technical review before receiving authorization to
begin construction. The case-by-case analysis takes into account conditions of the location,
control technologies that will be used, and many other operational details for the proposed new
source.541
The public participation requirements vary based upon these NSR categories.542 Public
participation requirements do not apply to de minimis sources, since no permit is required for
these, or to PBR sources.543 Public participation requirements also do not apply to most standard
permit sources.544 Public participation requirements apply to all minor and major NSR permit
sources. A more detailed explanation of what "public participation" means is contained in
Section III of this Charge. However, at a basic level, public participation can include receiving
notice, an opportunity to comment, the option to request a public meeting, and the option to
request a contested case hearing. If a type of permit is described in this Report as being subject
to public participation requirements, then this means that the public is afforded at least some of
these options, but not necessarily all of them.
Although the State of Texas has been delegated authority to develop its own NSR
permitting program tailored to its air quality needs, the EPA retains the right to comment on
NSR permits that require public participation. The EPA cannot, however, technically review,
dispute, or challenge the permit's terms.545

541

As discussed above, all new sources, no matter how big or small, are subject to the EPA-mandated NSR process.
Confusingly, however, only minor and major new sources are typically referred to as needing an "NSR permit."
This is probably because (most) new sources that qualify for the lower levels of permits are not required to go
through much of a process other than filling out an application. They either qualify for the lower level or they do
not. There is no case-by-case analysis.
542
Public participation also includes public notice.
543
Although the public may not participate in individual NSR permits for de minimis and PBR sources, the public
may participate by commenting when the agency proposes rules allowing for such permits in the first place.
544
The exceptions are concrete batch plants (CBPs), animal carcass incinerators, and permanent rock and concrete
crushers.
545
An exception to this general rule exists where the state agency action is not based on a reasoned analysis. In
Alaska Dep't of Environ. Conserv. v. EPA, the Supreme Court sided with the EPA when, under the purported
authority of the Clean Air Act, the EPA challenged an NSR permit issued by Alaska's environmental regulatory
agency to a facility in an attainment area. Although an Alaska regulatory agency determined the facility's use of
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For the past five years, the TCEQ has completed on average each year: 43 major NSR
permits, 1,632 minor NSR permits, 1,322 standard permits, and 5,967 PBRs for a total average
of 8,964 NSR air permits per year.546
b. Operating permits
After obtaining an NSR pre-construction permit, some stationary sources must also
obtain a Title V operating permit, also called a federal operating permit (FOP).547 Title V
operating permits are required for some minor and all major NSR sources. A Title V operating
permit is designed to ensure ongoing compliance by a stationary source by specifying what the
source must do to control air pollution. Among other things, Title V operating permits:




List emissions limits;
List specific air pollution control requirements;
List monitoring, testing, and record keeping requirements showing whether the source
is complying with its permitted emissions limits or other pollution control
requirements;
 Require regular reports on how the source is meeting its emission control
requirements;
 Require the source to certify each year whether or not it has met the air pollution
requirements outlined in the FOP;
548
 Make the terms of the FOP permit federally enforceable.
Title V operating permits are subject to public participation requirements in the form of
notice, opportunity to comment, and a public meeting, but they are not subject to contested case

"Low NOx" met the Clean Air Act's requirement that the facility use "best available control technology," the EPA
disagreed that "Low NOx" was the best available control technology, and found that the state agency had not
conducted the proper cost-benefit review for the use of a different technology, which the EPA thought was the best.
The EPA therefore sought to bar the construction of the polluting facility in Alaska. The Court held that the EPA
acted reasonably in rejecting the state agency's claim because the state agency had failed to make a reasonable
argument in support of its ruling. 540 U.S. 461 (2004).
546
The Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA) was passed by the Texas Legislature in 1967. The TCAA empowered the
Texas Air Control Board, one of the predecessor agencies of the TCEQ, to develop and adopt ambient air standards
for particulate matter (PM). The impetus for the standards was the results from field sampling surveys conducted in
several regions of the State that suggested that PM control was necessary. The standards were developed in 1967,
and Texas began its air permitting program on September 1, 1971. Federal ambient air quality standards were not
developed until between 1971 and 1976, and the EPA did not begin an air permitting program until 1977. By then,
the State of Texas had already been requiring air quality permits for six years.
547
Operating permits are called Title V permits because they are required by Title V of the Clean Air Act. The 1990
Federal Clean Air Act Amendments required states to implement a FOP program. The EPA promulgated these
requirements in Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 70. The TCEQ met these Federal requirements and
provided a road map in Title 30 of the Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 122, to implement the FOP program in
Texas. The EPA has approved of the TCEQ FOP program and continues to maintain oversight of the program.
548
This means that both the EPA and the TCEQ can enforce the terms and conditions of the FOP.
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hearings.549 A more detailed explanation of what public participation means is included in
Section III of this Charge.
Although the EPA has authorized the State of Texas to administer the Title V FOP
program, the EPA retains substantially more oversight of these permits compared to the NSR
program. In particular, the EPA has the right to review the permit application and submit any
changes to the standard Title V conditions that it sees fit, including rejecting it. The EPA can
also review monitoring or other reports required by the permit and review public petitions. Other
states that might be affected by the permit may file public petitions asking the EPA to object to a
state-issued permit.
For the past five years, TCEQ has completed an average of 617 Title V FOPs each year.
The chart below summarizes the key differences between NSR permits and FOPs:
New Source Review (NSR) permit

Title V federal operating permit (FOP)

 Needed prior to construction

 Needed post-construction

 Covers a piece of equipment, or individual
facilities within site; site may have multiple
(or even hundreds of) NSR permits

 Covers the entire site

 Required for all new sources of air
contaminants

 Required for major sources and certain nonmajor sources as specified by EPA

 Authorizes emissions to begin

 Codifies enforceable emissions limits via
permit

 Public participation with option for
contested case hearings for some NSR
permits

 Public participation for all permits but no
option for contested case hearing

 EPA can only comment on NSR permits.

 EPA can reject or modify permits, including
upon request by other states.

B. Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is a federal law enacted to set safe drinking
water standards on a national level.550 Under the authority granted by the SDWA, the EPA sets
standards for drinking water quality that apply to every public water system in the United
States.

549

For Title V operating permits, the public receives a notice of the draft permit, but it does not receive notice of the
application for the permit like it does for many NSR permits. After the notice of the draft permit is issued, the
public may comment for 30 days. The Executive Director of the TCEQ then has 60 days to respond to comments.
More details regarding public notices and public comment periods are contained in Section III of this Charge.
550
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq.
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One of the many ways in which the EPA regulates water quality under the SDWA is by
regulating underground injection wells. Underground injection wells are basically tubes that
pump hazardous and non-hazardous liquid wastes into the ground into areas or formations that
will contain it. Underground injection wells are used by a number of industries, including
petroleum refineries, organic and inorganic chemical and pharmaceutical producers, fertilizer
plants, meat processors, and uranium mines. If constructed or maintained improperly, these
wells have the potential to leak and contaminate underground sources of drinking water
(USDW).551 The EPA ensures proper construction and maintenance of these wells through the
Underground Injection Control (UIC) program promulgated under the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA).552
Pursuant to the Underground Injection Control (UIC) program, injection wells are
categorized and permitted generally according to their potential to pollute and the danger posed
by such pollution. Accordingly, injection wells are categorized and permitted according to the
type of waste the wells inject and the depth the waste is injected. Based upon these
considerations, wells are divided into five classes. The classes are as follows:
 Class I:

 Class II:

 Class III:

 Class IV:

Inject hazardous (I-H) and non-hazardous industrial or
municipal wastes (I-NH) into zones far below underground
sources of drinking water (USDW); judged by EPA to
present a great potential for endangerment of USDWs, and
therefore receive the UIC program's highest level of
regulatory attention; these wells are very technologically
sophisticated.
Inject fluids associated with oil and natural gas production
(such as brines and liquid hydrocarbons) into various zones
beneath the base of USDWs either to assist with the
recovery of the oil and gas, or for storage, or for disposal.
Inject steam, water, or other fluids into mineral formations
beneath USDWs to dissolve non-oil and gas minerals—such
as salt, sulfur, uranium, and copper—which fluids are then
pumped to the surface and the minerals extracted; generally,
the fluid is treated and re-injected into the same formation.
These exist in two forms: legal and illegal. The illegal wells
inject hazardous or radioactive wastes into or above
USDWs; these wells are banned under the UIC program

551

A USDW is defined as an aquifer or a portion thereof that supplies or could supply a public water system,
contains fewer than 10,000 mg/l total dissolved solids, and which is not an exempted aquifer. Federal rules allow
EPA to approve UIC program revisions to exempt portions of aquifers from protections of the Safe Drinking Water
Act’s UIC program if certain criteria are met. See 40 C.F.R. § 146.4; 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 331.13(a).
552
See 42 U.S.C. Part C; 40 C.F.R. Part 144. There are other federal statutes that affect UIC wells in some cases.
For example, for wells disposing of hazardous waste, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) has
responsibility for hazardous waste issues above ground related to the well (such as treatment, storage, and
processing facilities). The UIC program within the SDWA regulates everything down-hole, i.e., downstream of the
wellhead. RCRA is discussed in the next section.
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because they directly threaten the quality of USDWs. The
legal Class IV wells are those permitted pursuant to special
state/federal programs for remediating the contamination
that results from the illegal wells.
 Class V:
Use injection practices not included in the other classes;
some Class V wells are technologically advanced
wastewater disposal systems used by industry, but most are
“low-tech” holes in the ground; generally, they are shallow
and depend on gravity to drain or inject liquid waste into the
ground above or into USDWs; their simple construction
provides little or no protection against possible ground
water contamination, so it is important to control what goes
into them.
 Aquifer
This is not a type of well, but rather, an add-on permit that
Exemptions could be required for Class I, II, III, and V wells listed
above. An aquifer exemption may be sought in order to
exempt from SDWA protections a portion of an aquifer
affected by the injection operations if the aquifer does not
currently and will not in the future serve as a source of
drinking water for human consumption.
Class I wells injecting hazardous waste (I-H) have a complex permitting process. The
application requires operators to demonstrate that wastes will remain in the injection zone for as
long as they remain hazardous. The area of review radius for Class I-H wells is at least two
miles. The permitting process can take two years or more.
Class I wells injecting non-hazardous waste (I-NH) pose a lower risk than I-H wells.
Therefore, the permit process and requirements are less complex. For I-NH wells, the minimum
area of review radius is .25 miles. The permit review period is shorter and may be complete
within a year. Permits for Class I-H and Class I-NH are issued for a maximum of 10 years.
Class II wells are specific to the oil and gas industry and are permitted by the Texas
Railroad Commission. Because of the nature of the injectate and the economic incentive for the
operator to keep wells in good order, the EPA assigns Class II wells a lesser level of regulatory
attention.553 In some cases, multi-well area permits are allowed, meaning multiple wells
(sometimes up to several hundred wells at a time) are authorized under one permit with one fee.
The permit process takes two to four months. Class II permits are valid for the life of the well.
Class III wells are similar to Class II wells except that they are for waste fluids from
mining minerals other than oil and gas. Although these fluids can be toxic, the possible negative
effects from many Class III projects are temporary. Further, because the operator has a strong
economic incentive to maintain its wells, the regulations are also not as stringent as those for
553

The economic incentive referenced here is the fact that the owners'/operators' valuable product is contained inside
of their wells. They do not want to lose it due to well leaks or failures.
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Class I wells. The area of review radius for Class III wells ranges from .25 to 2.5 miles. As with
Class II wells, in some cases, a multi-well area permit may be granted. The permit review
process for Class III wells lasts for between six and twelve months. Class III permits are valid for
the life of the well.
Class IV wells, as discussed above, are illegal except for some aquifer remediation
projects using a “pump and treat” system. This system withdraws contaminated water from an
aquifer, treats it to remove the hazardous constituents, and then re-injects it. This type of
beneficial injection is not prohibited if the injection takes place at an EPA-approved Resources
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) or Superfund remediation site and the water is returned
to the same formation from which it was withdrawn.554
Class V wells are in most cases permitted by rule similar to stationary source air PBRs.555
The well owner or operator must submit basic inventory information to the TCEQ and ensure
that the Class V injection well is constructed, operated, and closed in a manner that protects
USDWs. The TCEQ may ask for additional information or require a permit in order to ensure
that USDWs are adequately protected.
Class I and III new permits, renewals, and major amendments and aquifer exemptions are
subject to public participation requirements. Class IV wells are not subject to public
participation requirements under the UIC program, but such wells may be subject to public
participation if they are being used for an authorized remediation of groundwater under a
different program.556 Class V wells that are permitted by rule are not subject to public
participation, but the remaining Class V wells are. A more detailed explanation of what public
participation means is contained in Section III of this Charge.
Although Texas has primacy to administer the UIC program, the EPA conducts an annual
review of the program and receives certain types of permit notices. Additionally, any rule
changes and aquifer exemptions are provided to the EPA as program revisions.

554

The Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is discussed next section. A "Superfund" is a federal
program designed to fund the cleanup of sites contaminated with hazardous substances and pollutants. The
Superfund program was established by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act of 1980 (CERCLA). CLERCA authorizes the EPA, states, and Native American tribes to recover natural
resource damages caused by hazardous substances. Many states, including the State of Texas, have their own
versions of CERCLA, and use their versions more often. The Legislature created the Texas Superfund program in
1985 when the Legislature passed amendments to the Solid Waste Disposal Act. To be placed on the EPA's
National Priorities List, a site must have a Hazard Ranking System (HRS) score of 28.5 or greater. To be placed on
the Texas Superfund Registry, a site must have an HRS score of only 5.
555
40 C.F.R. Part 144.
556
For example, a Class IV well that is part of a remediation project at a state Superfund site is subject to notice
requirements and public participation as required by the Texas Safe Drinking Water Act, 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE
Chapter 361, Subchapter F, or as part of a Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permitted Corrective
Action under a Compliance Plan in accordance with 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE Chapter 39, Subchapter I. Details about
these programs are beyond the scope of this Report.
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For the past five years, the TCEQ has completed an average of 112 permits each year
under the UIC program.557
C. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)558
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is a federal law enacted to set
standards for the above-ground disposal of solid waste.559 The regulated community under
RCRA is comprised of a large and diverse group that includes industrial and hazardous waste
generators, municipal governments, small businesses, and gas stations with underground
petroleum tanks.
Subtitle C of the RCRA regulations focuses on hazardous waste.560 Hazardous wastes are
specifically defined in federal regulations, and can be liquids, solids, containerized gases,
sludges, discarded commercial products, or the by-products of manufacturing processes.561
Federal regulations set criteria for hazardous waste disposal facilities and for generators,
transporters, treatment, and storage facilities. In other words, hazardous waste is regulated from
the moment it is generated to its final disposal (often referred to as "cradle-to-grave" control).
This includes permitting requirements, enforcement, and corrective action and/or cleanup
requirements.562
Subtitle D of the RCRA regulations focuses on non-hazardous waste.563 There are two
primary categories of non-hazardous waste—municipal solid waste and industrial solid waste.
Federal regulations ban the open dumping of municipal solid waste and set minimum criteria for
the operation of municipal waste landfills, including design criteria, location restrictions,
technical standards, financial assurance, corrective action (cleanup), and closure requirements.564
Generally, state regulations control the disposal of non-hazardous industrial waste.565 Non557

Modern injection well permitting in Texas began in the 1960s for industries other than oil and gas (for which
permitting began in the 1920s) when the Legislature passed the Injection Well Act (IWA) of 1961. At that point,
chemical and steel industry companies had begun deep well injection of chemical and petrochemical process wastes.
By 1961, approximately six industrial waste disposal wells had been drilled nationwide and placed in operation.
The IWA authorized the newly-formed Texas Board of Water Engineers to regulate waste disposal (other than from
the oil and gas industry) into the subsurface through injection wells. The Board developed well standards and Texas
began its injection well permitting program that same year in 1961.557 Texas was the first state to adopt standards
for injection wells. Other states followed thereafter. Congress passed the Safe Drinking Water Act in 1974, but it
did not begin an injection well regulation and permitting program until 1980. By then, the State of Texas had been
regulating injection wells in some form or fashion for over 50 years.
558
Most people pronounce this acronym "rick-ruh."
559
In general, solid waste is disposed of above-ground, or in-ground in excavations of less than 50 feet. This depth
is above groundwater tables.
560
See 40 C.F.R. Parts 260 through 273.
561
See 40 C.F.R. Part 261.
562
42 U.S.C. Chapter 82, Subchapter III.
563
See 40 C.F.R. Parts 239 through 259.
564
See 40 C.F.R. Parts 239 through 258.
565
The exception being coal ash, which is a byproduct of the burning of coal for power. Ash is the most prevalent
of Coal Combustion Residuals (CCRs), taking the form of fly ash (fine, smaller particles collected in air emission
controls such as electrostatic precipitators) or bottom ash (coarse, larger particles that settle at the bottom of boilers).
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hazardous industrial waste is sometimes disposed of in specially permitted cells within municipal
waste landfills, but other times it is disposed of in industrial waste landfills, or onsite by the
generator of the waste in specially permitted units.
Texas manages most waste under RCRA using two main permitting programs: Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) permits and Industrial and Hazardous Waste (IHW) permits.
i.

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) Permits

Municipal solid waste is defined as solid waste resulting from, or incidental to,
municipal, community, commercial, institutional, and recreational activities. It includes garbage,
rubbish, ashes, street cleanings, dead animals, medical waste, and all other solid waste other than
industrial waste.566 It also includes electronic waste from municipal, commercial, and
institutional sources, including X-ray and other radiation-producing equipment. The Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) permitting program permits two main types of facilities: landfills and
processing facilities.
Landfills
Type I. These are standard landfills for the disposal of municipal solid waste.
Approximately 50% of Texas landfills are Type I.567
Type IV. These landfills only accept brush, construction and demolition (C&D)
waste, and other similar waste that will not putrefy. Approximately 11% of Texas
landfills are Type IV.568
Arid-exempt (AE). These are Type I and Type IV landfills that are in relatively
dry parts of the State. These landfills are limited in the amount of solid waste they
may accept and are exempt from liner and groundwater monitoring requirements.
Approximately 36% of Texas landfills are AE facilities. (These are sometimes
referred to as Type IAE and Type IVAE facilities).569

Depending on the coal type, the amount of ash that remains is 10%‒30% of the coal that is burned as fuel. The EPA
has established comprehensive regulations for the disposal of CCRs from coal-fired power plants under RCRA,
subtitle D.
566
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 330.3. Note that the Texas definition of MSW refers to the source, rather than the
constituents or properties of the waste. Thus, retailers, repair services, and the general public are municipal waste
generators, whereas manufacturers are industrial solid waste generators.
567
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 330.5.
568
Id. Type II and Type III landfills existed prior to the year 2006. When the landfill rules were revamped in 2006,
these two categories were no longer necessary, and were therefore eliminated after 2006.
569
Id. A fourth category exists called Monofills. Counties or municipalities with fewer than 12,000 people can
obtain a permit by rule to dispose of demolition waste from properties with nuisance or abandoned buildings into
disposal facilities that are owned or controlled by the county or municipality. Approximately 2.5% of Texas landfills
are Monofills. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 330.7(i).
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Processing Facilities
Type V. These facilities store or process municipal solid waste. Processing
includes transfer, incineration, shredding, grinding, baling, composting, salvaging,
separation, dewatering, or reclamation of municipal solid waste. Most Type V
facilities are authorized by permit. Some Type V facilities qualify for
authorization by registration if they meet specific requirements identified by
statute and rule.570
Type IX. These facilities recover energy, material, or gas for beneficial use,
including landfill mining, within or adjacent to a closed landfill, an inactive
portion of a landfill, or an active landfill.571
ii.

Industrial & Hazardous Waste (IHW) Permits

Industrial solid waste is solid waste resulting from or incidental to any process of
industry, manufacturing, mining, or agricultural operations. Industrial solid waste is classified as
either hazardous or non-hazardous.
Non-hazardous industrial waste:
Class 1: These are wastes that, at higher concentrations, might otherwise be
categorized as hazardous due to their constituents and properties. These wastes
are considered potentially threatening to human health and the environment if not
properly managed. Some examples are water contaminated with ethylene glycol,
asbestos, polychlorinated biphenyl above 50 parts per million in concentration,
some oil-containing wastes, and solid sodium hydroxide.572
Class 2: These are all wastes that are not described as Hazardous, Class 1, or
Class 3. Examples are depleted aerosol cans, non-surgical and non-radioactive
medical waste, and food waste and packaging that result from plant production,
manufacturing, or laboratory operations.573

570

For example, a transfer station that includes a material recovery operation, which recovers at least 10% by weight
of the incoming waste stream for reuse or recycling, would qualify for an authorization by registration.
571
Type VI, VII, and VIII processing facilities also exist but are much less prevalent than Type V and IX processing
facilities. Type VI processing facilities are those that are utilizing new or unproven technologies to process
municipal solid waste. Type VII facilities are those that manage sludges, such as waste water treatment residuals.
Type VIII facilities handle scrap tires. See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 330.5.
572
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 335.505.
573
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 335.506.
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Class 3: Wastes that are insoluble, do not react with other materials, do not
decompose, and which pose no threat to human health or the environment.
Examples are rocks, bricks, glass, dirt, and some plastics.574
Hazardous Industrial Waste:
Characteristic wastes: Materials that are known or tested to exhibit one or more
of the following four hazardous characteristics: ignitability, reactivity, corrosivity,
and toxicity.575
Listed wastes: Materials specifically listed by regulatory authorities as hazardous
wastes. Examples include cyanides, acetone, arsenic, chloroform, mercury,
benzene, lead, and wastes produced from specific sources or processes, such as
the production of pesticides.576
If a facility generates non-hazardous industrial waste, and the generator wants to store,
treat, or dispose of the waste on-site, then no permit is required.577 If the generator wants to
store, treat, or dispose of the waste off-site from where it was produced, then the industrial waste
must go to an industrial permitted facility.578
If a facility generates hazardous industrial waste, then the waste must be disposed of at a
hazardous waste permitted facility off-site,579 or be managed on-site in an authorized unit for
hazardous waste. Units can be storage or processing tanks, container storage areas, incinerators,
surface impoundments, landfills, and other types of units.580 Petroleum refineries and chemical
manufacturing plants often seek permits for hazardous waste disposal units on-site.
All new landfills require a permit, and almost all municipal waste processing facilities
require a permit, except those processing facilities that may be authorized by registration.
574

30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 335.507.
40 C.F.R. Part 261.
576
40 C.F.R. Part 261.
577
A non-hazardous industrial waste generator may dispose of its hazardous waste off-site without a permit if the
site is within 50 miles of the generation site, and the off-site facility is owned or operated by the generator. 30 TEX.
ADMIN. CODE § 335.2(d)(1).
578
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 335.2(a). Most municipal solid waste facilities may accept Class 2 and Class 3 nonhazardous industrial solid waste. Only municipal solid waste facilities with dedicated Class 1 cells, which have
more protective design requirements, may accept Class 1 non-hazardous waste. This is because Class 2 and Class 3
non-hazardous industrial wastes are considered less harmful to the environment and human health than Class 1
waste.
579
Generally, hazardous waste may not be disposed of at municipal solid waste landfills. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §
330.15(e)(7). An exception exists where the municipal solid waste landfill is specifically authorized by permit to
accept hazardous waste from conditionally exempt small quantity generators. Conditionally exempt small quantity
generators are those that generate less than 1 kg of acutely hazardous waste per month, and less than 100 kg of
hazardous waste per month. If a generator meets these requirements, then it will be exempt from RCRA, Subtitle C,
and a municipal solid waste facility, if permitted to do so, may accept waste from these exempt generators. See 30
TEX. ADMIN. CODE. § 335.2(a); see also 40 C.F.R. § 261.5.
580
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE Chapter 335, Subchapter B.
575
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Municipal solid waste registration applications are similar to air PBRs, except that they are often
much more substantial than air PBRs and can require review of multiple binders worth of
material.581
All new permit applications for municipal solid waste landfills, municipal solid waste
processing facilities, and industrial and hazardous waste facilities are subject to public
participation requirements. Additionally, permit amendments, modifications, renewals, etc. for
the same are subject to public participation requirements.
Although the EPA has authorized the TCEQ to issue hazardous waste permits, the EPA
receives draft permits for review. The EPA also conducts annual audits of a limited number of
permits and tracks permitting progress associated with any remediation grants provided.582 For
non-hazardous waste, the EPA receives notice of the TCEQ's substantive changes to the
permitting program, and it must approve any changes, but it does not review draft permits or
audit permits.
For the past five years, the TCEQ has completed an average of 171 municipal solid waste
permits and 119 industrial and hazardous waste permits each year.583
II.

Texas's Environmental Permitting Process and Public Participation

As demonstrated above, the TCEQ issues a wide variety of permits to hundreds of
thousands of people and entities in the State of Texas pursuant to a number of federal and state
statutes and regulations. As also explained in previous sections, some of those permits have full
public participation requirements, some have limited public participation requirements, and some
have no public participation requirements. The following discussion outlines the permit
application process for permits that have full or limited public participation requirements.
A. Administrative Review
When the TCEQ receives a permit application, its staff begins the process of reviewing
the application for administrative completeness. Generally, to be administratively complete, the
application must contain the information necessary to identify the applicant, the type of facility
concerned, and the activities that are the subject of the application. When all of the required
information has been submitted, the application is determined to be administratively complete,
581

Municipal solid waste registrations may also have some minimal public notice requirements. See 40 C.F.R. §
124.10; TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§ 361.0641, 361.0665‒66.
582
For example, the State of Texas receives what is known as a RCRA Performance Partnership Grant (PPG) from
the EPA through the Region 6 Office. This grant funds portions of the RCRA work done in the TCEQ.
583
The Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act was passed by the Texas Legislature in 1969. This act authorized a full state
regulatory program for solid waste, including industrial and hazardous waste. The Act set out various permitting
and enforcement authorities and restricted the location, design, and operation of hazardous waste management
facilities. Federal standards for hazardous waste disposal were not developed until the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) was passed in 1976. By then, Texas had been permitting waste disposal for over seven
years.
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and the agency issues a Notice of Receipt of Application and Intent to Obtain Permit, or
NORI.584
NORI:
The information required in a NORI is set forth by statute.585 Generally, the NORI must
describe, among many other things, the location and nature of the proposed activity, the
procedures by which the public may participate in the final permit decision, the agency and
applicant contacts for obtaining additional information and commenting, and the public place
where a copy of the application can be viewed and copied. The NORI enables the public to
anticipate draft permits.
The applicant is required to publish the NORI in a newspaper within 30 days after the
TCEQ declares the application administratively complete.586 Depending on the application type,
the TCEQ will also either mail the NORI to certain statutorily-prescribed landowners, or require
the applicant to post signs around the property with information about the application and whom
to contact for more information.587 The NORI is required to be published at least once in the
newspaper of largest circulation within each county where the facility is or will be located or, if
the facility is located or will be located in a municipality, at least once in a newspaper of general
circulation in the municipality. For some applications, the NORI must also be published in an
alternative language.588
All NORIs contain specific instructions for submitting comments to TCEQ, getting on
the mailing list, requesting a public meeting, and requesting a contested case hearing. Comments
or requests to the TCEQ can be submitted in any of the following ways: email, traditional mail,
fax, in person, or via TCEQ’s website. A sample NORI is contained in Appendix A to this
Report.
B. Technical Review
After an application is determined to be administratively complete, the staff begins
reviewing the application to determine whether it satisfies state and federal regulatory
requirements. This process is called the technical review, and it can take between two and
eighteen months, depending on the type of permit. During this time period, applicants frequently
conduct back-and-forth communications with TCEQ staff about the technical details of the
permit. Ultimately, applicants are often required to submit additional information, such as
emissions calculations and site maps, or make changes to permit applications in order to gain
584

TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 382.056 (air); TEX. WATER CODE § 5.552 (water quality, waste, underground
injection control).
585
See id.
586
Id.
587
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 39.418, 39.604, 116.133.
588
TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 382.056 (air); TEX. WATER CODE § 5.552 (water quality, waste, underground
injection control).
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approval. Once the application meets all requirements, the executive director issues a
preliminary decision, sometimes called the "draft permit," in a second notice called the Notice of
Application and Preliminary Decision, or NAPD.589
NAPD:
The NAPD must contain the same information as the NORI and much more. It must
state, among other things, where the draft permit may be reviewed and copied in a local public
place (in addition to the Commission's website) and it must state a variety of detailed information
concerning procedures and deadlines for public meetings, public comments, response to public
comments, and contested case hearings.
The applicant is required to publish the NAPD
in a newspaper 30 days after the TCEQ issues the
official draft permit.590 The notice must be published in
a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality in
which the facility is located or is proposed to be located
or in the municipality nearest to the location or
proposed location of the facility, as follows:
(1) One notice must be published in the public
notice section of the newspaper; and
(2) For air permits, another notice with a total
size of at least six column inches, with a vertical
dimension of at least three inches and a
horizontal dimension of at least two column
widths, or a size of at least 12 square inches,
must be published in a prominent location
elsewhere in the same issue of the newspaper.
The notice must contain the following information:

On December 21, 2015, the EPA proposed
revisions to its public notice rules for major
New Source Review (NSR) and Title V permit
programs of the Clean Air Act (CAA). The
EPA proposed removing the mandatory
requirement that the permit applicant provide
the NAPD through newspaper publication and
instead allow for electronic noticing (“enotice”) of these actions. E-notice methods,
which are already being practiced by many
agencies, would produce cost savings over
newspaper publication and would enable
agencies to communicate these actions to the
public more quickly and efficiently. E-notice is
already available to minor NSR permit actions
through previous EPA guidance. As part of the
e-notice requirement, the TCEQ would also
need to post the draft permit on a website,
which the TCEQ already does. NORIs are not
required by the EPA, and therefore these
notices could be also made electronically if the
Legislature amended the governing statutes
accordingly.

(A) permit application number;
(B) company name;
(C) type of facility;
(D) description of the location of the facility; and

589
590

TEX. WATER CODE § 5.553; 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 39.419.
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 39.419.
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(E) a note that additional information is in the public notice section of the same
issue.
The Commission also mails the NAPD to the statutorily prescribed landowners, public
officials, and other persons the mailing list.591
As with NORIs, all NAPDs also contain instructions for submitting comments to the
TCEQ, getting on the mailing list, requesting a public meeting, and requesting a contested case
hearing.592 Comments or requests to the TCEQ can be submitted in any of the following ways:
email, traditional mail, fax, in person, or via TCEQ’s website. A sample NAPD is contained in
Appendix B to this Report.
C. Public Comment, Mailing List, and Public Meeting
Public Comment / Mailing List:
The TCEQ automatically adds persons who submit comments regarding a specific permit
application to the mailing list for that application.593 Persons on the mailing list for a specific
application will automatically receive any notice that follows, the Executive Director's response
to comments (discussed below in Section D), the agenda setting letters for commissioner agenda
meetings (discussed below in Section E), and the Commission's final order. Any person may
also request to be on two additional mailing lists:
1. The permanent mailing list for a specific applicant name and permit number;
2. The permanent mailing list for a specific county (which includes all air, water, and
waste notices in that county).
For most permit applications, the public comment period begins immediately upon
publication of the NORI and ends at least 30 days after the last publication date of the NAPD.594
Public Meeting:
The TCEQ will hold a public meeting if there is significant interest in an application, if a
legislator from the area of the proposed project requests one, or if a meeting is otherwise
required by regulation.595 Public meetings enable the public to learn about the application, ask
questions of the applicant and the TCEQ, and offer formal comments. During the formal
comment period of the meeting, the comments are transcribed by a stenographer and audiorecorded. No decision to approve or deny a permit application is made at a public meeting. A
591

See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 39.413, 39.419 & 39.501(d).
30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 55.152.
593
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 39.413; the TCEQ will also automatically add a person to the mailing list if he or
she requests a public meeting or a contested case hearing regarding a specific application.
594
Hazardous waste facility permits have a 45-day comment period post-NAPD. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 55.152.
595
On major NSR permits for both attainment areas (i.e., PSD permits) and non-attainment areas, the executive
director will also hold a public meeting if an interested person requests one. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 55.154(c)(3).
592
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public meeting must be requested during the comment period, but the meeting does not
necessarily have to be held before the end of the comment period. If a public meeting is held
after the close of the comment period, the comment period extends to the end of the public
meeting.
D. Executive Director's Response to Comment
After the NAPD has been issued, the public has at least 30 days to comment. After the
public comment period closes, the Executive Director has 60 days to consider and prepare a
response to all timely, relevant and material, or significant comments.596 During this process, the
Executive Director determines whether any issues were raised that require changes to the
preliminary decision or the proposed permit.597 The response must be made available to the
public and filed with the Office of the Chief Clerk at least 10 days before the Commission
considers the approval of the general permit. The response addresses all timely received public
comments, whether or not withdrawn. The Executive Director’s response to comments and
decision are then sent to persons on the mailing list, including all commenters. If the TCEQ does
not receive any requests for a hearing on an application, and it meets all the applicable
requirements, the Executive Director may issue the permit.
E. Permit Challenges
Generally, there are five ways to contest the issuance of a permit:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
i.

request for a contested case hearing;
request for reconsideration;
motion to overturn;
motion for rehearing; and
judicial review.

Contested Case Hearings

At this point, it is helpful to take a step back in time in order to review how the contested
case hearing process has evolved into its current form over time.
Ever since the 1960s when the State of Texas first began establishing an air, waste, and
water quality permitting process, affected persons have had an opportunity to request an
evidentiary or contested case hearing for certain categories of permit applications. Generally
speaking, the same process has governed all environmental permits since that time, whether for
air quality, underground injection control, municipal solid waste, industrial and hazardous waste,

596

The Executive Director's responses to all timely, relevant and material, or significant comments are contained in
a document called simply "Response to Comment." This document is sometimes referred to by its acronym, "RTC."
597
TEX. WATER CODE § 5.555; 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 55.152.
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or water quality permits, although each permit program differs in procedural detail and in its
susceptibility to contested case review.
Between 1961 and 1995, contested case hearings were conducted within the relevant
permitting agencies by hearings examiners employed by those agencies.598 If a timely contested
case hearing was requested, then part of each agency's process entailed a preliminary hearing
held by a hearings examiner at the agency to first determine whether the requestor was an
affected person.599 During this period, however, there was no statutory definition of an "affected
person."600 Some believed that the lack of a definition led to an overly broad interpretation
of the term during this period.601
In 1995, the Legislature transferred the contested case hearing process to the State Office
of Administrative Hearings (SOAH).602 At the same time, the Legislature created the Natural
Resource Conservation Division within SOAH to conduct these hearings. By this point, almost
all permitting authority had been consolidated into the Texas Natural Resources Conservation
Commission (TNRCC), which was the immediate predecessor agency of the TCEQ.603 Also that
year, the Legislature adopted a specific definition of "affected person."604 The definition
imposed a three-pronged test for determining whether a requestor qualified as an "affected
person" who should be granted a contested case hearing:
1. The requestor must have personal justiciable interest related to a legal right, duty,
privilege, power, or economic interest affected by the administrative hearing not in
common with the general public;
2. The request must be reasonable; and
3. The request must be supported by competent evidence.

598

The agencies first responsible for air, water quality, and waste permitting have all changed names several times
since 1961, and the specific forms of pollution controlled by each agency have also changed several times. For a
more detailed timeline of the agencies and their jurisdictions.
599
The administrative processes varied somewhat from agency to agency until the Administrative Procedure and
Texas Register Act (APTRA) was enacted by the Legislature in 1975, which formalized and made uniform the
administrative procedures applicable to contested case hearings. See Acts, 64th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 1975). The
statute was amended and renamed the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) in 1993.
600
See, e.g., TEX. WATER CODE § 26.028(c) (amended 1995) (water quality permits); TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE
§§ 361.089(b) (amended 1995) (solid waste permits) & 382.056 (amended 1995) (air quality permits); S. COMM. ON
NATURAL RES., Bill Analysis, S.B. 1546, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tx. 1995), p. 1. See also Texas Indus. Traffic
League v. R.R. Comm’n of Tex., 628 S.W.2d 187, 196 (Tex. App.— Austin 1982), rev’d on other grounds, 633
S.W.2d 821 (Tex. 1982) (noting that the Texas APA “does not specify any criterion for admitting parties to hearings
before administrative tribunals”).
601
H. RES. ORG., Bill Analysis, S.B. 1546, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 1995), p. 2.
602
S.B. 12, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 1995)
603
The exceptions were Class II UIC program wells, and low level radioactive waste regulation.
604
Act of May 28, 1995, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess., ch. 882, § 1, 1995 Tex. Gen. Laws 4380, 4381 (current version at
TEX. WATER CODE § 5.115(a), amended by Act of May 30, 1999, 76th Leg., Reg. Sess., ch. 1350, § 1, 1999 Tex.
Gen. Laws 4570).
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The first prong is the definition of an “affected person.” The second two prongs
determined whether the affected person was entitled to a contested case hearing. The 1995
changes authorized the Commission to deny hearings for requestors that did not meet the
definition of "affected person" or whose request was not reasonable and supported by competent
evidence.605 The changes also gave the Commission the authority to narrow the issues referred
to SOAH and set a deadline for the completion of the SOAH process. If the applicant decided
not to challenge the hearing requestor's status as an affected person, then the applicant could seek
direct referral of the permit contest to SOAH in order to save time. But if the permit applicant
requested direct referral, then the Commission would not be able to narrow the issues being
referred to SOAH, and it would not be able to set a deadline for the SOAH process to be
complete.606
In 1999, the Legislature made more changes to the process when it enacted House Bill
801. House Bill 801 revised the public participation process for permit applications for which
there was an opportunity for contested case hearings by requiring all permit applicants to provide
earlier notice of the permit application.607 Specifically, H.B. 801 created the Notice of Receipt of
Application and Intent to Obtain Permit (NORI) for all permit applications. The idea behind
H.B. 801 was that the public’s concerns could be heard and considered during the application
review process, prior to the preparation of a draft permit, instead of later through an expensive
and time consuming trial-like proceeding at SOAH.
Unfortunately, H.B. 801 also revised the three-pronged test for determining whether a
person was an "affected person" who was entitled to a contested case hearing by eliminating the
last two prongs of the three-pronged test implemented in 1995—i.e., the reasonableness, and
supported by competent evidence prongs. The only requirement left was the first prong—i.e.,
the affected person prong—which was that the person have a personal justiciable interest related
to a legal right, duty, privilege, power, or economic interest affected by the administrative
hearing not in common with the general public. H.B. 801 added new requirements for
determining if an affected person was entitled to a contested case hearing. The new requirements
were that the person's request for a hearing (1) involve a disputed question of fact, (2) that was
raised during the comment period, and (3) that is relevant and material to the decision on the
application. This standard was an easier standard to meet and, after 1999, TCEQ denied very
605

If the hearing request did not meet the statutory requirements according to the Commissioner, then the
application would not be referred to SOAH.
606
Even where the TCEQ does set a deadline, the deadlines are often extended by agreement of the parties, or in the
interest of justice. The SOAH process is complete when the ALJ issues a Proposal for Decision (PFD).
607
Prior to H.B. 801, water quality, solid waste, and underground injection well (UIC) permit applications were
required to be noticed twice, but not air permits. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE Chapter 39. In addition to adding air
permits, H.B. 801 added a requirement that a copy of the application be made available at a public place in the
county in which the facility will be located. House Bill 801 added this same requirement for the Executive
Director's preliminary decision and draft permit (i.e., that it be made available at a public place in the county in
which the facility will be located). House Bill 801 also required a description, including a telephone number, of the
manner in which the public may contact the applicant for further information. House Bill 801 made a few other
changes that are too detailed to be included in this discussion.
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few persons "affected person" status and contested case hearings. This led to a situation in which
many permit applicants stopped opposing the public's requests for hearings (based upon their
lack of "affected person" status) and instead sought direct referral to SOAH in order to save
time. Without opposition, the cases were immediately referred to SOAH. By not opposing a
request for hearing, permit seekers could save about three months of time in the process.
Applicants ultimately paid for this time savings, however, because it resulted in a
situation in which applicants were faced with a broader scope of hearing at SOAH, limited only
by what the administrative law judge (ALJ) thought was relevant and material. This is because,
although the person challenging the application was required to raise a disputed question of
material fact in order to get the hearing, with a direct referral, the person was not limited to
challenging only that disputed fact at the hearing. Rather, the person could basically raise all
“relevant and material” issues he or she wanted to because this was the scope of hearings after
direct referrals to SOAH. Further, once one person met the test and was referred to SOAH for a
hearing, anyone who wanted to could show up at the preliminary hearing and seek to be made a
party, if he could show his status as an affected person, without ever having commented on the
application, or without ever having made his existence known before the preliminary hearing.
The Legislature did not make any more significant changes to the permitting and
contested case hearing process for sixteen years.
Senate Bill 709 – 84th Legislative Session

ii.

In 2015, during its 84th Regular Session, the Legislature passed Senate Bill 709, which
made several long-overdue changes to the contested case hearing process for permit applications
for air quality, underground injection control, municipal solid waste, industrial and hazardous
waste, and water quality.608
a.

Affected Person

First, although the statutory definition of "affected person" did not change, under the new
law, the individual or association who requests a contested case hearing must have made a timely
comment on the application to be considered an "affected person" who is eligible for a contested
case hearing. Further, for issues to be eligible for a contested case hearing, the issues must have
been raised by the affected person in a comment made by that affected person. Additionally, if a
person makes a hearing request in response to the Executive Director's response to comment, the
issues raised in the hearing request will not be considered timely unless the person also raised
those issues during the public comment period. A group or association seeking to be considered
an affected person must specifically identify, by name and physical address in its timely hearing
request, a member who would be an affected person in the person's own right.

608

Senate Bill 709 applied to all permits filed after September 1, 2015.
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Thus, S.B. 709 eliminated the situation in which a person could be made a party to a
contested case hearing by latching on to another person's hearing request without having
commented himself. Senate Bill 709 also eliminated the situation in which a person could bring
up any relevant and material issues he wanted to at the hearing—now, only those issues raised by
comment may be heard in a contested case hearing, unless there is a direct referral to SOAH.
Senate Bill 709 further eliminated the situation in which persons could comment for the first
time and seek a contested case hearing for 30 more days after the Executive Director responds to
public comments, which could be over 90 days after the public comment period was over.609
The bill also eliminated situations where associations or groups could be considered affected
even if no individual member of the association or group could be identified that was affected in
his or her own right early in the process. Now, the person must be identified earlier. The bill
therefore discourages groups from inappropriately contesting cases to further a broader agenda or
for frivolous reasons.
b.

House and Senate Member Notice

Second, pursuant to S.B. 709, the Executive Director now must notify the state senator
and state representative for the area in which the facility is located or is proposed to be located at
least 30 days prior to issuance of a draft permit (i.e., 30 days prior to the issuance of the Notice
of Application and Preliminary Decision (NAPD)). This requirement is new and had no
corresponding predecessor requirement.
c.

Commissioner Power to Limit Cases and Issues Referred

Third, assuming a person made timely comments on the application, and is an affected
person, S.B. 709 identifies specific additional information that the Commission may consider
when determining if the affected person is entitled to a contested case hearing, including the
following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The merits of the underlying application;
The likely impact on the health, safety and property use;
The administrative record;
The analysis and opinions of the Executive Director; and
Other expert reports, affidavits, opinions or data submitted.

Upon the Commission's finding that a person or association is an affected person who is
entitled to a contested case hearing, the Commission will narrow the issues for consideration and
then refer those issues to SOAH for the contested case hearing. The issues referred must be
detailed and complete and contain only factual issues or mixed questions of fact and law. This of
609

The Executive Director has 60 days to respond to public comments after the public comment period is over. If
the public gets 30 more days after that, then this would be 90 days. Note that even after the S.B. 709 changes,
affected persons still have 30 days after the Executive Director responds to comments to seek a contested case
hearing—the difference now is that those persons must have commented during the public comment period first.
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course is only applicable to those situations in which the applicant does not choose to skip the
Commission's "affected person" determination at preliminary hearing at the TCEQ to save time.
For those cases in which the applicant chooses to skip the "affected person" determination at the
agency, now, at least the person requesting the hearing will be someone who has timely
commented on the application.
d.

Draft Permit Constitutes Applicant's Case-in-Chief

Fourth, when the Commission files the application, draft permit, and preliminary
decision, and other documentation with SOAH as the administrative record, the record, by itself,
automatically establishes a prima facie610 demonstration that the draft permit meets all state and
federal legal and technical requirements, and that the permit, if issued, would protect human
health and safety, the environment, and physical property. The prima facie case may be rebutted
by evidence demonstrating that at least part of the draft permit violates a specifically-applicable
state or federal requirement. If there is such a rebuttal, the applicant and the Executive Director
may present additional evidence to support the draft permit.
Prior to S.B. 709, the contested case hearing was a de novo proceeding before an
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). Once a permit application was referred to SOAH, the
technical review process that preceded it had to be “proved up.” The applicant was required to
show through engineers, experts, fact witnesses, etc. (again) that its application met all of the
legal and technical requirements for issuance of the permit. In effect, the process superseded all
of the work undertaken by the state agency engineers, scientists and other professionals legally
charged with reviewing permit applications and required the applicant to go prove up its
application in a trial-type proceeding to someone else—an ALJ at SOAH. Based on the trialtype proceeding, the ALJ then developed a record and recommendation to the commissioners.
That record and the ALJ’s proposal for decision then became the sole basis on which the
Commission were allowed to decide the application.
Senate Bill 709 did not shift the burden of proof to the protestants as some opponents of
the bill have alleged. Under current law, in a contested case hearing regarding a permit
application, the permit applicant is still the moving party with the burden of proof. The new
statute simply provides that, in a contested case hearing, the moving party (i.e., the applicant),
meets its initial burden of proof in the contested case by submitting the TCEQ's administrative
record of its application to SOAH.611 This initial proof is then subject to rebuttal by the
protesting parties.612 If, following the rebuttal, the ALJ finds the case equally balanced, the
applicant will lose.

610

Prima facie is Latin for "at first look," or "on its face." The term refers to situations in which the evidence
offered is accepted as correct and sufficient until proved otherwise.
611
TEX. GOV. CODE § 2003.047(i-1).
612
TEX. GOV. CODE § 2003.047(i-2).
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In addition, S.B. 709 did not establish any new evidentiary standard for any party in a
contested case hearing, nor did it provide any direction to SOAH or the Commission to establish
a new standard for the rebuttal demonstration. Because contested case hearings are similar to
non-jury civil trials in district court, the evidentiary standard in contested case hearings for
permit applications is still "preponderance of the evidence."
e.

Executive Director Made a Party

Fifth, S.B. 709 clarified that, although the Executive Director is still required to be a
party to contested case hearings to complete the administrative record and support the agency's
position developed in the draft permit, he may reverse or revise his position on the draft
permit.613
f.

Time limits at SOAH

Finally, S.B. 709 limits the time for the issuance of the administrative law judge's (ALJ's)
proposal for decision in a contested case hearing to no longer than 180 days from the date of the
preliminary hearing or by an earlier date specified by the Commission. Senate Bill 709 allows for
extensions beyond 180 days based upon agreement of the parties with the ALJ's approval, or by
the ALJ for issues related to a party's deprivation of due process or another constitutional right.
For applications directly referred to SOAH due to the applicant seeking direct referral, the
preliminary hearing may not be held until the executive director has issued his response to public
comments.
Prior to S.B. 709, the 180-day time limit was not set by statute. Time limits could only
be set by the TCEQ if the commissioners made the determination of whether a person was an
"affected person" who was entitled to a contested case hearing. Now all proceedings are limited
to this time, (including those directly referred) unless the time is extended by agreement or in the
interests of justice.
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Prior to the 2001, the Executive Director was a mandatory party in all TCEQ contested cases at SOAH under
Texas Water Code 5.228. Concerns were expressed during the 2001 sunset process that the Executive Director was
too closely aligned with the applicant and assisting the applicant with its burden of proof in contested cases.
Therefore, the 2001 TCEQ sunset bill amended the statute to provide for discretionary party status by the Executive
Director based on rules adopted by the Commission. The rules adopted by the Agency prohibited the Executive
Director from being a party on certain types of applications, required the Executive Director to be a party on certain
types of applications, and provided the Executive Director discretion to determine whether to be a party on all other
types of applications based on certain factors in the rules. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 80.108. Over the next decade the
pendulum swung the other way as the Executive Director rarely became a party on those applications in which there
was discretion. This meant that the commissioners did not have the full benefit of the Executive Director’s staff’s
expertise in making their decisions on contested permit applications. Over time, the commissioners began directing
the Executive Director to be a party on most contested permit applications. The 2011 TCEQ sunset bill amended the
statute to once again make the Executive Director a mandatory party in all permit contested cases at SOAH. Senate
Bill 709 clarified that the Executive Director could revise or reverse his position. TEXAS WATER CODE §
5.228(c)(2).
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In essence, S.B. 709 makes it so that Texas law will presume that the Executive
Director’s staff has done its job correctly. But if an affected person can establish (1) that it
identified alleged error in timely comments that preceded the recommendation and (2) that the
error means that “one or more provisions in the draft permit violate a specifically applicable state
or federal requirement,” then he can be successful at a contested case hearing. By this reform,
the Legislature prevents the situation that existed before, which was that the expert opinions and
extensive work of the TCEQ staff were not given sufficient weight in any case sent to a
contested case hearing. This reform also relieves the applicant of the obligation it had before,
which was to put on evidence to prove up all showings required to obtain a permit, even those
which were not directly controverted by the protesting parties with evidence. Instead, the parties
will direct their evidence to whatever specified terms of the permit the opponent has evidence to
contest.
A result of S.B. 709 was reducing so-called "greenmail," whereby project opponents file
contested case hearing requests secure in the knowledge that the associated burdens in time and
resources on applicants could delay or even kill a project, or incentivize concessions, including
direct payments to secure withdrawal of the requests.614
Returning to the original discussion about the options for challenging permits, in addition
to a contested case hearing, members of the public seeking to challenge a permit application have
the following options.
iii.

Request for Reconsideration / Commissioner Agenda Meetings
Request for Reconsideration

Any member of the public may file a request for reconsideration with TCEQ asking the
Commissioners to reconsider the Executive Director's decision on the permit application. This
includes any member of the public who is not eligible for or chooses not to request a contested
case hearing. This also includes any member of the public that did or did not comment on the
application. The request for reconsideration must be filed within 30 days after the TCEQ's
Executive Director sends his response to comments and preliminary decision on a permit
application. Note that at this point, the Commissioners have not ruled and the permit has not
been issued. The Commissioners deliberate these requests at Commissioner agenda meetings.
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On August 7, 2015, the Corpus Christi Caller Times reported that Buckeye Texas Partners LLC, which
specializes in the transportation, storage and marketing of liquid petroleum products, donated to the Environmental
Justice Housing Fund in exchange for the Fund's parent group, Citizens for Environmental Justice, dropping a legal
challenge against a permit the company was seeking to expand its operations there. The Fund is used to pay for
families who live in the area to move out. It was established in 2015 after a different permit challenge was settled
for more than $2 million. Matt Woolbright, CORPUS CHRISTI CALLER-TIMES, Aug. 7, 2015.
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Commissioner Agenda Meetings
A permit will be set for a commissioner agenda meeting if a contested case hearing was
timely requested615 or if a request for reconsideration was timely filed (which could be after the
public comment period is over, and within 30 days after the Executive Director has responded to
comments and issued his preliminary decision). These meetings are formal, legal proceedings.616
The commissioners primarily consider live presentations made during the meeting and briefs
filed in advance, but the commissioners may consider all items for which proper notice was
given. In making their decision, the commissioners consider public comments and requests,
briefs, the executive director’s response to comments, and applicable statutes and rules. Oral
comments are not accepted at agenda meetings unless so specified by the commissioners, and
requestors are not required to attend. However, the commissioners may ask questions of the
requestors (if present), the applicant, or TCEQ personnel. The commissioners decide at the
agenda meetings whether they will grant or deny the request.
iv.

Motion to Overturn

If no timely hearing request or request for reconsideration is filed and the permit is issued
by the Executive Director, then any member of the public can file a motion to overturn the
Executive Director's decision with the commissioners, but only to the extent of the changes from
the draft permit to the final permit decision. The motion must be filed no later than 23 days after
the date that the TCEQ mailed the notice of the signed permit and must explain why the
commissioners should review the executive director's action. If the commissioners have not
acted on a motion to overturn within 45 days after the date that the TCEQ mailed the notice of
the signed permit, then the motion is denied by operation of law, unless an extension of time has
specifically been granted.
v.

Motion for Rehearing

If the commissioners issue a decision that approves a permit application, then any
member of the public may file a motion for rehearing requesting that the commissioners review
their decision. This is true regardless of the procedures taken before it—e.g., a request for
reconsideration denied, or a permit was approved even after a contested case hearing, or a permit
was approved because no one challenged it. Upon the request of the general counsel or a
commissioner, the motion for rehearing will be scheduled for consideration during a
commissioner agenda meeting. This motion for rehearing is a prerequisite for appealing the
agency action to the District Court617 and must be submitted within 25 days after the date the
615

A contested case hearing request will not be set for a commissioner agenda meeting if the applicant opts to skip
this process and requests direct referral to SOAH.
616
Agenda meetings are conducted in accordance with Chapter 551 of the Texas Government Code, which codifies
the Open Meetings Act.
617
Except that if a motion to overturn was filed and denied, then the person does not also need to file a motion for
rehearing. 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 50.139(g).
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decision was issued. If the commissioners do not act on the motion within 55 days after the date
the decision was issued, or a later date approved by the commissioners, the motion is denied by
operation of law. If the motion for rehearing is denied, or denied by operation of law, then the
protestants can appeal the agency action in the Travis County District Court.
vi.

Judicial Review

If a person has exhausted all available administrative remedies, then he may file a
petition for judicial review with the Travis County District Court.618
The word "available" is emphasized because a member of the public is only obligated to
exercise the administrative rights available to him. This is a key point and a point that has been
the subject of misinformation. If, for example, a person sought a contested case hearing, but was
denied one because he was deemed not an "affected person" by the agency, then having gone
through a contested case hearing process is not a prerequisite for judicial review. He may seek
judicial review (after filing a motion for rehearing) but the judicial review will be limited to the
question of whether the agency properly adjudicated his status as an affected person who should
have been entitled to a contested case hearing on the merits of the application. If court finds that
the agency properly adjudicated this question, and the person is not an affected person, then this
is the end of the road for him because only "affected persons" may challenge permits. If the
court finds that the agency was wrong, and he is an affected person, then the case will be
remanded back to the agency to allow him his contested case hearing on the merits of the permit
application.
If on the other hand, a person did not find out about an application until after it was too
late to comment, and therefore too late to seek a contested case hearing, then he need only timely
file a motion for rehearing to establish his right to judicial review. In this case, the only
administrative right available to him would be the motion for rehearing of the issuance of the
permit. If the motion for rehearing is denied, then he may seek judicial review of the agency's
decision to issue the permit on the basis of defective notice. If the court agreed, then the court
would remand the application to the agency to correct the error.
Thus, in conclusion, a person may seek judicial review of the issuance of the permit even
if he failed to file a timely public comment, failed to file a timely hearing request, failed to
participate in the public meeting, and failed to request a contested case hearing. To do so, the
person must first file a motion for rehearing or a motion to overturn the executive director's
decision to the extent of the changes from the draft permit to the final permit decision.619 If the
618

See Thomas v. Long, 207 S.W.3d 334, 340 (Tex. 2006) (holding that when "an administrative body has exclusive
jurisdiction to make the initial determination in a dispute, a party must exhaust all administrative remedies before
seeking judicial review of the decision. Until the party has satisfied this exhaustion requirement, the trial court lacks
subject matter jurisdiction.")
619
See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 55.201(h) & 55.25(b)(3), adopted November 5, 1997, and effective December 1,
1997, which were derived from predecessor rules 31 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 263.22 & 263.23.
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motion for rehearing (or motion to overturn) is denied, then he may seek judicial review in
District Court. The district court petition must be filed within 30 days of the effective date of the
agency's order.
The scope and standard of judicial review in contested cases is governed by the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) and an agency’s organic statutes providing for judicial
review. A person who has exhausted all administrative remedies available within a state agency
and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested case is entitled to judicial review under
the APA.620 The scope of judicial review of a state agency decision in a contested case is as
provided by the law under which review is sought.621 None of the TCEQ judicial review statutes
provide for trial de novo judicial review; therefore, the scope of judicial review is governed by
Government Code, Section 2001.174, which provides that a court may not substitute its
judgment for the judgment of the state agency on the weight of the evidence on questions
committed to agency discretion but: (1) may affirm the agency decision in whole or in part; and
(2) shall reverse or remand the case for further proceedings if substantial rights of the appellant
have been prejudiced because the administrative findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions
are: (A) in violation of a constitutional or statutory provision; (B) in excess of the agency’s
statutory authority; (C) made through unlawful procedure; (D) affected by other error of law; (E)
not reasonably supported by substantial evidence considering the reliable and probative evidence
in the record as a whole; or (F) arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of discretion or
clearly unwarranted exercise of discretion.
III. Overview of the EPA's Public Participation Requirements, and Texas Compliance
Therewith
The federal acts with the strictest public participation requirements to maintain state
delegation or authorization of permitting programs generally list the following as minimum
requirements:622
(1) An opportunity to inspect the information submitted by the applicant;
(2) The availability of the draft permit, and the agency's analysis and proposed approval
or disapproval of the draft permit, in at least one area in the location that will be
affected;
(3) A notice of the new source by prominent advertisement in the location that will be
affected, and the agency's analysis;623
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TEX. GOV. CODE § 2001.171.
TEX. GOV. CODE § 2001.172. Judicial review of TCEQ decisions on permit applications that are subject to
contested case hearings is provided by TEX. WATER CODE § 5.351 and TEX. HEALTH § SAFETY CODE §§ 361.321(a),
& 382.032.
622
See 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.160–51.164, 51.166.
623
40 C.F.R. § 51.161.
621
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(4) The advertisement must include information about the specific degree of increment
consumed (i.e., for certain air permits, information about how the new source will
move the area closer to non-attainment);
(5) An opportunity for the public to comment on the application for at least 30 days;
(6) An opportunity for public hearing for interested persons to appear and submit written
or oral comments on the air quality impacts of the source, alternatives to it, the
control technology required, and other appropriate considerations;624 and
(7) An opportunity for state judicial review.625
As discussed above, Texas's statutes and rules provide for all of the public participation
requirements listed and much more. For example, Texas rules require the added benefit of the
NORI. The NORI is notice of the application itself, with detailed information about the
procedures for commenting and otherwise participating in the process. By contrast, the EPA
rules only require the NAPD that Texas provides. The NAPD is notice of the draft permit and
agency's preliminary decision after technical review is already complete. The NORI is beneficial
because it serves to put the public on notice much earlier of applications and actions that may be
of interest, enabling the public to anticipate draft permits.
Not only is the NORI reasonably calculated to give the public much earlier notice than
the EPA requires, but it acts to extend the public comment period significantly beyond the
minimum time period required by the EPA. The EPA only requires a 30-day public comment
period, which begins after the draft permit is complete. Texas's NORI requirement commences a
public comment period that lasts as long as the technical review itself and beyond. As discussed
above, the technical review period for some complicated permits, especially those that are
subject to contested case hearings, can take up to 18 months or more to complete. When the
comment period begins with the publication of the NORI (before technical review begins) and
does not end until 30 days after the technical review period ends and the NAPD has been
published, the resulting public comment period can exceed 18 months. The EPA has
acknowledged that these provisions of the Texas public participation process go beyond the
minimum requirements.626
Additionally, for air permits, Texas rules require physical signage at the proposed site, a
“display type” newspaper notice,627 and an alternate language newspaper notice. In most cases,
the physical signage must stay up during the entire comment period—i.e., from the time of the
624

40 C.F.R. § 51.166(q).
See, e.g., 61 Fed. Reg. 1880, 1882 (Jan. 24, 1996) (proposing to disapprove of Virginia’s PSD SIP due to state
law standing requirements limiting judicial review); 72 Fed. Reg. 72,617, 72,619 (Dec. 21, 2007) (approving South
Dakota’s PSD program); 77 Fed. Reg. 65,305, 65,306 (Oct. 26, 2012) (approving a portion of California’s PSD
program).
626
Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans; Texas; Public Participation for Air Quality Permit
Applications, 79 Fed. Reg. 551, 553 (Jan. 26, 2014).
627
This is the requirement that the NAPD be published in the notice section, and also elsewhere in the paper with
specified minimum dimensions.
625
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NORI to 30 days after publication of the NAPD, and even longer if a public meeting is held
beyond the official comment period. By contrast, the EPA requires none of this. The EPA has
acknowledged that these provisions also go beyond the EPA's minimum requirements.628
Further, even after the changes implemented by S.B. 709, Texas rules still allow for full,
civil trial-like proceedings at SOAH by affected persons, in addition to the opportunity to
comment, request a public meeting, and seek judicial review. The SOAH process that is still
provided for by Texas statute is not required by the EPA. The EPA only requires a "public
hearing," which is a place for interested persons (who can be anyone) to appear and submit
written or oral comments. The EPA has acknowledged that Texas's public meeting process is
equivalent to the EPA's “public hearing” process, because the purpose of a Texas public meeting
is to take written or oral public comments.629 Thus, Texas statutes allowing for a public meeting
to satisfy the public hearing requirement and contested case hearings are simply extra.
The EPA’s permitting process, which it is safe to assume satisfies the EPA's own
standards, provides notice and an opportunity for the public to comment on an application, but it
does not provide an opportunity for opponents to the application to request a contested case
hearing. A permit decision finalized by the EPA can be appealed to the EPA's Environmental
Appeals Board (EAB); however, the EAB’s decision is based on written or oral arguments and
does not involve an evidentiary hearing.
The EAB appeal option can be loosely analogized to Texas's motion for rehearing
directed to the TCEQ commissioners, except that the TCEQ commissioners are not an
independent appeals board separate from the agency, do not have to hold a hearing on the motion
if they do not want to, and even if they grant a hearing, do not have to take written or oral
arguments in support of or against the motion. Alternatively, the EAB appeal option can be
loosely analogized to Texas's SOAH process, except without SOAH's trial-like procedures of
written discovery, oral depositions, fact and expert witness testimony, and cross examination at a
hearing that takes place over the course of days or weeks.
If the EPA receives no comments requesting a change in the draft permit during the
public comment period, and if all of the notice requirements are met, then the final permit
becomes effective immediately.630 If the EPA did receive comments requesting a change to the
draft permit, but the EPA did not change the draft permit in response, and there is no appeal (to
the EAB) of the agency's decision not to change the draft permit, then the permit decision
becomes effective 30 days after issuance.631
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Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans; Texas; Public Participation for Air Quality Permit
Applications, 79 Fed. Reg. at 553 and 554 (see comment 6 and response 6 and comment 14 and response 14).
629
Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans; Texas; Public Participation for Air Quality Permit
Applications, 77 Fed. Reg. 74,129, 74,134-35 (Dec. 13, 2012).
630
40 C.F.R. Section 124 has notice requirements.
631
40 C.F.R. § 124.15(b).
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If an EAB appeal is requested, then the regulations distinguish between an appeal
involving an existing facility that is already operating under a permit and an appeal involving a
new facility that is applying for its first permit. If the appeal involves a new facility, new
injection well, new source, etc., then the permit applicant will be without a permit pending final
agency action and may not proceed under the permit during the time period.632 If the appeal
involves a permit for an existing facility, the facility may continue to operate under the
uncontested conditions of the old permit and under those uncontested conditions of the new
permit that are severable from the contested conditions.
If the contested permit conditions are not severable from the uncontested conditions then
the permit is stayed pending final agency action.633 Upon receipt of a petition for review, the
Regional Administrator will notify the EAB, the applicant, and all other interested persons of
which permit conditions are uncontested and severable from any contested provisions.634 These
uncontested and severable conditions become fully effective 30 days after the date of the
Regional Administrator’s notification.635 If review of the permit was denied, the permit will
become effective immediately.636 If the permit is for a new facility, the permit applicant will be
without a permit pending resolution of the appeal and final agency action. Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit decisions are treated differently under the regulations
from other permit decisions that are subject to EAB review.637 For such permits, construction of
new or significantly modified facilities cannot begin until a final permit is issued by the Regional
Administrator (or delegated state agency) following EAB review.638
The EAB review historically has taken an average of five months from the time a petition
is filed to the time the EAB issues its decision in the matter; however, the EAB has issued a
standing order to assist the EAB in expediting further its New Source Review (NSR) prevention
of significant deterioration (PSD) appeal process.639
After an appeal to the EAB, or to SOAH, in Texas's case, has concluded, the process is
essentially the same at the state level and the federal level. When the hearing is over, the EAB, or
the administrative law judge at SOAH, prepares a recommendation called a proposal for decision
(PFD) and issues it to the agency that referred the case, which then may adopt, modify, or vacate
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40 C.F.R. § 124.16(a)(1).
40 C.F.R. § 124.16(a)(2)(i).
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40 C.F.R. § 124.16(a)(2)(ii).
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40 C.F.R. § 124.16(a)(2)(i).
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40 C.F.R. § 124.19(l)(2)(i).
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40 C.F.R. § 124.16(a).
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40 C.F.R. § 124.15(b)(2).
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See Revised Order Governing Petitions for Review of Clean Air Act New Source Review Permits, Envtl.
Appeals Bd., Envtl. Protection Agency (Mar, 27, 2013) available at
https://yosemite.epa.gov/oa/EAB_Web_Docket.nsf/8f612ee7fc725edd852570760071cb8e/5142bae13e64e69885257
bc5003fdbd3/$FILE/NSR%20Revised%20Standing%20Order%202013.pdf).
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the PFD and issue a final decision. Final orders by the EPA or the TCEQ can then be appealed to
federal or state district court.
Supporters of replacing contested case hearings with notice-and-comment hearings argue
that this would increase the opportunity for public participation in permit hearings.640 They argue
that a notice-and-comment meeting is less intimidating than a contested case hearing and is a
much better forum in which to air fears and complaints about a proposed facility. Most experts
agree that those opposing a permit application in a contested case hearing need to hire lawyers
and expert witnesses to present technical arguments effectively.641 Most ordinary citizens do not
have the resources to become involved in what is essentially a costly civil trial. Any citizen,
however, can attend a public notice-and-comment meeting to ask questions and to inform the
TCEQ staff of facts and arguments the agency may have missed. In most cases, the TCEQ is
required to respond to those protesting a permit and explain the rationale for its decision. A
public meeting allows the permit applicant, TCEQ staff, and neighbors of the proposed site to
exchange ideas freely. State officials then may take public input into account when making
permitting decisions.642
Supporters also argue that contested case hearings have been abused by people who
oppose permits without a valid technical reason. Often people object to a new facility out of fears
that it may, for example, affect their property values. A contested case hearing is not the proper
venue for this kind of dispute and is unfair to the applicant when used in this way. A public
notice and comment meeting would create a proper forum for the public to vent frustrations over
facility siting decisions.643
Although the number of permits that end up in contested case hearings is relatively small,
and may end up being even smaller after the passage of S.B. 709, the mere threat of such
hearings has the tendency to chill would-be investors in Texas. This is because, even when an
application is technically correct and the applicant has met or exceeded every demand asked of
him by law, regulations, or agency discretion, the time and expense of a possible hearing are so
great that the applicant may choose to go elsewhere with its business.
Indeed, at the Senate Natural Resources and Economic Development hearing on April 1,
2016, TCEQ's executive director, Richard Hyde, stated that while the percentage of permits that
wind up in contested-case hearings is small, they often represent some of the largest projects
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The only caveat is that the public meetings may need to have fewer conditions than they do now to satisfy the
EPA. Presently, the TCEQ will only hold a public meeting if there is significant interest in an application, if a
legislator from the area of the proposed project requests one, or if a meeting is otherwise required by law, which is
only the case in some circumstances.
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H. RES. ORG., Pub. Participation in Envt'l Permitting, Focus Report, Mar. 19, 1999, p. 5.
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proposed in the State. "Big refinery projects, power plants, those kinds of things," he said. "So,
the economic investment is big."
If the number of permits that end up in contested case hearings is small, then the number
of permits that end up changed or denied is even smaller—two cases referred to SOAH, to be
exact, resulted in the ultimate denial of a permit between 2007 and 2013. Environmental
advocates acknowledge that, even when contested-case hearings are granted, they rarely result in
a permit being denied.644 This statement supports the argument that contested case hearings
waste time, resources, and money, and in the vast majority of cases, they do not bring about any
different result. When the contested case hearing does cause concessions on the part of the
applicant—either in the form of direct cash payments to the challengers to go away, or in the
form of actual permit concessions—it is not because of the wisdom of the contested case hearing
process. Rather, it is because the applicants are so desperate to save the time and costs attendant
to the contested case hearing that they are willing to make the cash payments demanded, or else
make the permit concessions demanded, just to move things along.
Eliminating the contested case hearing process in favor of a notice-and-comment process
with an EAB-style appeal option would not result in fewer options or less powerful recourse for
those who truly have cause to challenge permit applications. If a public citizen has genuine
cause for wanting a permit to be denied, then he should be eager to forgo the non-binding
contested case hearing process in favor of appearing before a district court to prove his case
before a judge, whose decision is actually binding on all parties involved. Arguably, the false
sense of security provided by the non-binding contested case hearing process is not worth the
corresponding deterrence its existence provides to potential new investors in Texas.
Finally, there is no evidence that states without a contested case hearing process are less
effective in protecting the public and the environment against pollution hazards. Many states do
not provide an opportunity for contested case hearings.
The federal government grants delegation of environmental programs to states if their
programs fulfill certain federal requirements. The EPA uses the public notice-and-comment
system when granting federal operating permits. If Texas were to adopt a similar notice-andcomment system, then Texas should have no problem keeping its federal delegation and
authorization of environmental programs because there would be no difference in the hearing
requirements between state and federal programs.
Because the EPA’s federal permitting process does not include an opportunity for
opponents to request a contested case hearing, the Committee believes that Texas will continue
to meet the legal requirements for, and be able to continue to implement, the federally delegated
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or approved permitting programs in air, waste, and water quality even if TCEQ’s contested case
hearing process is changed or eliminated.
IV. Other Notable Legislative and Agency Efforts to Streamline the Permitting Process at
TCEQ
A. "Expedited Permitting" program authorized by Senate Bill 1756 (83rd
Legislature, 2013)
On June 14, 2013, Senate Bill 1756 was signed into law which authorized a new program
allowing for the expedited processing of air permits that are required under the Federal Clean Air
Act (CAA). At the time, the TCEQ had a backlog of air permit applications, which had the
effect of slowing down investment in Texas and, potentially, diverting business to competitor
states like Louisiana.645 The new program allowed Texas businesses to request expedited
processing of their air permits, provided that they paid a surcharge to cover the extra cost of
expediting review of that permit.646 Before S.B 1756 was passed, TCEQ had the ability to
provide limited expedited processing for some permits, but it did not have the ability to impose a
surcharge.647 After rulemaking was complete, the expedited permitting program officially began
on November 13, 2014.
Under the expedited permitting program, the applicant pays extra money for TCEQ
examiners to work overtime to review their applications. The expedited applications are
examined by examiners who work overtime for this specific purpose.648 Since the program's
inception, the TCEQ has received 569 expedited permit applications, and it has “completed”649
416 of those permits. It is important to note that applicants who request expedited permitting
must still comply with all applicable federal and state regulatory requirements. These
requirements include public participation, where applicable, which means the opportunity to
submit comments, request a public meeting, and request contested case hearing. In addition,
when public notice is required for an expedited project, the published notice must indicate that
the application is being processed in an expedited manner.650
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S. COMM. ON NATURAL RES., Bill Analysis, S.B. 1756, 83rd Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2013), p. 1.
TEXAS HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 382.05155(a), (d).
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According to TCEQ, prior to the passage of S.B.1756, projects may have been rushed for a variety of reasons
ranging from requests from the Governor’s Economic Development Program to the applicant providing sound
justification for the need to rush an application. There was not a statute or rule in place, and these decisions were
based on management discretion.
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Additionally, TCEQ began a pilot program in November 2015 in which it hired two retired TCEQ permit
examiners as part-time independent contractors to examine expedited permit applications.
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“Completed” normally means that the permit was issued, but occasionally, projects are voided, withdrawn, or
denied.
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For applicants who choose to participate in the expedited permitting program, the average
processing time for major case-by-case NSR permits651 has been cut by over four months (from
~446 days to ~318 days). The average processing time for minor case-by-case NSR permits652
has also been cut by over four months (from ~348 days to ~217 days). The average processing
time for standard permits that require public notice653 has been cut by over one week (from ~84
days to ~75 days), and the average processing time for standard permits that do not require
public notice has been cut by over two weeks (from ~38 days to ~20 days). Finally, the average
processing time for a permits-by-rule (PBRs) has been cut by a month and a half (from ~64 days
to ~21 days).
The surcharges for expedited review range from $500 for standard permits and permitsby-rule to $20,000 for the most complicated, major source permits.654 As discussed above, the
surcharges collected by applicants are used strictly to pay for the expenses incurred by the
expediting, including overtime, contract labor, and other costs (e.g., extra computer terminals if
needed, etc.).655 If the cost of processing an expedited application exceeds the standard
surcharge amount collected, the TCEQ may assess and collect additional surcharges from the
applicant to cover the additional costs of expediting the permit.656 Likewise, the TCEQ will
refund any unused portion of the surcharge.657
For the 2016-2017 biennium, the TCEQ was appropriated $1 million for the expedited
permitting program.658 This means that the agency is allowed to spend up to $1 million during
the biennium beginning September 1, 2015, and ending August 31, 2017, on overtime, contract
labor, and ancillary expenses associated with fulfilling expedited air permit requests. The $1
million in funds comes directly from the surcharges that TCEQ charges applicants for the
expediting—it does not come from general revenue or other sources of revenue that support the
agency's budget. In order to encourage employees to work overtime to work on expedited permit
applications, the TCEQ was authorized to pay up to twice the normal hourly rate for such
work.659 The TCEQ is requesting the same appropriation for the 2018-2019 biennium, as well as
651

The most complicated permit applications are generally the case-by-case NSRs for major new sources. Major
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authority to spend any additional fees collected as a result of recent heightened demand for
expedited permitting.
Overall, the program has been a resounding success. The State has not spent any extra
money, the applicants are happy, and the general public has not suffered because its notice and
participation rights have not been affected.
B. Waste permitting checklist implemented by Waste Permitting Division at TCEQ
The Industrial and Hazardous Waste (I&HW) permits section of TCEQ recently unveiled
a customizable electronic checklist for Industrial & Hazardous Waste storage/ processing/
disposal facility permit applicants to use when preparing major applications.660 The checklist
serves a three purposes: saving the applicant and permit examiners time and effort, reducing
deficiencies, and improving the quality of permit applications. The electronic checklist comes in
the form of an Excel spreadsheet that includes both the administrative and technical requirements
of a permit application. By answering 17 simple questions with the click of a mouse, the
applicant can customize the checklist to fit each facility’s specifications. The automated
screening sorts through the requirements generating one of the 133,000 possible versions of the
checklist, tailored to the applicant’s needs. The electronic checklist has been praised by national
organizations, such as the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials
(ASTSWMO).661
V.

Recommendations:
1. If the EPA adopts its proposed e-notice rules for major NSR and Title V operating
permits under the Clean Air Act, then the Legislature may consider adopting similar
rules in order to provide time and cost savings to businesses seeking permits.
2. The Legislature may consider appropriating the requested $1 million for
administration of the expedited permitting program and adopting exemption rider
language that will accommodate TCEQ's hiring of more persons to work on expedited
permitting applications.
3. The Legislature may consider eliminating the contested case hearing process and in
its place adopting a notice-and-comment process with an EAB-style appeal option.
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Charge No. 5
ERCOT/PUC Electricity Issues: Conduct legislative oversight and monitoring of agencies and
programs under the committee's jurisdiction. In this oversight and monitoring, the committee
should: 1) identify and recommend opportunities to streamline programs or services and
enhance grid safety while maintaining the mission of ERCOT and PUC and their programs; and
2) identify barriers ERCOT or PUC may have in their governance that may be appropriate to
improve or eliminate.
The Committee took no action on this charge.
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Charge No. 6
Oil Field Theft: Study and make recommendations for solving the oil field theft problems facing
Texas, including identifying the proper mechanisms for increasing enforcement effectiveness.
I.

Background

The oil and gas industry is a crucial component of the Texas economy. In 2014, it
accounted for 13.5% of the State's economic output.662 The industry pays almost $14 billion in
state and local taxes every year.663 In 2015, operators in Texas produced slightly more than 1
billion barrels of crude oil from 193,807 wells.664
A. The Oilfield Theft Problem
The remote location and unmanned operation of many of the State's oil wells puts their
production at risk of theft. According to a witness who testified before the Committee's interim
hearing on this topic, between one and three percent of the oil and condensate produced in Texas
was stolen in 2013.665 Given that 703 million barrels were produced that year,666 the theft
resulted in the loss of between $700 million and $2.1 billion to the oil's lawful owners, based on
its market value during that time, as well as the loss to the State of taxes that otherwise would
have been due.
According to the witnesses who testified before the Committee, criminal organizations
steal oil using a broad range of methods.667 Some use the straightforward method of stealing the
oil at night in unpermitted, and therefore illegal, tanker trucks. 668 Some drive legal tanker trucks
to wells they are not authorized to visit.669 Others steal oil in water trucks or saltwater disposal
trucks not authorized to carry more than the trace amounts of oil usually found in produced
water.670 After it is stolen, the oil is then usually laundered at a facially legitimate facility like
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another oil well, a saltwater disposal well, or a business that cleans oil residue out of tanks.671
As a result, oilfield theft almost always involves cooperation between multiple individuals who
have formed a criminal organization to both steal and launder the stolen hydrocarbons.672
Once it is removed from a well site, stolen oil and condensate is difficult to trace,
especially if it is commingled with lawfully-obtained hydrocarbons.673 In other words, if a
criminal organization were to use a truck to legally retrieve oil from tank batteries located at two
well sites and then illegally raid a third site, the stolen oil from the third site would be impossible
to identify. Law enforcement's inability to physically trace stolen hydrocarbons makes it very
difficult for investigators to identify the full extent of a criminal organization without the
testimony of a member of the organization.674 The witnesses who testified before the Committee
generally agreed that penalty levels in existing law made it difficult to procure this testimony
through plea bargains, because prosecutors could not credibly threaten long enough prison
sentences under state law to turn apprehended truck drivers against their organizations.675 Some
prosecutors presently use federal money laundering and wire fraud laws, which have more severe
penalties attached,676 but these statutes are not always applicable.
B. The 84th Legislature's Attempted Solution
During the 84th Regular Session, the Legislature attempted to respond to the problem of
oilfield theft by passing House Bill 3291. The bill would have added a new Section 85.390 to
Subchapter K, Chapter 85 of the Natural Resources Code.677 Section 85.390 would have made it
a second-degree felony for a person who was not a pipeline operator or gatherer authorized to
operate by the Railroad Commission of Texas to possess, transport, remove, deliver, accept,
purchase, sell, or physically move oil, gas, or condensate without a permit, approval, or
authorization from the Commission, or a pending request on file with it.678 The level of intent
necessary to be culpable for this new offense was recklessness, which is defined by the Penal
Code as follows:
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A person acts recklessly, or is reckless, with respect to circumstances surrounding
his conduct or the result of his conduct when he is aware of but consciously
disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that the circumstances exist or the
result will occur. The risk must be of such a nature and degree that its disregard
constitutes a gross deviation from the standard of care that an ordinary person
would exercise under all the circumstances as viewed from the actor's standpoint.
Second-degree felonies are punished in Texas by a mandatory prison sentence of between two
and twenty years and an optional fine not to exceed $10,000.679 House Bill 3291 passed the
House unanimously and the Senate with only one dissenting vote.680
The basic goal of the bill was to criminalize a broad range of conduct that was
symptomatic of oil field theft so that law enforcement could then apply the statute to specific
cases where foul play was suspected. The conduct criminalized was not the actual theft of
hydrocarbons, but the act of possessing or transporting them without proper administrative
authorization from the Railroad Commission. In other words, the bill attached significant
criminal penalties to a broad range of activities that had previously been civil infractions
punishable by fines. The decision to make these new offenses second-degree felonies was based
not only on the power a threatened twenty-year sentence would have in plea negotiations, but
also because it would trigger asset forfeiture of the trucks and other equipment involved in the
offense.681
C. The Governor's Veto
On June 18, 2015, Governor Abbott vetoed H.B. 3291. Although he expressed sympathy
with the overall goal of the bill, he described the following concerns with its approach:
. . . its overly broad language creates severe criminal penalties for conduct that
may have nothing to do with theft of oil and gas. For example, the bill would
make it a second-degree felony to possess, purchase, or sell oil or gas without the
proper Railroad Commission permit. Under current law, such violation results
only in a civil fine – like most other violations of state permitting rules. But
under House Bill 3291, the penalty for not having the appropriate Railroad
Commission paperwork could be as much as 20 years in prison. And because the
crime created by the bill requires only a reckless mental state, a felony conviction
could be obtained even if the defendant did not know his paperwork was out of
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order. Turning paperwork errors into felonies is not the right solution to the very
real problem of oil and gas theft.682
Lieutenant Governor Patrick subsequently charged the Committee with revisiting this issue in
detail during the interim and recommending proper mechanisms for solving the oilfield theft
problem facing the State.
II.

Discussion

The Committee heard testimony and discussed the Lieutenant Governor's charge on
November 6, 2015. Like the Governor, the Committee was sympathetic to the desire to
discourage and effectively prosecute oilfield theft, but its members expressed concerns with the
methods employed by H.B. 3291.
The core strategy of H.B. 3291 was to enable what the legal profession calls "pretextual
prosecution" of oilfield crime.683 The classic pretextual prosecution was that of Al Capone.684
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had extensively investigated Capone based on its
suspicion that he was the head of a criminal organization guilty of a myriad of serious crimes.685
But the FBI was unable to produce evidence sufficient to prove his guilt for those crimes beyond
a reasonable doubt.686 Instead, the federal government ultimately prosecuted him for the less
serious crime of tax evasion.687 This prosecution was pretextual because the government's
motivation for prosecuting Capone was not his tax evasion; it was his suspected activities as a
mobster.
While pretextual prosecutions can and do put criminals in prison, it is important to
recognize that they are inherently in tension with the due process of law. They are used, by
definition, to put people in prison because of suspected, uncharged conduct that could not be
proved. Their role as a law enforcement tool is to make an end-run around the burden of proof to
punish a person for a crime the government did not have enough evidence to prove. By design,
they undermine the checks placed on government to prevent abuse of its power.
House Bill 3291 presented an additional concern: it was designed to criminalize much
more conduct than its advocates wanted to punish. All oilfield thieves are missing the proper
Railroad Commission paperwork, but not all people without the proper paperwork are oilfield
thieves. As passed, the bill could have turned a vast number of administrative infractions that
were unrelated to oilfield theft into serious felonies. As the Governor noted, this could have
automatically made felons out of a large number of people who, while not adhering to the
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Railroad Commission's regulations, were also not oilfield thieves. Their only protection from
twenty years in prison would have been prosecutorial discretion.
A hypothetical helps to illustrate this issue. It is an administrative infraction to enter the
secured area of an airport with a knife. All terrorists who plan to hijack airplanes with knives
commit this infraction. But a large number of other people who are not planning to hijack
airplanes also commit this infraction. The equivalent of H.B. 3291's strategy would be a bill
designed to fight terrorism by making it a second-degree felony to enter the secured area of an
airport with a knife. If such a bill were to pass, the assurances of legislative witnesses that felony
charges would only be brought against suspected terrorists would be cold comfort to the ordinary
people who later violated the statute by walking through airport security carrying pocketknives.
Greater specificity in drafting can accomplish H.B. 3291's goals without its potential
problems. The advocates of H.B. 3291 wanted to be able to threaten oilfield thieves with longer
sentences than the value of the stolen oil would otherwise allow under Section 31.03 of the Penal
Code, the general theft statute. The bill's advocates believed that these longer sentences would
encourage lower-level members of oil theft organizations to testify against higher-level
members. At the same time, the bill's advocates sought to attach higher penalties to the crime of
laundering stolen oil than were otherwise available, both to pressure and to deter the higher
levels of those criminal organizations. All of these goals can be achieved without broadly
criminalizing a wide swath of administrative violations. In fact, similar enhanced penalties
already exist to deter theft of identification documents, firearms, and metal.688 To the extent
Section 31.03(b)(2)'s689 prohibition on possession of stolen property cannot be used effectively to
prosecute oil launderers, the Legislature could draft a separate oil laundering statute analogous to
Chapter 34's690 money laundering provisions.
III. Recommendations
The Committee finds that oilfield theft is widespread, ongoing, and seriously damaging to
the State's economy. With this in mind, the Committee recommends that the 85th Legislature:
1. Consider passing legislation to enhance penalties for oilfield theft and oil laundering
to better enable district attorneys and law enforcement officers to prosecute all levels
of the criminal organizations that perpetrate oilfield crime; and
2. Avoid relying on prosecutorial discretion to narrow its drafting. Any enhancements
designed to fight the problem of oilfield theft should be narrowly-tailored to prohibit
the specific conduct the Legislature seeks to punish.
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Charge No. 7
Monitoring Charge: Monitor the implementation of legislation addressed by the Senate
Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development during the 84th Legislature,
Regular Session and make recommendations for any legislation needed to improve, enhance,
and/or complete implementation. Specifically, monitor the following: 1) Legislation relating to
Texas aerospace incentives; 2) Expedited permitting; and 3) Electric utility rate adjustments.
I.

Legislation Relating to Texas Aerospace Incentives

Last session, the Legislature passed Senate Bill 458 which continued efforts that began
back in 1987 to foster the development of the aerospace industry in Texas. In order to
understand S.B. 458, it would be helpful to have an understanding of the efforts that began back
in 1987.
A. Historical Context of S.B. 458
In 1987, the Legislature created the Texas Space Commission to encourage economic
development of industries related to the commercialization of space.691 In 1993, the Texas Space
Commission was renamed the Texas Aerospace Commission. The Commission recruited
aerospace industries to Texas, administered state grant funds to assist with the establishment of
spaceports (reusable launch facilities), and helped promote space-related research.
In 1999, the Legislature passed S.B. 1092, authorizing cities and counties to create
Spaceport Development Corporations to pursue the development of commercial spaceports.692
In 2001, the Legislature appropriated $1.58 million to the Texas Aerospace Commission to
provide grants to local communities to support the development of spaceports.
In 2003, the Legislature passed S.B. 275, which abolished the Texas Aerospace
Commission and the Texas Department of Economic Development (both separate state agencies)
and transferred their economic development functions to the newly created Texas Economic
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Development and Tourism Office within the Office of the Governor.693 Senate Bill 275 required
the Governor's office to establish and maintain an aerospace and aviation office, and that office
was required to develop an industry-specific strategic plan, including short-term and long-term
business strategies, to promote the development, retention, and expansion of aerospace and
aviation industry facilities in the State. The office was to analyze the State's economic position
in the aerospace and aviation industries, and make specific recommendations to the Legislature
and Governor regarding the promotion of these industries.
Senate Bill 275 also created the Spaceport Trust Fund to attract commercial rocket
launching facilities to the State of Texas.694 The Spaceport Trust Fund consists of money from
gifts, grants, or donations to the Office of the Governor for the development of spaceport
infrastructure, and any other source of funds designated by the Legislature.695 Further, money
from the Trust Fund may only be spent on a viable business entity that has the financial,
managerial, and technical expertise and capability to launch and land a reusable launch vehicle
or spacecraft and has committed to locating its facilities at a spaceport in this State.
Additionally, the spaceport project must demonstrate that it has secured at least 75% of the
funding required for the project, and that it has obtained or applied for the appropriate
permissions from the Federal Aviation Administration.696
In 2013, the Legislature appropriated $15 million to the Spaceport Trust Fund. On
August 4, 2014, SpaceX publicly announced that it had decided on Boca Chica Beach in
Brownsville, Texas, as the location for its new non-governmental launch site with construction
expected to begin later in 2014. SpaceX will be the world’s first commercial orbit launch site.
Of the $15 million in legislatively-appropriated Spaceport Trust funds, $13 million went to
SpaceX for the Boca Chica project. SpaceX received an additional $5 million from the Greater
Brownsville Incentives Corporation, $4.4 million from Emerging Technology Fund, $2.3 million
from the Texas Enterprise Fund,697 $2.3 million from its Enterprise Zone Designation,698 and
$360,000 from the Texas Skills Development Fund. The SpaceX project received an additional
incentive in the form of a Chapter 313 appraisal limitation for 10 years for the project from Point
Isabel ISD, which began in 2015. The Chapter 313 agreement provides that, for 10 years,
SpaceX will only pay school district maintenance and operations property taxes on $20 million
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worth of its property value rather than on its full property value. The Brownsville launch site is
expected to be operational by 2018.699
According to the Brownsville Economic Development Council, SpaceX's Brownsville
port is expected to create 500 direct jobs over the next decade, draw $85 million in capital
investment to the city, and generate $51 million in annual salaries.700 The Brownsville
Economic Development Council also believes that the new spaceport could create an
"ecosystem" of aeronautical and engineering firms catering to the launches. Further, the SpaceX
project will be collaborating with the Center for Advanced Radio Astronomy (CARA) at the
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV)701 in a public-private partnership known as
STARGATE.702
STARGATE will be a research and space exploration technology center adjacent to
SpaceX's future command and control center. STARGATE will be run by the University of
Texas Rio Grande Valley faculty and students. At the STARGATE center, astrophysics students
will get to work in modern laboratory facilities and access SpaceX's state-of-the-art satellite
equipment and its engineers. STARGATE will give students the ability to be directly involved in
all aspects of a space mission, including the design of spacecraft, testing, launch, and orbital
operations. In addition, STARGATE will include a business incubator for electronics and radio
frequency-based technology companies. The proximity of the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley to the STARGATE research center, business incubator, and commercial spaceport is
predicted to create unique opportunities for collaboration and research, and significantly boost
the University's technical and educational resources. The development of STARGATE has
prompted the UT System to designate Center for Advanced Radio Astronomy (CARA) the first
research unit of University of Texas Rio Grande Valley.703 The goal of STARGATE is to create
a pipeline for the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley students to gain experience and later
work for SpaceX.704
B. Senate Bill 458
The 84th Legislature passed S.B. 458 in 2015, adding muscle to the work done in 2003 to
promote the aerospace and aviation industry. In particular, as part of the industry-specific
strategic plan that the Governor's aerospace and aviation office is required to develop (pursuant
to S.B. 275 from 2003), S.B. 458 requires the office to recommend policies: to increase
699
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investment in aerospace and aviation activities; to determine the appropriate level of funding for
the Spaceport Trust Fund; to support ongoing projects that have been assisted by the Spaceport
Trust Fund; to strengthen higher education programs supporting aerospace activities; and to
support initiatives aimed at addressing the high technology skills and staff needed to promote the
State's efforts in becoming a leader in the nation for space exploration.
Further, S.B. 458 requires the Governor's aerospace and aviation office to provide short
term and long term statutory, administrative, and budget-related recommendations to the
Legislature and Governor, and a plan for implementing the policy recommendations listed above
by December 1, 2016. The Legislature must implement the short term recommendations by
2020 and the long term recommendations by 2025. The bill also adds ongoing reporting
requirements by the aerospace and aviation office concerning the work it is doing.
Finally, S.B. 458 revised the composition and duties of the Aerospace and Aviation
Advisory Committee appointed by the Governor. Previously, the Advisory Committee was to be
made up of seven "qualified" members to advise the Governor on the recruitment and retention
of aerospace and aviation jobs and investment. "Qualified" was not defined in the statute (and it
still is not), but now the Advisory Committee will be made up of those seven qualified members,
plus one member for each active spaceport development corporation in the State. Presently,
there are three active spaceport development corporations in the State, and those are:
Cameron County Spaceport Development Corp
McLennan County Spaceport Development Corp
Midland Spaceport Development Corporation
C. Conclusion and Further Monitoring
SpaceX is presently under construction. The Governor has appointed members to the
Advisory Committee representing all three spaceport development corporations. The remainder
of the Advisory Committee members and their biographies are available on the Governor's
appointments page.705 The Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Economic Development
awaits the Aerospace and Aviation Advisory Committee's report on December 1, 2016, including
recommendations by the members of the Advisory Committee.
II.

Expedited Permitting

In 2015, during the 84th legislative session, S.B. 709 was signed into law, which made
several long-overdue changes to the current contested case hearing process for permit
applications for air quality, underground injection control, municipal solid waste, industrial and
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hazardous waste, and water quality.706 In Charge No. 4, the Committee addressed these changes
in detail, as well provided a historical analysis of permitting and contested case hearings as it
existed prior to S.B. 709 for context. Please see Charge No. 4, Section II, "Texas's
Environmental Permitting Process and Public Participation." In the interest of brevity, the
analysis and history will not be repeated here.
Interim Monitoring
On April 1, 2016, the Senate Natural Resources and Economic Development Committee
held a hearing in which witnesses were invited to testify on the monitoring of S.B. 709. Steve
Minick on behalf of the Texas Association of Business (TAB) stated that its members are
grateful for the reforms that S.B. 709 implemented, but that the reforms have not moved Texas to
the top of the stack in terms of efficiency in permitting. Mr. Minick stated that TAB would
continue to monitor the changes, but suggested that another area of improvement is in the initial
public participation options and process. He stated that the public's options can be unclear and
procedurally complicated, and that some people don't know what to expect. Clearer public
participation options would be an improvement.707
Hector Rivero, on behalf of the Texas Chemical Council, stated in his testimony that
permitting is critically important when businesses are deciding whether to locate in Texas. Mr.
Rivero noted that Louisiana has a very streamlined process, and he complemented the Texas
Legislature's work on S.B. 709 in order to make Texas's process more streamlined as well. He
further commented that the TCEQ did a fantastic job in its rulemaking. Mr. Rivero stated that, at
this time, the Texas Chemical Council would like to continue monitoring the implementation of
these reforms. Tony Bennett for the Texas Association of Manufacturers (TAM) also
complemented the Legislature's efforts on S.B. 709.
Richard Walsh, on behalf of Valero (which is a member of TAM and the Texas Oil and
Gas Association), reminded the Committee that the TCEQ is the largest permitting agency in the
world—it issues more permits than any other governmental agencies, and it issues some of the
most complex permits. He complimented the work of the TCEQ, and stated that he believes that
most people do not comprehend how much work the agency takes on. He said that for industry,
speed in the permitting process is critical. He stated that, in this regard, Valero greatly
appreciates the expedited permitting program enacted in 2013. He suggested that the Legislature
examine whether the overtime incentives are enough to attract the highest quality engineers for
the permits in order to get them done.
At this point, only one permit application has proceeded under the reformed public
participation rules implemented by S.B. 709, and the outcome would have been the same for this
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application even without the new procedures. This is because the permit application was for a
type of permit that is not subject to contested case hearings. Nevertheless, a contested case
hearing was requested, so the application was set for the Commissioners' Agenda Meeting. Since
the permit was not eligible for a contested case hearing, the request was denied.708 Therefore, no
permits have actually been evaluated under the new S.B. 709 procedures. In other words, the
Commission has not had to adjudicate someone's status as an affected person; the Commission
has not had the opportunity to apply the new list of criteria for determining if a permit should be
referred to SOAH; no cases have been referred to SOAH on direct referral at the request of
applicants; and no applicants have seen the results of the new presumptions with respect to their
draft permits.
The Committee will continue to monitor the status of permit applications and their
movements under the new procedures.
III. Electric Utility Rate Adjustments
The Committee took no action on this charge.
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NOTICE OF RECEIPT OF APPilICATION AND INTENT TO OBTAIN AIR
QUAUTY STANDARD PERMIT REGISTRATION RE.l\'EWAL
I

AIR QUALITY REGISTRATION NO. 79088

Je,

ty:

_fle Precinct I, Montgomery County, Texas,
ty described below, and on the 6* day of
mpson, 4th Floor, Suite402, Conroe, Texas
t bidder, all right, title, and interest that the
ty described below:

-ON SEVEN (7), A SUBDIVISION IN
TO THE MAP OR PLAT TIIEREOF
:ABINET A, SHEET 165 OF THE PAP

XAS, COMMONLY KNOWN AS 104
OCATED IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
LIEN BEING CREATED BY THE
ID RESTRICI10NS FOR APRIL SOUND
I\
I

ill< Dl<r'r\DT\

'1i

ffThJl:l

1 ".l

10'7.tl

fl"

APPLICATION Rock Solid Precast,
has applied to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for~ of Registration No. 79088, for an Air
Quality Standard Permit for Concrete atch Plants, which would authorize continued
at 11393 Sleepy Hollow Road, Conroe,
operation of a Concrete Bat.ch Plant I
Montgomery County, Texas 77385. 1hls link to an electronic map of the site or facility's
general location is provided as a publicj courtesy and not part of the application or
notice. For exact location, refer to application.
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/publidthb610/index.html?la1=30. l 7472&lng =95.40889&z.oom= 13&type=r. The exi~ting facility is authorized to emit the following
air contaminants: particulate matter including (but not limited to) aggregate, cement,
dust, and particulate riJ.atter with
of 10 microns or less and 2.5 microns or

L

1

f::

~ applicati~n

teters

the irEQ

26·

"'.38 submitted_ to
on July
2016. The application will be
available for vtewmg and copymg at the TCEQ central office, the TCEQ Houston
....,o-inn:ol nffirP :onil th... MnntonmP.rV rhnntv MPmnri:ol T .ihrnrv Sv..:fpm - Snnth
I
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- t y described below, and on the

LJ.2,2) -1- M"',<CoNev.'5_07 082416.p-:lf&/25/20! 6 ;a,.-14:58 AM

6"' day ot

mp-son, 4th Floor, Suite 4{)2, Conroe, Texas
' · t bidder; a.II right, title, and interest that the

ty described below:

'

y·

~··-!

I

~~~~ ~ -·~· ~VL ~VL<-·-~ 1~'< ~ L>LLL~
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L

ition of a Concrete Batch Plant loqated at 113~ Jleepy Hollow Road, Conroe,
Montgomery County, Texas 77385. This link to an electronic map of the site or facility's
general location is provided as a pub lid courtesy and not part of the application or

<

notice. For exact location, refer to apptlcation.
http://www.tceq_.texas.gov/assets/publi /hh61O/mdex:.html?lat=30.l7472&lng =95.40889&zoom= 13&type=r. The exi ting facility is authorized to emit: the following
-ON SEVEN (7), A SlJBDrvrsroN IN air contamjnants: particulate matter inc uding (but not limited to) aggregate, cement,
TO THE MAP OR PLAT THEREOF road dust, and particulate matter with
eters of 1(} microns or less and 2.5 microns or
~ABThl.'ET A, SHEET 165 OF Tiffi PAP
less.
XA.S, COMMONLY KNO"'W'N AS 104
OCATED IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
EQ on July 26, 2016. The application will he
LIBN BEING CREATED BY THE This application was submitted to the
[) RESTRlCITONS FORAPRILSOUND available for viewing and copying at th TCEQ central office, the TCEQ Houston
~ OF RECORD IN J!Jl\'E 13, 1974 AT regional office, and the Montgomery C unty Memorial Library System - South
'.::UMENT NO. 348677 OF THE DEED Regional Branch, 2101 Lake Robbins
·ve, The Woodlands, Montgomery County,
S AMENDED AND SlJPPLE..MENTED Texas, beginning the first day of pubIi tion of this notice. The :facility's compliance
file, if any exists, is available for public review in the Houston regional office of the
fX77356
TCEQ.

MontgomeryCounty, Texas
fatcher, ChiefDeputy

The executive director has determined the application is administratively complete and
will conduct a technical review of the aPplication. Information in the application
indicates that this permit renewal would not result in an increase in allowable emissions
and would not result in the emission of air contaminant not previously emitted. The
TCEQ may act on this appticati-On wffhout seeking further pnblic e-0mment or
providing an opportunity for a
case hearing if certain criteria are met.

k

~CLUSION OF SALE

M.
NO W.ARRA..""ITIES, EXPRESSED OR
> Tiffi IMPLlED WARRANTIES OF
JLARPURPOSE. YOUHAVEBOUGfIT
ADVISED THAT TIIB PURCHASE OF

contesr

PUBLIC COmfENT You may subntf:t public comments, or a request for a
contested case hearing to the Office of the Chief Clerk at the address below. The
TCEQ
will consider all public commentk in developing a final decision on the
~y NOT EXTINGUISH ANY LIENS OR
application.
The deadline to snbmit public comments is 15 days after the final
VE SIMPLY PURCHASED WHATEVER

RTY. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
:::HOICE.
August 17,24,31,2016

newspaper notice is published. After tfte deadline for public comments, the executive
director will prepare a response to all relevant and material, or significant public
comments. Issues such as property va.tu.b, noise, traffic safety, and zoning are outside of
the TCEQ's jurisdiction to consider in tbb permit process.
!

i

After the technical review is complete tb'e executive director will consider the comments
and prepare a response to all relevant
material, or significant public comments. If
only comments are received, the resporuf to comments, along with the executive
director's decision on the application, ~then he mailed to everyone who submitted
ied out of the 284th Judicial District Court public comments or who is on the mailing list for this application, unless the application
2016, in favor of April Sound Property
is directly referred to a contested case
ause No. 15-04--03669-CV, in the 284th
LE'S SALE

!l

ana

the 11th Day of February, 2016, against

hr

OPPOR'.fm\TIY FORA CONTESTED CASE HEARING You may request a
contested case hearing. The applicant or flie executive director may also request thai the
·s, FEES AND COLLECITONS COSTS application be directly referred to a con~ case hearing after technical review of the
application. A contested case hearing is a legal proceeding similar to a civil trial in state
district court. Unless a written request fot a contested case hearing is filed within 15
EY'SFEES
days from this notice, the executive ~r may act on the application. If no hearing
reqnest is received within this 15-day Rerlod, no further opportunity for hearing
ty:
will be provided. According to the Tex.J Clean.Air Act § 382.056(o) a contested case
hearing may only be granted if the applidmt's compliance history is in the lowest
)le Precinct 1, Montgomery County, Texas,
classification under applicable compliande history requirements and if the hearing
ty descnOed below, and on the 6"" day of
that are relevant and mat.erial to the
Thompson, 4th Floor, Suite 4-02, Conroe, request is based on disputed issues of
Commission's
decision
on
the
applicatio4
Fmther, the Commission may only grant a
: highest bidder, all right, title, and interest
hearing on those issues submitted during
public comment period and not withdrawn.
_!he property described below:

fact

re

7,ASUBDMSIONINMONfGOMERY
.TTIIEREOF RECORDED IN VOLUME
:E MAP RECORDS OF MONfGOMERY
:::APETOWN WAY , MONfGOMERY ,
lY,1EXAS.
rx77356

:b.umley, Constable PCI'. 1 Montgomery

11

'l4"

TT•

1

1

A person who may be affected by emissions of air contaminants from the facility is
entitled to request a hearing. If requesting a contested case hearing, you must
submit the following: (1) your name (otfor a group or association, an official
representative), mailing address, da~e phone number; (2) appliea.nt's name and
permit number; (3) the statement "CV1el request a contested case hearing;" (4) a
specific description of" how you would tie adversely affected by the application and
air emissions from the facility in a way ~ot common to the general public; (S) the
location and distance of yonr property klative to the facility; (6) a description of
h.ow you use the property which may b~ impacted by the facility; and (7) a list of all
disputed issues of fact that you submit during the co~eat period. If the request is
.made by a group or assowitio~-one or ~ore members who have st.anding to
135
request a hearing must be identified
name and physical address. The interests

by\

L

_J

.

-

.
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7,ASUBDIVISIONINMONTGOMERY
:r THEREOF RECORDED IN VOLUME

E MAP RECORDS OF MONTGO:MERY
:::APETOWN WAY, MO.NTGOMERY,
LY, TEXAS.
rx 77356

:h.umley, Constable PCT. 1 Montgomery

[chaelA. Hatcher, ChiefDeputy

~CLUSION OF SALE

L

NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR
>

THE Th1PLIED WARRANTIES OF

L

of air cun-inailts from the fa<ility m
1
entitled to request a hearing. If req~esting a contested case hearing, you must
submit the following: (1) yournam (or for a group or association, an official
representative), mailing address, da iime phone number; (2) applicant's name and
permit number; (3) the statement "[IfweI
request a contested case hearing;" (4) a
.
specific description of how you wojd be adversely affected by the application and
air emissions from the facility in a 'I ay not common to the general public; (5) the
location and distance of your propetfy relative to the facility; (6) a description of
how you use the property which ma~ ~be impacted by the facility; and (7) a list of all
disputed issues of fact that you subcfut during the comment period. If the request is
made by a group or association, on~ or more members who have standing to
request a hearing must be identified by name and physical address:. The interests
which the group or association seerJ t.o protect must also be identified. You may
also submit your proposed adju.stm~nts to the application/permit which would
satisfy yonr concerns. Reqnests fort contested case hearing ma.st be submitted in
writing within 15 days following~ notice to the Office of the Chief Cler~ at the
address below.

JLARPURPOSE. YOU HAVE BOUGHT

ADVISED TILA.T TIIB PURCHASE OF Following the close of all applicable mment and request periods, the Executive
\.Y NOT EXTINGUISH ANY LIENS OR Director will forward the application d any requests for contested case hearing to the
VE SIMPLY PURCHASED WHATEVER Commissioners for their consideratio at a scheduted Commission meeting. The
RTY. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
Commission may only grant a re.quest for a contested case hearing on issues the
:::H01CE.
re.questor submitted in their timely comments that were not subsequently withdrawn.. If
August 17,24, 31,20i6
>N-CLASS5
:XA.S

OEMI CRUZ, Deceased

a hearing is gran~ the subject of~ hearing will be limited to disputed issnes of
fact or mixed questions of fact and Giw relating to relevant and material air quality
concerns submitted during the comtltent period. Issues such as property values,
noise, traffic safety, and zoning are outside of the Commission's jurisdiction to consider
in this proceeding.

j

MAILING LIST In addition to

ttin.g public comments, you may ask to be placed

.intiff's petition at or before 10 O'Clock on a mailing list to receive future pubtlc notices for this specific application mailed by
I0) days from the date of Publication of the Office of the Chief Cleric by senrurtg a written request to the Office of the Chief
Law #2 of MONTGOMERY County, at · Clerk at the address below.
I

AGENCY CONTACTS A..l'fil INFOFTION Public comments and requests must
be submitted either electronically at
.tceq.texas.gov/about/comments.b.tml, or in
P.
writing to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality, Office of the Ghief Clerk, MC-105, P.O. Box 13087, Austin,
Texas 78711-3087. If you com.munica~ with the TCEQ electronically, please be aware
:. VARGAS; MICHAEL B NEWMAN; that your email address, like your phy~~mailing address, will become part of the
LE
ageo.cy's public record. For more info
·on about this permit application or the
permitting process, please call the Public Education Program to!l free at 1-800-687YSI CRUZ, as Plaintiff, and
4040. Si desea informaci6n en Espaiiol, puede llamar al l-800-687-4-040.
Defendant.

to wit
llNE HEIRSHIP

ob~ed

Further information may also be
from Rock Solid Precast, LP, 11393 Sleepy
Hollow Road, Conroe, Texas 77385-6 79 or by calling Mr. Douglas Jackson, Matrix
New World Engineering, at (713) 359- 659.

2011

ce in CONROE, Texas, this 18th day of Notice Issuance Date: August 11,
Publication Date: August 24, 2016

I

~TURNBULL,

~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NTY CLERK MONTGOMERY

PU.UC NOTICE
SELF SERVICE STORAGE OF C<j>NROE WISH(NG TO AVAJL THEMSELVES
OF THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 59 OF THE TEXAS PROPERTY CODE
HEREBY GIVES NOTICE OF S~ UNDER SAID ACT THIS SALE IS BEING
MADE TO SATISFY ALANDLO~S LIEN BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED ON LINE
AT www.storagetreasures.com. starting
on 0911412016 CONTENTS ARE
I
MISCELLANEOUS. HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND PERSONAL ITEMS OF
TENANT(S)AS LISTED: ERNESTbABREGO,ANGIE BRADFORD, WILLIAM
CARCAMO, MICHELL NAGY, DE£jH:K RIVERS: PAYMENTS WILL BE MADE
IN CASH ONLY SELF SERVIC~ STORAGE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
REJECT ANY BID AND WITHDRAW PROPERTY FROM SALE.
PUBLISHED OATES:August24, 2016ANDAugust 31, 2016

1dy Faught, Deputy

Published Date:August 24 • 2016

:ERSPLEASE
KING DAYS
R'S AFFIDAVIT
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Servicios Generales - Satelite - Electrici

lmltml;!flti•tJiltlDlfll ti
1

Comision deCalidadAmbiental de Tex.as

"l/ALOERRAMA AIC & REFRIGW
TIOH•. CALEFACCION, A!RE acor
dicionado 'I refrigeracion come

cial. Venta, reparacian, instalacio
y servicios. 24 horas/ 7 dias, 2s·
974-4599.

CALEFACCION, AIRE ACONOICIOW
00 Y~ COMERCIAI
5 aiios sin intereses, o(re{:emos f

AVISO DE RECI.BO DESOUcmID EThi""ENCTON DEOITTTh'ER
REGISTRO DERENOVACTONDEPERMISO ESfA..~ARDE
CALIDAD DEAffiE
,
j/

l'll)M. DE REGISTRO DEC'AUDAD DEAIRE. 'j9088
SOUCITUD R<id:Salid Pr""'5t, IP, ha.ro!idtadoa la ComisiOO deCalidadAmbiaitilde Te.=

(lcrQ porsus siglas en i.-.gles) para renw..000 de Permiso E.<12nd:rr deCalida:i de Aire para
p!antasde oonerrui, Niim. de Riegistro ?'}088, el a..! automaria el furu:ionamientnmnlinuadode
una planta decoocreroubicada en 11393 Sleepy Hollow Road, Conroe, O:mdadode Mool,,"""""'3·,
Texas77385. En la seciixide a>'Nls pOblioos deeste periOOiooseeocuemra lohw.aOOn.a&:;ooa!
robreestasolkirud. Esteenlare a u:n """"'dectrooiro<lela ubi=ioo general de! sitioo de la
inst1laci6n es ~romo una art...-.ia ixib!iea rnoes 1ia.-i.ode laf<llidtud <> dcl "''-"'·Para
la uhiraciii<t a:acta, consulte la solicirud.
lrtlp:/f-...-.tooq~"/"""'3/publkjhb610/index.hlml?la!=JG.l7472&lng~
=t~r La inst:alaciOO eici>tente emitiralns signienks oonlaminantes~ mal:6ia en

partirulas, indu;endo (pero no limitido a) agregados, cenenro, ptiro de la calle, y 12< partirubs
coo di.2metrosde 10 micraso menos y 2,5 micras O lll6lOS.

nanciamiento. Ve11ta, reparaci6n, im
lalaci6n, servicios. 24 horas/7 dia:
261·974-4599.
FIMANCW'405 SU AIRE ACONO!CtC

UAOO CON 60 meses, 0% sin k
teres. lnsta~mas en un dia, trab<
jo profesional y garantizado, 71 c

246·5005.
AIRE ACOHDICIONAOO. REP/JU
MOS E INSTALAMOS TODAS la
marcas, finam:iamiento disponibh
Presupuesto i9ratls! Nuestro trab<
jo es profesional y garantizado. 71 c
240-5805.

AlARMAS&CA
Pm:ios d~!le $24.95 al mes,+ Si

Esta sOO::i1ud se pre;entb a la TCEQ el 26de Julio de! ano 2'll6. lasolicitud es!a:r.i dispoo.ible para
scr revisado i•wp<adoen la afidoa u:n!ral de la TCFQ, en la o6cina ~ooa! de la 'ICTQ en
Hooston,yMon1gomayCotmtyMemo<iall.ibra.')-Sys!rm-S:xi!h~!!raich,2101Lak:

Robbins llrn'e. Tne Woodlands. Mont,,aoo>C1Yuillllty, T=s, com<mando<I primerdla de la
puhlicaciOnde este a\i<O. Fl expedientede ounpl.iliriento normafan dela insl:>laci:ln. si al,,"UI!O
exi5te, es:ii di>jxmibie parasu ,.,.;;;;oo en la~ regional de la TCEQ"" Hoo.<ton.
_J

EldiredorcjecutivodelaTCEQhade!enninadoqLlasolicitndestaoomplelaa1fa1inistrati>-.mente
v lla-ar.i acabo un e<:amen !knkodel2 solicilllrl. !.a infunnaciim conlflllidaen bsolicitllrl indira
Queesta reuovaci-On d!;l penni5o no daria lugaren lm aun>enlnde lasemi.<iooes permitidas y no
daria lugaren la emis.iOO.deun oontaminantedelaire noemitido pre.~ I.a TCEQ pu<dc
adllar SJlx-e esta salicilDdsin busc:ar~ pOiJliais adici.ooalr:s o daruna

OSTENGA l!ll PREsrAMO SOBRE E
Tfrut.o de su carro. Usted se qui
da con el carro, no se revisa a-OOiL
713-955-1858.

Clp0111midadpua unaawti<Pda.deaso~siseat!DPk(l(lllcierfos
crik:rios.
'

DIAGH6snCO, INSTALACION, RI
PARACION y IL\NTENIMIEKTO D
AC. Ofrecemos estimados gratis le
7 dias. Garantia de 10 aiios, 71:

COMENTARIOPUBUCOUsledpu<dcp<eSelltar'oomcatariospUblioo5,u...&il=

474-6953, TACLA69780fl·TACJ

unaaodiencia.clecaso impiguadnala.~ddSca-etario06mlal domi<ilioa
rontinuad<in.. l.a TCEQ !iJmaci en ruenta todns los """"'3l2rio pUbliooseo la deci;iOO final de la
solicil1od. La fech:tlimik para presc:mtaroom<:nlariospUhlicos cs 15 cliasdo:spuCs de
que sepuhliqw:d aviso m d pcriOdioo. Deipu6; de la redla limitepara comenlarios
pUb!ioos, d ilim:t.orejoo.rtivo ~ una ~para todo. loso:imm!arios pUhJioos
pertioente; ymatetiales, O~'OS. Cuesliooestlk:so:imo>-akz-de propie<bd, nDOO, ~
dd tr.ifiro, y""1ffica<:i0n noestin deltlrode laju:risditriOOde la TCEQ paraabon:laraem el pro=o
de! penniso.

B69780E.
AIRE ACONDICIONADO. SOMO
PROFESIOffALES, i22 ANOS de e-

periencia!. Tel. 281-667-7967, Li
P4EI036/\E1 EOC84CI.

;cat4EXlON HOY MISMO! KILOWJ
TT

FIJO,

iSAsADos gratis!. Recit

$100.00 oo luz gratis. 713-589-2584

CAualo DE CHEQUES, TIWISFI

137

RENCIAS ELECTRONICAS A cua

l

r-

.................... , ... ..,.,., ........ ,..,..,,... ..;,..,.j,,..,...,..,..- . .

(1,2) -1-Lc5ubasta_f-HJ~STOf.;_N_P07.pdf 8/25/20~ 6 1l:09:CCAM

_J

I que esta reno-.aci&.n de ~tnfs.:.1 no d&-iaJuga.r eu un auu~ de k

:ties pennitidas y no
) da:'i2 lil""c21"en la emisiOn =1:- om tzm!:a:.-ni.fla.'lt:e dcl ab"'lt rti1 ~ prevu..~a:nte. La TCEQ puede

' adruil"saOt"Cestx ~sinhusor~~zdicio=lesodar-w.a
I oportmridad par:<Wl:l.-netidadeak.imp'=4o 9.secnmpfe con cicrt<lS

I

I criterios.

' COMENl~.\RIO !'(muco Usted pue&e pre=itar romemarias p<lb!ims, o salicirar
1
unaaudiencia de casa irnpugnado a bi! Oficina de!: SecretarioOficial al domidl.io"
, contimraciOO. La TCEQ
m=la bdcs las <X>!Ilffi\a.'>05~ en la dlri<itm final de I;; ·

t"""""-

O!A.G!tOSTICO, ll~STAU.C!ON, R.I
PARActON Y MAlffEmM!Eft'TO 0
AC. Ofrecemos estimados gratis le
7 dfas. Garamia de 10 aiios, 11:
474-6953~

TACLA69780R-ThC\

85978<'.lE.

: f<lli-.:irud.La~ecfia~pm-a~~~csI5diasdespuesde
; quesepubiiqueel'"'!SO en el~-~<!<: ia1d1a linmeµa,-a=nen:ai"l5
[ pualicris. t'ldire::tnrtjeortro:: p~-:ar21ma f.~ ;iarntm lusao.'ll~ 1•:ti..,,,.
,
perti-ienl:es r~. osigllifu::lliwi;;. Cu~taks"""" \'akr. Uep;".gieda:l, nridu.seguriiad .
i dcl trMim, r wnificaci{m"" estiin dt!m<> de la jurisdkri6n de la TC't(l !n<!ra a.~.e en el r>-ooe<n

AfRE ACOHOICIONAOO. SOMO
11ROFES!Of<ALES, i22 ANOS de ep-eriencia!. Tel. 281-667-795~ U
?4EI036AE.1 EOCS4CL

j ~dee! aa.'Detlt&nioode ia S'.llicimd sero.~ eldirectoc~.utnmari en OJ""°' las

TT FIJO, ;SAf!AOOS gratis!. Recit
$100.00 <E luz gratis. 713-589-2584

I dcl poemri>o.

• cmnentadosyprep2!'2cl ooare;puesta arodos ios~jl{iblioos~ y ma\eriah o
i ~us.Si s5b sere:ihen <.:omemari1S, la ~.a a IDs o::mien~.juntocoo. !a de:i.~
i dcl dfrector ~coo ~a la salicirud, ;;er:! en\'iada p:iroo.-reo• talas aqueilas pe<s:mas

CAMSIO OE CHEQUES, TRANSFI
RENCIA.S ELECTROUICAS A cua
quie<' pane de.! mun:io, oroenes qpago, pague factmas, tarjetas de a:

· Gut" 1~~roncoo1a1ta.r-Xtsp:1..~oquicnsse~t·.nlalista.~crxreo1l2ra ~..a
! su!ici!Ud.~ ntellIBquc laf<i'Xitu<l5"" remi&'..a di,-~parn una aB~de=
im~'),

bito prepagadas. www.elguerochec
casi.1k1g.com.

I

O!'ORTI..~lDAD

;CONEXION HOY MtSMO! KILOWJ

PARA L'NAAlJl>IES'CTAOECASO l:MPUGXAOO U..ted puede

NUESmO OBJETIVO ES OFRECE
SE!MCiO RAPloo, cortes y amab!
Para mas imoonacioo py, favar \~'
le ooes'.ra pagina web: 1%'\"•W.el.;Ju•

solicitaruna.audiendadc=iimpugnado.EsOOcitanteoel~on,je(:umntam!>ii:s1

plla:len iiedir que la ,;olj..:itud se remita dire::lmnenrea =audi""1ciade <as:J ~despu6;

de!ei;arneniecnindela9Jlicitud.UnaaJJdienciaJe<=iim~esonp.=kgal"""-eci<!oa
unjuicio:T.il cri un trihw"'1declistdl-Odd e;t!do. Aire=qu.,,se~<:una ~ por=ilo
pa:z una anilimciade= i~dentrode 15diasdeesta w.>titkaci6n, el direduref.ruthu

rocheci<cashing.com.

pl.lfrle2Uloriiat'1a sdicirud. Si nose redbe un:a peliciiin par.a_~deutro dd pl%Z4>
de 1.5 dias, no sed.aci otra opommidad para unzawlieacia. De :ic=doron la l..er de Ai."'

A.CTU.Al..MENTE CO«TAMOS CO«

SUCURSALES EK Houston, Pasad•
na y So!llh Hoosto11, para servir
puhlico. Visite nuestra paglna we

LimpiodeT=,§:31'..2.()56(0),s';losel"..iede~!ln2.amieociade<2S0~siel

histaria! de C!lnljJ!!i:nienm "'1Cma\ivQde! roliri!:anle >e=>en1!:aen lada5ific:rioo rr..!s haj&de
amerooa !os requisitos ~deiiistorial deamiplinrient<l oormatlva y:si la pe!idini pa.<1
audiencia est:\ !>asada en tuesti<>oos de h<rlw en disputa queson pertioerk>s yRUta:iaJ.es pa_,-a la

v.-ww.elgaerocheckcashing.com.

d<risiQ..,delaComoo<<oorespe:;toalasulicirud.Ad=.a;,lac~solo~una

~CESTA O!NER'O RAPIDO o SU
PLEMEHTE CANSAOO de esper;
en lineas de creatto de larac? Ento1
ces visitenos. tenemos 7~ ubicaci•
nes. www.elg<.rerodle::kcashing.coo

audiencia robre =s ruesfu::ies <('.Jese~ dur.mted poriOO<ide~ pllb!ioos;"llG se
rctiren.
Uaa.personaquepuedeest:!raf~ porcantamiwmtesdeemisiancs~

de una pl:mt:t tiene ~ awlicitar""" aw5enda. Sise mlic:ita una-.fiencia de
caso impugna.do, debe presentar lo siguielrte: (t) su nombtt (o paraun grupoo
asodacic\n, mt rqre>c:ntante otida!J, direai6n, ynUmcro de tdefono; (2) d nambre
ddsolidtanl.eynUmcrodelpenniso;(3)ladec:!araciOO"f.m/..-.trosl
solicito/sol.idtamosunaaudiendade1n1.casoimpugnado";(4}wiadcscripci00

DESOE $0.00 OE OEPOSITO. RJ
PIDO SU servicio de luz, jpara h(
mismoL Tenemos prepago y mes
mes. 713-984-4005.

esperifkadeciiniosevma2<lvcrsa.mcntcafc:cladaP'1<'iasolidludy~
atmosterlcas de la planlade man.= que no csooomin ~ d pcihliro-en gcner:al; ();}

3 UESES OS PElicous GRA.TIS ~
CONTRA.TAR Rex Tv. Sin contrat
seguro soc:ial ni ctOOito, jno hay pr•

la uhicadOn y Iadist.mda de su propie<bd ron relac:ic1n ala pbnla; (6) una
descripc:i6n de <ixno usa la propie:dad quep<,.,.Jaser afemdapr lapbnla; y (7) una
&.tr.dctocbs lasruestiaacsdchcdiom dispulaqueustal~duranled
p<riado dea:imenlarios. Sifa pe!iciiio_ la hacc Ullgmp£>Oasodaci00, UDO 0 mas
miembros qucti<2lol cl<rcdio asalicitarunaaudi<ncia ddJen ser;dcntilicad<is par
SU nombrey dirc<riiirt fisira. LJSint=5cs qucd r;tupo Ola aso::iao:i<'in basica
protegertamhien se .ime.t idallilicar. Tamhifn puede prcsentar .sus modilicadoncs
pmpue;tas a lasolidtwlfal pennlso quesalisfariari SUS inqt.liduclcs. Las petidooes
paraunaaudieociadecaso Unpugnado ddJai ~porcscritodeub:ode l5

blefr,a! 281-303-1888.
jCONEXION HOY f41Sli!O! PAGU

SES A mes desde $75.00. Tambie
tenemos prepagado desde $30.0•
sin trucos. Uamenos al 713-42!

dias despu"5 deeste a..-isio, a la 06cina delSec=tario OOcial a ladircod<ia a

4867.

~

~ KW. C<
no ID, no s:
no deposito. Sabados y doming{
iluz gratis! 832-206-9076.

ELECTRICIOAD DESDE

NEXl6H ldSMO dia,

~de! rime detodos las perioOO;deromentariosyde penooa que a;p!i<:an. tMirectoc
~ em>iar.\ lasSG!i::i!.ude;ya.ialquierpeticiOO para ima audielria decaso itnp;lgrul<!oa !os

Comisiooados de la TCEQ para su amsi<leraciOn durante una mmiOn programadade la ComiSilll.
La Olmisiiin.sOlo p<>OOe~wia scllcimd de unaaudifficia de caso impl!gnado me los
I temasque elsolici!lmle ~.,. preseilllidomsusoomeolarios.op:Jrtuoosqueoo fueroo. rel:irados
[ posterionnrote. Sise CXID.t%de tma audimcia, el tmia de la audiend:t estatalimitado a
, ruestioncs debedloendisputa o~ miJtasdehcrli<l yde~
I relaciomdas a interescs pettincntcsy uuterWes de czlidad..imosf'ericaque se
: h2}-an planteado dnr.mreel periodode comeetarios. QJe<tiooes tab; oomo ,..iurde
! propiexlad, ruido, seguri<lad de tralioo pxiruiicoci<in no e;tin deroo de la jurisditri{Jn de la
~ OJmisi6n paraaboR!arse"" esteproce;ojudicial

I

ELECTRICIDAO OESDE $0.00 DI
POslTO, Q.10 CREofro? jOKl, toffi:
aprobados. 1-844-269-464-0.
~ OOEMo OE UH CARRO Y neo
sita dinero? En •Advantaae Rnanc<

le podemos ayudar. 713-955-1858.

.

j USfA DE CORREO _.\deim!s de presentaroomeulilrios p;lb!ioos, poo:leoo!icitlr quelei~'llll
, en una list.a deoomio !"'-"' estr.solicitud al emiaruna j)e!ici6n ala Oikina del Se::relario Oficial de la
TCEQmladiroriOna~

J
!

II

CO:ll.TACTOSDEIAAGENOAEIM-"OIWACTON ~pllbli::osypct:iciooesse
dehenentregarporellnternet'.'~•:treq.~/aboot/~o:edebenemiar.;epor
escntoalaOficinadel Se<reari<>Oficial,MC-lo5, TCEQ,P.0. &x 13087,.""5!ln, T=is';87n-:;o8/.
Sise""'111IDi<:a<:xlllla TCEQpoc\iaelcctromca, pO<tin'Ol'{rogaenCliaWlqueSl~ de
/ romo, comosndireo:iOO ad.lral, pasacia funnarparte del regislro plihlirodela agencia.. Para mas
' infonnaciiln sobreestasolicirud de pemriso 0 sobreel proceso depermisos, po.-£a,,or llamesin
J ro!x'o al Programa de EduGlciiln del PUbliroal 1~-!040- Sideoea infmmciim en F;;paiiol.
, JJUOOC llamara! !-800--687---4640.

'
I

IRaad,Cooroe,
abtenerinfonnaciim
Te:as,
Se puede

adicional tan>bi<n de &ockSa!id !'recast, l.P, 1'393

~· Hali!!W

DauglasJrlson, Matri<NewWa:id
II Engin«ring, al nlimero77385-6t7'1oalllamaralSr.
713-"359-8659.

i Fecliadef.xpediciim:el u_dea;;_os1:o_,.2J.J_16__
AGosro

24 -AGOSTO 30, 2016

----·-----------

S! NECESfi'A OINERO Y TIENE EL I
Iulo rle su carro, en •Act vantage f
nance· le podetnos ayudar, llame )
713-955-1858.

EH "ADVANTAGE RNAHCe" LE AYl
OAMOS COM un pre:staroo oobre '
carro. 1Hasta 48% en tarifas baja
Uame ahora, 713-955-1858.

,.NECESITA ELECllllCIDAO? COH
SIN CONTRATO, inicie con 520.0
Diga que nos vio en "La Subasta
832-89Hl059, 11222 Airline Dr.
CA11HUE SU CHEQUE OE SU NOM
NA y cheques del gobieroo en cu<
quiera de nuestras oficinas Bari
www.barrigroup.com

"El PeriOdico de las Oportunidade:
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~A.

2329

!08. PREauto de

713-714-

LAME YA

<.

jUsted

vd, Hous-

:z & AS-

en cases
1igraci6n.

HABLE PERSONALMENTE CON EL
ABOGA.00 CEsAR Escalante. Pelee
para ganar su caso, si no gana, no
tiene que pagar. 713-236-8616.

SI NECESITA ALGUIEN QUE LO DEFIENOA en un caso criminal, hab!e
personalmente con el Abogado "Cesar Escalante•. 713-236-8616.
EL ABOGAOO cESAR ESCALANTE.
PELEO PARA ganar su caso. Si no
gana, no tiene que pagar. Uame ya
mismo 713-236-8616.

-1--LcSubasta_nousroN_N_P-04.prif 8/2512016 11 :D5::i l A.M

TICKETS DE nWtsrrO, CASOS FAMIUARES, OIVORCIOS, paternidad,
custodia, manutenci6.'l de niiios. Hable r;on el Abogado •Aroold", no consu!te secretarias. 713-695-2000.

tarniliares, divorcios,
paternidad, custodia, manutenci6n,
de nines. Ha!Jle con el Abogado •Arnold•, 713-695-2000.

713-

•O PARA

do directamente. 713-695-2000. 4617
Bristol, St. Houston TX 77009.

(.BilSCA ASOGAOO QUE LE AYUDE
CON acddente de auto? Abogada Hil-

IMMIGRACION: ltlFORMES DE LA
NUEVA LEY. Deportaciones, visas
de trabajo, peticiones tammares. 713695-2000. No consufte secretarias.
4617 Bristol, Houston

da Sibrian le ayudara. iSi NO gano,
NO pagal 713-714-4444.

de auto? jYo le ayudare! Si NO gano,

HABLE CON EL ABOGAOO DIRECTA-

NO PAGA. 713-714--4444.

MEffTE PARA. cases tammares, divorcios, paternidad,custodia, manutencicin de niiios. 4617 Bristol, Houston,
Tx 77009. 713-695-2000.

iLE CHOCAROH SU CAAAO? NOSOTROS LE ayudamos, accidentes de
auto y de 18 ruedas, Abogada Hilda
Sibrian. 713-714-4444.

&

~cia.

•S

de hui-

e GonzaUTE! ACINAL HaSi no gai16.
jASOGA-

Accidenconmigo
16.

n009.

Rock Solid Precast, LP, ha solicitado a la
Comision de-€alidadAmbiental de Texas (TCEQ
por sus siglas en ingles) para renovaci6n de
Permiso Fstandar de Calidad de Aire para
plantas de roncreto, NU.m. de Registro 79088, el
cual autorizaria el fimcionarniento rontinuado de
una planta de ooncreto ubicada en 11393 Sleepy
Hollow Road, Conroe, Condado de Montgomery,
Texas 77385. En la seccion de avisos publioos de
este peri6diro se encuentra infonnaci6n
adicional sobre esta solicitud.

VtCCIDEHTES DE AUTO? NO ESPERE, RECIBA atenci6n mooica. Uame
24 horas, 713-714-4444. jUsled tie-

CASOS FAMILIA.RES, OIVORaOS, PATERNIOAD, CUSTODIA, MARUTEH·
CION de niiios. Hable con el Aboga-

ALEZ

; de acci-

A TODAS 1AS PERSONAS Y
PARTES INTERESADAS:

ilNFORMESE YA! TICKETS OE mAN-

srro, CASOS

ne derechos! 2329 Efta Bfvd, Houstoo 77008.

ASOGADA Hll..DA SfBE!IAR ES LISTA,
HOllESTA, tenaz.

t Tiene accidente

:z & AS_pn casos

AYUOAMOS A LOS PADR£S, ABUE·
LOS Y familias en T..xas con cuslodi.a, divorcios, visitaciones y mas. j35

igraci6n.
...

ALEZ &

s de acJligencia.
0 PARA
s de hui-3 Gonz.ciNCIA EL
;ita visite
.ta.com

<;.

'.),

'

~

aiios de experiencial 713-510-5500.

,

Una organizad6n sin fines de lucro ,~

ASISTEHCiA LEGAL PARA LAS FA·
MIUAS DE bajos ingresos de Texas.

'~ ~ ~

·Divorcio · Custodia

No espere mas y Uamenos. 713-5105500.

·Paternidad/AON
· Visitaci6n

;.NECESfTA ASISTEHCCA LEGAL PA·

·Derechos de padres
Ayudamos a lospadres,
los abuelos Y. a familias en
Texas por mas de 35 afios·

RA SU DIVORCIO? l,Abogados de-

masiado caros? jPermilanos ayudarle! 713-51()-55()().

NTE! AC:IMINAL.
ite. Sino

1Qt::1&::.

ilNf6RMese YAl TICkETS DE 1JtAK..
I

I

-

iE5 MllGRANTE V NEa:strA ASiSTENCIA LEGAL para su caso familiar? jNosotros lo ayudamos! llamenos hoy. 713-510-5500.
"AREOLA & ASSOCIATEs- LE AYUDA CON SUS casos de inmigracioo,

<.ViCTIMA OE UN ACCIOEKTE? NOSOTROS LE ayudarnas a ooteoor ta
mayor compensaci6n, no importa
su estatus migratorio. 832-282-5253.
5312 lrvingtoo.

NOSOmOS LE AVUOAllOS A OBTElllER LA mayor compensacion que
merece por sus lesiones y a pelear
por sus derechos. 832-282-5253.
(.ES vicnMA DE UH ACCIOENTE OE
auto, camion de 18 ruedas, coostruccidn, caidas, m1Jerte por negligencia? Uame hoy: 832-282-5253.

c.viCTIMA DE ACCIOEKTE INDUSTRIAL? HASl.E CON Diana Salinas

hoy: No importil su estatus rriigratoria. ;ConsiA!a gratis! 832-282-5253.
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